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FOREWORD

This report is a sequel to the "Final Report on An

Experiment in Teacher Development" submitted to the National

Institute of Education in March, 1981 under Grant Number

G-78-0219. We assume that the reader is familiar with, and

has at hand, that previous report since we refer to it from

time to time in the present one. In particular, we direct the

reader to page 12 of the earlier report where we discuss the

notion of "giving a child reason." "Giving reason" played

a central role in the teachers' learning and also, later,

in their work with children in the classroom. It continues

to be referred to in the current analysis.

This Report was prepared under NIE Grant Number G-81-0042

We wish to thank Rene Gonzales, our Project Officer, for his

enthusiastic support for the Project and for his patience

during the writing of this report.
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PREFACE

This report includes six separate documents in addition

to an overview, each of tem presenting one face of our work:

The overviewis followed, in Section II, by a proposed method-

ology for the micro-analysis of spontaneous learning as it

occurs during the work of making something (building a tune).

Section III goes on to propose analysis on a larger scale by

identifying "critical moments" throughout the seminar

sessions. Section IV is a longitudinal analysis of the

evolution of an "idea" in the course of the work of one group

of teachers (elementary arithmetic). Section V focusses on

the role of interpersonal relations among teachers and between

teachers and staff as these influenced the omtcomes of our

work together. Section VI describes the outcomes of rhe

project as seen in observations of five of the teachers'

classrooms, and Section VII presents brief sketches of each

of the teachers in the light of their participation in the

project.

The Sections also reflect their authors' differences in

style, approach and choice of materials. Sections II and III

were prepared by Jeanne Ba.zberger who concerns herself more

with methodology of analysis and perhaps a foray into what

might pass as theory. Eleanor Duckworth, who prepared

Section VI, makes a more intimate, extended, richly documented

account and interpretation of actual events as rhey occurred

over the second ye-ar of the seminar. Section V was prepared by

JoAnne Gray (with editing by Bamberger and Duckworth) who was not
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herself, a participant in the project; she was thus able to

take a more distanced view as she looked in at us (through the

video-tapes) from the outside. Finally, Magdalene Lampert,

in Section VI, reports from her view as observer in five

of the teachers' classrooms, summarizing some of what she saw

there, and what she heard in subsequent interviews with these

teachers.
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I OVERVIEW

As the preface suggests, we have had to take into

account in this analysis the vast and varied data accumulated

during the course of the project itself: 180 hours of

video-taped sessions with two groups of teachers; logs

written by the teachers as personal reflections on the

seminar sessions and on their lives both inside and out-

side the classroom; notes taken by staff members; reports

from the adjunct teacher who worked in the classrooms of

6 of the participants; interviews with individual teachers

and anecdotal reports of informal meetings between teachers

and staff members. While we have worked to give a fair

pers:)ective on this mass of data in the report, we foresee

that the work of disseminating the results may continue

for some time to come and may also continue to take different

forms. For example, one Ph.D. dissertation has already grown

from the project, several published articles have appeared,

there have been a number of addresses at various conferences*

and we anticipate that a book will eventually grow out of

our work.

* See Appendix.
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2.

The task of analysis has been particularly demanding

because from the outset we committed ourselves to staying

close to the "phenomena" of the teachers' experiences.

This has required us to develop modes of analysis that

will document accurately. To do so we have made fine-

grained descriptions through close analyses of actual

protocols and through long and careful studies of video-

taped sessions. Through these we believe we have succeeded

in capturing the complex, multi-layered texture of the data

that the project has generated. In doing so, we have also

tried to include the emergence of new ideas, views, and

feelings as these occurred in context.

The multi-layered texture of the data is evidenced

in a number of ways: the seminar sessions included a wide

diversity of experiences including making experiments with

materials as varied as music, physics, the solar system and

arithmetic. Further, through the discoveries the teachers

made in doing these experiments, they also learned that they

could learn "on their own steam." At the same time, they

learaed how to look at the kinds of learning with which

they were involved. In this process the participants

developedthe ability to learn from one another especially

8



3.

as this involved getting inside one another's minds

(see Sections 4 and 5 of this report). For example,

they learned that new questions and new insights could

emerge as a result of someone else's questions and insights.

They became supportive of one another's confusions and fears,

and in doing so, the participants were able to break

through the isolation that they, like most teachers, ex-

perience: They discovered that they had shared puzzles,

feelings of success and lack of it, and sometimes deep

doubts about themselves as teachers and even about "school"

as an enterprise. Finally the participants learned

with one another to face risks--the risks, for instance,

of open-ended activities such as we asked them to

participate in and the risks of exposing their various

beliefs and ideas to scrutiny--their own as well as

each other's.

This diversity along with its complex, multi-layered

texture also signals another important result of the

project: To achieve the kinds of goals that we did and,

in any case, towards which we were aiming, takes a great

deal of time. That this is true is evidenced by the fact

that it was primarily among the teachers who participated

in the project over two years (between 45 and 60 sessions)

that we saw really significant learning and growth. In

contrast, among those in the second group who participated
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4.

for only one year and then only every-other week (15

sessions), the extent of learning and growth was considerably

less. And this even though the second group benefited

from our previous experience during the first year.

This may seem like a troubling result in the view of

possible applications of the project to, for example,

in-service training programs in public school settings

where evan 15, 3-hour sessions might seem an extravagance.

However, zhe need ftr extended time reflects, we believe,

not only the depth of the re-thinking that the partici-

pants were willing to do during the seminar, but more

importantly, the complexity and profundity of the work

of teaching and learning, itself, when these engage the

sorts of thinking and reflection which the seminar

encouraged.

This finding suggests that if we are to achieve

the kinds of change in classrooms towards which we and

others are striving, in-service programs should be

available to teachers as a continuing process through-

out their teaching careers. If school systems were to

adopt such a proposal, then the pressures of time-

constraints would be obviated since the processes that

we developed, for example, would be on-going rather than

a single, one-shot experience. Such in-service programs

could become a revolving process whereby more experienced

teachers could assume facilitator roles in relation to

10
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less experienced teachers with this responsibility

passed around among the teaching staff. If the development

of such programs were to be encouraged by NIE, it

could be considered a really significant result of their

investment in this project.

Modes of Work in the Seminar

To characterize the process of learning as it occurred

through the ways we worked together in the seminar, we

have found it useful to borrow from D. A. SchOn (1982) the

notion of "learning as reflective conversation with materials."

(See also Section II of this report.) "Conversation" is

meant, here, both literally and figuratively. That is, it

refers both to the literal, on-going conversations that

took place between staff and teachers and among teachers,

but it also refers to the "conversations" between teachers

and their materials in the variety of specific experiments

with which they became engaged. "Materials" as used in

the context of the seminar sessions, varied from bells/

pitches used for making a tune, balls and ramps for

experimenting with speed and acceleration, to a story

from one of the teachers' classrooms, a video-tape of a

child engaged in some problem, to a teacher's questiln,

confusion, or insight. Each of these materials was treated

as something to reflectively act upon--to probe, perturb,

to make something new of or with.

11



6.

As a result, thinking and learning became more like

a process of making something--a design for a building

or a table, a pattern of colors/shapes, repairs to a bike,

a car, a faucet. And as in making something, the materials

are shaped and re-shaped as the maker "talks" to her

materials through acting on them. In turn, as she attends

to the "back-talk" of the materials which results from

these actions, the maker finds new meanings in them.

Learning through such reflective conversation

is in contrast with the means-ends instrumental logic that

is usually associated with learning, thinking and

problem-solving.

One of the positive outcomes of the project is the

degree to which both kinds of conversations--literal

and figurative--became actively reflective. Fcr example,

simply telling a story or expressing a view, on one hand,

or manipulating materials in a ritual fashion by following

rules, on the other, became, instead, occasions to

question and probe. And to the extent that these conver-

sations became reflective conversations, they also led to

new insight or to the restructuring of a previously held

view as an individual or the group came to see a story

or some concrete materials in a new way (see especially,

Section IV).

Learning took place, then, through the continuing accumu-

lation of such experiences. For example, the accumulated

interactions between the teachers and the staff--our

12
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on-the-spot actions, responses, questions and other inter-

ventions--served as a kind of living example rather than a

specifically didactic "method." Indeed, the importance

of the quality of staff interventions in creating an

environment within which the work of the group took place,

has gained in significance for us only during this last

phase of our analysis. Earlier on it was, so-to-speak,

transparent to our assessment of the data--i.e., we

looked right through it as a factor in effecting positive

change in the teachers' classrooms, in their views of

what it might mean to "teach," and, indeed, of themselves

as teachers. (In this regard, the "eyes" of other,

more distanced observers has been most helpful .(see

Section V).

We found, for instance, that in our conversations

during the seminar sessions, the staff stimulated

active reflection by the kinds of "bootstrapping" we

practiced--i.e., the informed but still usually unplanned/

spontaneous questions and probes we made in response

to a particular event or comment as it occurred. In turn,

the participants gradually learned how to invent on-

the-spot experiments to query their own responses to

direct observations of some phenomenon in working on

a problem, or to probe their observations of a child's

behavior. We also encouraged more reflective conversation

when the material was a child's question and what it might

mean (Does Dataman have eyes?" "Is that the same Jesus

13
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as in church?"); when individuals found themselves

confused in doing chip-trading ("I understand it, but

I don't have the...I'd probably have to trade chips for

another hour and write down everything before I could do

that"); or when a directly perceived surprising result

happened in making an experiment ("The distance between

marks is awfully undifferent!"). This mode of reflective

conversation was something we practiced together. It

was, at best, what the teachers learned how to do and,

most of all, learned that they could do. Suzanne, one

of the teachers, reported that "having 'conversations'

with kids is the most important overall idea from the

project that permeates her teaching." (See Section NI.)

But it was never actually formulated. What we prac-

ticed existed as a form of action in the seminar and was

also passed on to the teachers' classrooms in the form

of their new actions. These varied with each individual

teacher. What the teachers learned, then, they learned

through their increasingly reflective interactions with

the varied kinds and senses of materials that were

present in the seminar sessions. The outcome, the

"sediment" from these accumulating experiences was re-

flected in a gradually evolving change in the participants'

ways of responding to and questioning a child's behavior,

to making and using curriculum, to class management, to new

ideas as these were encountered in the classroom (see Section

14
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W). But in the midst of dola& it, it was often difficult

for the participants to see what was happening or to

say, what was happening. The accumulating experiences be-

came like beads on a common thread--images, stories, in-

group phrases ("giving a child reason"). The accumu-

lating experiences developed a kind of culture to which

members of the group belonged.

Research Revisited

Lest this sound more like a "cult" than a culture,

let alone research, we hasten to say that our work has

also forced us to consider deeply what "research" might

mean given the purposes of the project and the nature

of the data as evidence.

In Section II of the report we propose a new view of

what might count as research in analyzing active learning,

along with what might be considered evidence in such

learning situations. We also propose, here, a new view

of how the "informed observer" can go about coming to

see phenomena in a participant's work that may at first

be missed because it is orthogonal to the observer's

initial assumptions concerning the task and even the

field of knowledge of which the task is an instance.

Looking back at the original proposal, another rather

surprising result emerged from this analysis of the data:

The notion of "teacher-researcher" which had played a

15
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rather significant role in the original proposal,

essentially disappeared once the re41 work of the project

began. While we were certainly aware that we, as staff,

had learned from the practices of Piaget, for example,

in his clinical interview techniques, the uses to which

we put such techniques in the seminar were not overtly

associated with either Piaget or with research, as such.

Instead, traditional notions of both res.aarch and

teaching were reconstrued in reciprocal interaction with

one another. And with these new constructions the

rather stiff artifact, teacher-researcher, simply

became irrelevent.

The new views as they developed in the seminar,

stemmed from the emergence of a different relation between

teachers and learners and between teachers and research.

On this view, experimenting--probing, questioning,

perturbing a learner's understanding/thinking--is

a mutual enterprise in which teacher and learner

are both active participants. Reflective conver-

sation between teacher and learner and conversation

between teachers/learners and materials are seen

as ways of helping the learner to gain insight into

his/her own understanding. And through this kind of

mutual experimenting, the learner is helped to move

beyond what and how he/she knows already, to achieve

new understanding. At the same time, learners acquire

16
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tools for carrying out this kind of investigation

("research") on their own. For example, the reflective

conversations between teacher and learner are coupled with

their shared reflective conversations with materials,

And through cumulative experiences of this kind,

learners uecame accustomed to carrying on such

conversations by themselves--talking back to materials

by reshaping them while listening to the back-talk of

the materials as a result of their actions on them.

With this view, teaching, learning and research become

a single, unified, enterprise.

17



12.

II A METHODOLOGY FOR RESEARCH INTO LEARNING

In this section we describe a methodology that proved useful in under-

standing the teachers' work in specific activities such as tune-building,

and everyday-physics experiments. In developing the methodology we have built

on the notion of learning as a process of "reflective conversation with

materials" through which individuals "come to see in new ways."* In retrospect,

we have found that this way of viewing learning describes much of how we worked

with the teachers in the seminar sessions, tae mode of learning they practiced

in their work in building and experimenting, and also the kind of learning that

they brought to their work with children in their classrooms as this was influencd

by the project.

This section differs from the others in this report in that it is not

primarily about the work of the teachers, themselves. Rather, it suggests a

theoretical framework that we brought to our analysis of this data from the

view of research into conceptual change. While the example we use to illustrate

this theJretical approach is drawn from the work of two teachers in the project,

it has, we believe, implications thE extend well beyond the project, itself.

As a possible contribution to a more general framework for protocol analysis and

for educational research, it is, then, a significant outcome of the project.

In the course of analyzing the work of teachers in the project, we set our-

selves the task of trying to capture moments in which individuals actually came

to see in new ways. To do this, we chose some of the simple but rich task

situations we had video-taped in the work of teachers working in smail groups.

Some of the tasks we borrowed from more traditional ones (like the Vygotsky

block task) but some were more open-ended (like making a tune). Our real work

* See also SchOn (1982) and Bamberger and Schon (in press). This section was

written in collaboration with D. A. ScilOn and, in a revised version, will appear

in the journal, Art Education.
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13.

began when %,,e faced the problem of making sense of what our task-participants

were doing.

The modes of analysis we suggest here evolved over a number of tasks in

which the teachers were involved and also over several years (1978-82),

eventually raising questions that went far beyond the immediate objective of

capturing moments of insight, i.e., of significant learning. The most powerful

strategy we found as a starting point for our analysis was something we called

"chunking the protocol." This involved looking for what seemed important

boundaries thaL articulated observable phases or organic "chunks" within the

continuing course of a participant's work. These we thought might signal shifts

in behavior and/or focus in the evolution of the participant's understanding.

On the first several passes over the tape, we searched for such boundaries

without trying to be explicit about the criteria we were using or exactly what

sorts of behavior were signalling the boundaries we found. We simply tried to

mark "something new happening." Once having found a dhunking that seemed right,

we went back and looked for the criteria we had quite spontaneously used. In

othey words we reflected on our own behavior as observers while at the same time

letting the behavior of our participants "talk back" to us in the context of

what we saw as 'possibly significant turning points in their work. We asked, given

this chunking, what are we taking to be "wmething new" and why% What does this

tell us about what we take to be the purpose of the task, or, indeed, what we

take even to be "seeing" in some way, let alone a new way?

This initial dhunking led to others where we now explicitly set criteria

different from the ones we had found ourselves using in making the first chunking.

We also showed the tape to other persons whom we expected to bring a different

"set of eyes" to the protocol, working with them to help us determine the

criteria they were spontaneously using.
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These various chunkings served to help us see in nev ways. New moves,

new behavior, new features of the protocol were "libera'ad"--i.e., things

we hadn't seen at all became "visible." But most important, we gained insight

into our own, often tacit assumptions concerning the nature of the task, the

structure and theory of the task-domain, and even the possible elements and

relations that we had taken to be "givens" in the materials.

The result was a collection of descriptions that might resemble a series

of maps, all of the sane terrain, but with the delineation of points and parts

and the lines and shadings that did so, all quite different depending on what

the cartographer was paying attention to as significant things (topography,

roads, weather). And just as each of these maps is "right" in its own terms,

so we took each of our chunkings of the pmtocol to be "right" in its own terms.

The problem in our case was to be convinced that we had correctly discovered

assumptions-in-use underlying our various chunkings of the protocol. For these,

in turn, would at least guide what we considered a new way of seeing on the part

of a participant.

In addition, we needed to find ways of coordinating these multiple views

so as to inform our ultimate search. But with multiple views available, we

had a better chance of answering our initial question: what was the nature of

the processes that led our participants to learn, in Particular, to learn

through their own experience, new knowledge that was not preseat at the outset

of their work?

Plato puts this problem of learning "on your own s.ceam" and recogrizing

"it" when you find it, into the mouth of Meno (in the dialogue of that name):

But how will you look for something when you don't in the

least know what it is? How on earth are you going to set

up the object of your search? To put it another way, even

20
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if you come right up against it, how will you know that what
you have found is the thing you didn't know? (Meno 80.D)

And after much discussion, Socrates says (in a tribute to "discovery learning"):

...one thing I am ready to fight for as long as I can in word

and act: that is, that we shall be better, braver and more
active men if we believe it right to look for what we don't
know than if we believe there is no point in looking because
what we don't know we can never discover. (Meno 86.C)

This process we were able to see among our participants: Looking for

something they did not yet know, they most often found it. And most often

it emerged through a "piton effect," like the process of pulling yourself up

through your own power to a new position (and view) on a mountain. The question

then becomes, what are the pitons that cur participants used in the course of

their work to achieve a new view of their materials and tasks? It was, to

pursue our metaphor, because of the nature of the pitons we found that we turned

from thinking of "making" as a cognitive process to a view of cognitive processes

as a kind of "making." We found our partic:pants improvising, we found them

engaged in on-the-spot experimenting in response to the new phenomena they were

discovering. In short, we found them "conversing" with their materials. Their

conversations were more like the making and shaping of coherence in the arts

than like the means-ends, instrumental logic usually associated with puzzles

and problems. The example to which we will turn in a moment illustrates the

rather unexpected nature of the events that seemed to lead our participants

beyond what they knew and even to recognize what they found as "the thing they

didn't know."

In order to capture the sense of movement and instability associated with,

even necessary to learning and change, we have coined the term, knowledge-in-

action (KIA). By KIA we mean the current state of an individual's possible mental

constructions for shaping coherence with respect to some present phenomena. We

use the term in place of more traditional expressions such as "internal represen-

tation," or "cognitive schemes" in order to capture this sense of continuing

21
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mobility. We also want to suggest by the term that KIA need not be associated

with a capacity for external symbolic expression. Thus KIA may often be that

which an individual knows how to do but cannot yet say.

However, we also intend to include in KIA, individuals' current capacities

for making descriptions in the given domain as well as in others. This because

there are often important interactions between individuals' KIA with respect

to making descriptions and their current capacities to act on, recognize and

construct coherence within the materials of a present situation. This inter-

action between materials and modes of description will in fact play a major

role in what we have called the "piton effect."

Conversational Learning

The task we havn chosen involves two of the teachers in the work of making

a tune. The two participants (who worked together on the task) were given five

Montessori bells* as their budlding materials. The particular bells/pitches

were selected by us before-hand so as to make the task intriguing and also

somewhat problematic (more on this, below). The instructions, as they were

actually given to the pair, (and to other pairs of teachers in the group) t.'ere

as follows: 1) make a tune that you like using all the bells in the collection

you have been given; 2) make as rich a description as possible of your completed

tune; 3) write a set of instructions so someone else could play your tune on

your bells.** Building the tune was an openended task in that there was no "right

answer" and particularly because the criteria for success depended on the participants,

themselves. We should say right off that these teachers (as well as all the

others in the group) were all able to build tunes that, in fact, made sense to

* Montessori designed a set of bells to be used in her classroom as one of the

"sensorial materials." Each individual mushroom-shaped metal bell stands on a
wooden stem, attached to a small wooden base. The bells are tuned so as to

play different pitches. However, unlike most other pitch-playing materials,
all the bells look the same so that differences in pitch are distinguisnable
only by actually playing on the bells. Montessori, in her wisdom, was thus
able to focus Children's attention on "pitch-sense," alone, without cues from

size, shape, or position in an array.

** Only the first of these will be discusset,21 this analysis.
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them as well as to others. Thus, their criteria for coherence went beyond

mere personal "taste." Our interest, then, is not in whether or not the

partjcipants were able to complete the building task, or whether they could do it at

all (they all could), but rather, the evolutionary course of their work--the moves

they made, the strategies they used, and most of all, the ways in which general,

shared criteria for coherence emerged.

We have chosen this protocol as an example because it seems a paradigmatic

instance of what we have come to call "conversational learning," By this we

mean the gradual evolution of making something (a tune, an insight into a child's

questions, a new understanding of pliice value) through reflective "conversation"

between makers and their materials in the course of shaping meaning and coherence.

"Reflective" has at least two intentions here and often they are so intertwined

as to be indistinguishable: the makers' spontaneous (and active) reflective

response to their actions on the materials, and the "reflection" of the materials

(as they take various shapes and forms) back to the makers. The two kinds of

reflection can be thought of as two kinds of "talking back." In the first the

makers talk back to the materials. (re-shaping them), in the second the materials

talk back to the makers, re-shaping what the makers know about them. The distinc-

tion is, in a sense, moot since materials don't "talk" and the "talk" of the makers

is most often (but not always) action rather than words. Further, the back-talk

of the materials is only to the extent that the makers "hear" it--i.e., the

current state of the makers' knowledge-in-action strongly conditions what they

recognize and apprehend as the "message" implicit in the current state of the

materials. In turn, the makers' talk back to the materials is not "heard" by

the materials except to the extent that these are re-shaped in some way.

The matephor of "cmversation" can serve a two-fold purpose: it can, as

suggested above, serve as a way of viewing the evolving course of our Partici-

pants' work; at the same time, it can serve as a way of setting a mood, an

ambiance for research. In this latter sense, the notion of "conversation"

becomes important and productive as it encourages us, as researchers, to make
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our own action experiments in.search of the emergence of new meaning, new

features, new structures. For example, as in the process of multiple chunkings

of a protocol discussed earlier this mea.!;s being vulnerable to the possibilities

of restructuring our assumptions: what we take to be the "givens" of the

materials and indeed, the "givens" implicit in the theory of the domain. At

the same time, such an approach requires that we meet the challenge of rigor-

ously testing the validity of emerging new structures against the observable

evidence of the protozol.

The question of evidence becomes central since what constitutes evidence is

necessarily influenced by the knowledge-in-action that we, ourselves, bring to

the sitnation. We are, then, sensitive to the problems of the "hermeneutic

circle"--that is, OUT interpretations of the protocol as "text" are dependent on

what we are able to see, the filters budlt in to our apprehension; the participants'

interpretation of the task, its materials and its criteria for success are also

dependent on what they are able to see, the filters budlt into their apprehension.

At worst this sensitivity results in despair, something like the despair expressed

by Meno. We aim then at something more like a "hermeneutic spiral" which moves

dialectically through possible interpretations moving out and beyond, rather than

a closed circle where head and tail forever meet going-nowhere.

Making Meaning

If we take seriously the notion that meaning, itself, is a process of

making, describing the work of the participants presents certain difficulties

at the outset. For example, if we name the pitches of the bells the participants

were given with their conventional letter names (D, G, etc.), the reader is

already privy to information that the tune builders were not. More importantly,

such information is quite different in kind from that of the players, including

a whole set of underlying assumptions that we cannot appropriately attribute to

the participants as they begin their work. More importantly, giving the reader
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the names of the bells/pitches along with the meanings they carry, puts us in

danger of reading back onto the participants' moves--their decisions and actions--

"givens" that are ours but not theirs. At the same time we run the risk of

failing to recognize and to appreciate what it is the participants can do and

the cognitive work involved in their on-the-spot constructions and decisions.

The problem points up the powerful role of learned and internalized

structures associated with symbols and categories of analysis as these influence

the way the "informed observer" actuallycomes to see, and in this case, to hear.

In short, it points up the kind of problem we faced in our continuing "conver-

sations" with the data of the protocol.

Recall that unlike musically trained tune-builders, our untrained participants

have no way of placing and thus naming the bells/pitches with respect to a constant,

fixed reference such as a scale, a key, or units of measure for identifying the

intervals among and between them. As a result, the participants must give

meaning to the elements by making a coherent universe within which they gain

meaning--a universe that can include them. For example, while the goal of the

participants is to make a tune, the evolution towards this goal includes making

a nunber of "transitional objects"--namely a series of constructed and reconstructed

bell-arrangements on the table. These transitional objects in their various

transformations serve as the intermediary between the process of shaping coherence,

itself, and the final tune. At the same time the arrangements of bells on the

table also serve to "hold still" the meanings the participants give to the bells.

Each arrangement becomes a reference for these meanings. And since each arrange-

ment is also a concrete entity, we call each transitional object a reference

entity--an embodied and enacted description of what the participants know so far.

The meaning and functions of the bells/pitches evolve in reciprocal interaction

with the construction of the reference entities. As such they serve as a materi-

alized "log" of the making process--a series of sketches.
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The term reference entity is meant to contrast with reference structure

which we take, for example, to be available to musically trained individuals.

By reference structul.e we mean that complex network of internalized mental

structures which is closely linked to the conventional symbol systems associated

with a domain--here, music. We propose that conventional symbols serve as the

intermediary between such internalized mental reference structures and the stuff

of the domain. Indeed, we would argue that the notations determine, in important

ways, just what are taken to be pssible entities and relations in the stuff.

In turn, the conventions of notation play a significant role in the development

and the nature of such internalized reference structures. Thus, there is a

reciprocal inieract3m between the ontology implicit in the notation system,

the ontology inherent in the reference structures, on the one hand, and, on

the other, what is taken to exist as phenomena in the domain. In the context of

a reference structure, then, names name properties or relations represented in

internal reference structures and found, by instantiation, in the phenomena of

concern.

By contrast, the type and function of naming is noticeably different in the

case of a reference entity. A reference entity serves a naming function but

it does not literally name. That is, a reference entity is unique, often transient

and it is "held" by the materials used for making things within the domain. A

reference entity serves to single out, externalize and hold for current attention

some emergent object or relation. For example, the position of a bell in the

array can, for the builder, serve as a way of referring--most often as a way of

referring to a kind of thing that is not defined with respect to its explicit

inner properties or relations. The position of a bell, or indeed, a whole

ordering of bells, functions, at some moment, to "dub"*--to stand for, call up,

or point to--some relation or property not yet differentiated or defined but

recognized. Further, the same positioning can refer at this moment to one

* For more on "dubbing" see Boyd, R., "Metaphor and Theory Change" (1979).
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property, at that moment, to another. Thus, a reference entity serves the

function of on-the-spot naming within,and as part o the making Process.

Snapshots from the Protocol

We include, here, just three snapshots, or better, three "stills" from

the participants' work. All of them are from relatively early in its course:

moves 1 and 4, moves 8-10 occurred in the first 5 minutes; moves 27-30 occurred

about five minutes later in this 45 minute protocol. Each of these glimpses

share important characteristics: the reference

use, in what it describes, and/or in its shape.

entity is transformed in its

In addition each example includes

several media of de5.:ription--space, gesture, sound/time, words.

In these first moments of the par* Icipants' work we see them engaged in

a series of continuing experiments. Their questions seem to be: What have we

got here; what sense can we make with it? We will argue that as the participants

shift in their uses of the materials and with these shifts also in their modes of

description, new features and relations are "liberated."

SNAPSHOT 1:

Move 1:

Move 4:

x

4101
IP IQ

(Damps sound)

Diane: "They don't go together."

(Diane places bells ia
this order.)

(Dian ,lay3 X-Y-Z, P-Q)

I 1 stands for bells on the table represents playing on them

and 1 1
represents the order in which they were played.

letters as names for the bells rather than naming them with
in fact, played, in order to help the reader stay closer to

experience. For those who want to speculate on the musical

pitches are: Th OIL
_12 I

D G C'

We use simply
the pitches they,
the tune-builders'
implications, the
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The tape begins after Diane has been at work by herself for a few moments casually

experimenting with the bells. At Move 1, Diane, using the materials as objects to

be moved about in space, makes a pattern consisting of two groups of bells/pitches

The ianer ordering of the bells and the space between them enactively describe

Lie results of her initial experimenting. Diane has made a first reference

entity, holding still what she has found so far: there are two kinds of bells--

Y 2: is one kind, P Q another.

At Move 4 Diane makes another experiment and in doing so changes the use of

her still-ordered materials: the bells, initially arranged as referen-ce entity,

:an also be something to play on--a unique instrument that makes a single "tune."

lib_ng the reference entity now as instrument,Diane plays through them, left

to right, "straight ahead." Her action path mirrors in gesture the structure

of the static spatial reference entity: a spatial gap marking the two groups

becomes a gap in sound and time (she damps the sound of X-Y-Z, making a silence

and a pause). Finally, in response to the back-talk of her actions on the materials,

Dianetells Carol (and us) in words what she apprehends: the two groups of bells

"don't go together."

In these two moves, Diane develops a beginning repertoire for using her

materials to experiment. The repertoire derives from the commonplaces of what

she knows how to do already--her KIA: objects can be moved about and organized

in space; these objects, when ordered, can also make an instrument to play on.

Moving from one use to the other, tht back-talk of the materials can, to begin

with, test and confirm.
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But spontaneous shifts from one use of the materials to another can do

more: moves 8-10 produce something new.

SNAPSHOT 2:

Move 8:

Move 9:

Movel10:

(Diane moves Q-bell
forward.)

(Diane plays: X-Y-Z-Q-P)

Diane: "A doorbell."
Carol: "Or they belong to a different set."

Diane:

e

(Diane moves Q-bell
between X and Y.)

"As far as we're going to put them in order."

At 8, Diane moves Q forward--the

reference entity becomes a "workplace" with Q as the object of attention. And

this new configuration, made to describe, to hold for attention, creates a

new instrument, too. At 9, tracing the reference entity as a path, Diane plays

on her new instrument. As she does so, the spatial boundary between '2 and Q
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becomes a perceptual boundary; Q-P pops out as a contained, sounding entity.

X Y Z

The shift from materials as reference entity to materials as instrument spawns

the emergence of something new, the figure Q-P--a found object within the

pitch collection. Diane recognizes it and names it: "doorbelL" Using the

bells first as reference entity to describe and then as instrument to play on,

Diane unintentionally discovers within the materials a surprising new object.

This unplanned move serves as the pitoh whereby her reflective conversation

carries her beyond what she knows already.

But Diane has also popped out of the universe she is trying to construct:

"doorbell" gains its coi.erence as it represents (calls up) a useful object in

the everyday world. Multiple descriptions are not always helpful. Carol brings

the tune-builders back to the task at hand. For Carol, P and Q "...belong to a

different set." A figure (Q-P) is given meaning only in terms of what you see

it as.

At 10, perhaps triggered by Carol's comment, Diane makes a new configuration

of bells, gives a new status to Q, and also changes the reference of the reference

entity. She moves Q between X and Y (making X-Q-Y-Z), on the criterion "...put

them in order." "Order" means (she explains later) from low to high in pitch.

Invoking this criterion, Diane gives Q a new meaning: no longer associated with

P, Q is now seen as higher than X, lower than Y. And the group X-Q-Y-Z

gains particular coherence as a progression of pitch properties ordered along

the dimension low-high.

Between Move 10 and 27 Diane reviews for Carol herearlier moves. In the

process the bells are re-arranged several times. Going on, Moves 27-30 were

as follows:
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SNAPSHOT 3:

Move 27: _LIK z

Move 28:

25.

(Arrangement at Move 27.)

(Diane: "Try these two together (points to X-Q.)

11move ,29:

-4

(Carol plays X-Q.)

(Carol plays X-Q-Y.)

Diane: "Oh! That

C21

sounds

C:2)

nice!"

Move 30: Q z (Diane moves Q-bell
between X and Y.)

/;

LT=A

:s
,

At Move 27, the arrangement looks the same as at 10. Indeed, looking at Moves

27-30 the arrangement of bells seems to undergo the same changes as in Moves 8-10.

However, both Q and the reference entity come to have new meaning--to refer in

a new way. At 27 Diane again makes a workplace for experimenting--what can be

done with Q? But at 28-29, following Diane's suggestion, Carol, using the reference

entity now as instrunent, traces a different path through it: X-Q, and then

X-Q-Y. As Carol aces so, Diane finds in the back-talk of the bells another surprising

new object--a little tune figure that she likes: "Oh! That sounds nice!"

Then, moving the bells once more to fix and describe, Diane again puts Q between

X and Y. Now, using the materials as.refeyfce entity, the bells hold still in
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space the new-found ture-figure that "sounds nice."

But notice that in recognizing a "nice tune"Diane also recognizes a fresh

criteri_m for coherence--one that was already "there" in her KIA as tacit norm,

but it is only "liberated" in reflective response to a spontaneous instance of it.

It is by invoking this new-found criterion that X-Q-Y gains new meaning as figure

and Q is given new status as a legitimate member of it. Interestingly, although

the reference entity now looks the same as at Move 10, it refers differently: at

10, X-Q-Y-Z described a set of pitch properties ordered from low to high; at 30,

X-Q-Y described a "nice tune." Meanings change as the participants' repertoire

for possible uses of materials unfolds--e.g., as reference entity transforms

spontaneously into instrument; as bells transform unintentionally from pitch-

making oujects that can be ordered low to high to pitch-making objects that can

make a "nice tune."

These from the tunebuilders' work seem striking examples of reflective

conversation with materials. The various bell arrangements seen as transitional

objects in the making process, and the evolving meanings and functions given to

the Q-bell within this series of sketches, tells the story. Tracing the course

of the errant Q-bell we see the various "dubbings" the participants have given

to Q:

1. As paired with P to make two "kinds:"

X Y Z P Q

As the focus of attention in a work-place.

X Y Z

3. As a member of an ordered set of pitch-properties:

XQYZ P (Move 10)

(Moves 1 and 4)

(Moves 8-9)

* This little figure in fact becomes the germinal motive from which the final

tune evolves.
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4. As a functional member of a figure that "sounds nice."

XQYZO (Move 30)

As the tmebuilders slip from one familiar use of the materials to another

(moving them about in space, playing on them), one possible meaning, now another,

is liberated (e.g., "in order" as low to high, or as "nice tune"). Each new

meaning is, in turn, "held" by the materials as reference entity. But such

shifts in meaning happen only when previotisly tacit norms are liberated--for

example, the capacity to recognize what "sounds nice." The piton, then, that

brings:Diane and Carol to a new view is the move that, albeit =planned, becomes

a pivot, shifting their actions on, and uses for the bells, triggering the

unexpected emergence of possible criteria for coherence. Improvising, uses

elide into one another, new relations, new meanings emerge, and these, in turn,

re-shape the makers' KIA with respect o the task. In this way the tune-builder's

commonplaces of possible things to do with the materials become, at the same

time, things to thini.. with.*

Conclusions

We have tried to illustrate through these brief glimpses into the tune-

builders' work, the process of how, on their own steam, they come to see in

new ways. Through reflective responses to their own action-experiments, Diane

andCarol End and recognize elements, relations and objects that, in some way,

they knew already: "...for seeking and learning are in fact nothing but

recollection," (Meno, 81.d). At the same time they come to see these materials

in new ways--they are building a unique coherence. Unexpected insight evolves

in the work of making, but makers tend only to see it when, through the evolu-

tionary process of the making, itself, they can recognize it. And when the) do,

the transitional objects, the moves on the way seem to disappear. Practicing

* The notion of "things to think with" is borrowed from Seymour Papert (Papert,

1981).
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a kind of "historical revisionism," they attribute insight to the moment when

it occurs, even finding in the moment a sense of certaintyof course, "we knew

it all the time!"

This is one important reason why we, as so-called informed observers,

failed to see at first the pitons by which individuals pull themselves up to a

new view. We too had to experiment, restructuring our categories of analysis

and with them, the criteria for evidence. And in doing so we gradually realized

that the same sort of pitons were operating not only in open-ended composition-

like tasks such as Diane and Carol' s, but also in more constrained tasksVygotsky

blocks, physics problems, even computer programming. We learned how to pay

attention, for example, to spontaneous shifts in the uses of materials, to the

influence such shifts had on what were possible criteria for coherence--not

as parentheses or by-ways, but as the source of liberating new features. Once

having done so, we saw our participants making use of these same kinds of pitons

in our apparently constrained and "logical" tasks, too. At first we saw only

the acts that matched our assumptions, the rest fell in between. A finished

product--a computer program that works, a proof that matches the canonical one--

tends to "wipe out" in its clarity and logic especially when expressed in conven-

tional symbolic notations, the conversations with the materials through which

they evolved.

But these are only sketches, much work remains to be done. We have tried

to make an amb i an ce for research, give some examples, and to pose some speculative

questions. Nelson Goodman is willing to answer one of them: "Even if the

ultimate product of science, unlike that of art, is a literal, verbal or math-

ematical, denotational theory, science and art proceed in much the same way with

their searching and building." (Goodman, 1978, p. 107) And Ben Shahn puts

that "same way" like this: "So one must say that painting is both creative and

3 4
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responsive. It is an intimatelY communicative affair between the painter and his

painting, a conversation back and forth, the painting telling the painter even

as it receives its shape and form." (Shahn, 1957, P. 49)
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III CRITICAL MOMENTS

In addition to the methodology described in the previous

section, we have begun to develop another approach to the

analysis of our data. While this approach has not been fully

developed as of this writing, we see it as a potentially

promising one for the study of more global effects of the

project. The idea here is to identify what we have called

"critical moments" in the life of the seminar.

By "critical moment" we mean an event in the course of

the seminar that is spontaneously recalled by one of the

participants in the midst f a subsequent situation and used by

her as an image for unders ar ing that new situation. Thus

a critical moment can only be icentified, in fact only comes

into existence, at the later mc, t when it is recalled and

named--i.e., when a new experience is seen as a previous one

('Ies the same thing as the 'building blocks.' It is, in fact.

Not only is it like the 'building blocks' example, I mean,

it is!").

Once a criti:al moment is identified (e.g., 'building

blocks'), we can go on to ask: What is the named moment a name

for? What is the 'family resemblance' between the first event

and those in which it is recalled? How is the meaning_ given to

the initial event changed as it is embedded in and influenced

by the later events? By identifying and tracing the course of

such critical moments, we can on a broad scale trace group-

generated powerful metaphors over time, look at the learning
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that thi's helped to shape as well as the learning process

itself. Taking critical moments as group-shared symbols,

they become for the group, "things to think with." As such,

they could constitute evidence for the intellectual content

inherent in the cuLulating experiences referred to above.

We have developed this form of analysis through two

examples, one of which 1.:e will summarize here. The initial

event occurred in Session 2 (October 4, 1978) and was recalled

in Session 6 (November 28, 1978) and again several times in

subsequent sessions. The "material" in Session 2 was a video-

tape of a child trying to build the tune, "Twinkle, Twinkle,

Little Star" using Montessori bells. In order to provide the

context within which the critical moment occurred, we must

describe what the group had seen on the tape:

The child (Ricky) had been given 9 bells casually arranged

on the table: .N eTh -.-1 r".
IA I a Le

f---1.

IF "----

I=

Each bell played a different pitch but there were two doubles--

i.e., two G-bells and two C-bells. The bells were not labelled

in any way and they all looked the same. (Labels are added in

the above figure for purposes of explanation, here, only.)

Ricky's procedure for building the tune had been as follows:

' Find a bell that could serve as the starting.

Search among those left in the mixed array for the next
bell/pitch in the tune.
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When the next bell is found, place it next to those
already in the tune so as to build an accumulating
row of bells on the table that will, when completed,
play the whole tune.

The teachers were narticularly interested by Rick's search

strategy. They had observed that each time Rick went in search

of a next bell, he played the tune through from the beginning.

For example, when he had built the tune as far as

rTh
IC IA

Twinkle Twinkle Lit-tle

and was looking for the bell/pitch for "star", he would start

from the beginning, play the tune as far as "lit-tle," and

then test a new bell as a possible bell/pitch for "star." If

the tested bell was not the one he was looking for, he would

then repeat this whole process, starting over again from the

beginning of the tune,only substituting a new test bell. This

procedure continued until he found the bell/pitch he was

searching for--in this case, the bell for "sta...."

Preceding the "critical moment," the teachers were puzzling

over the question, why did Ricky need to play the tune over

again from the beginning of what he had built so far, each

time he tried to find the next bell/pitch? The group had

developed various possible "theories" in search of a plausible

reason. In general, they saw Ricky's procedure as expressing

an inadequacy on his part.

They had proposed such possible explanations as "lack of

musical skills," "a weakness," "poor auditory memory," "a

need for security."
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After a good deal of discussion on this topic, Bamberger

made an experiment with the group in order to see if they

might change their views. She played a short portion of the

tape again, starting at the point where Ricky had built the

tune as far as:

I I I I

Twinkle Twinkle Li t-t le Star

The tape continued as Ricky went in search o f the bell/pitch

for "how." As usual, he started from the beginning of the tune

but this time tested two bells (D-S) one after the other without

starting over. Neither of his test bells was the one he was

looking for: Is IF

E

I c. Ricky played

At this moment, Bamberger stopped the tape. 1.1e then asked

the group to sing the note that would correctly continue the

tune--i.e., the note for "how." To their surprise, noone was

able to do it!

After a long, rather uncomfortable silence, Bamberger

urged the conversation forward by asking, in the light of the

group's surprise:

Bamberger: Does that tell you anything about tunes?

LONG PAUSE

Bamberger: Does it tell you anything about why he
needed to start over again?
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After another long silence, Lee turned the conversation in a new

direction:

Lee (rather quizzically): Actually, the fact that he
kept going back, we all picked up and talked
about; we stressed it a lot. But when
Jessica and I did it (built the same tune) last
week, we certainly went back and played the
whole thing from the beginning.

Jessica:. We hummed it.

Lee:

PAUSE

We also hummed it. I was humming it in my head
and I think I used that as the way I found the
next note.

Duckworth: Could I ask you, Helen, about something you said

earlier? When you were talking about his starting
over again...because he hadn't 'mastered' it
enough?

Helen: But it's all sequential, the repetition. That's
why I thought It wasn't mastered.

Bamberger: So is it simply being repetitive or is it necessary?

Lee: Well, what Jessica and I said was that we were
doing it also but in a slightly different way.

Bamberger: So he knows something about music without knowing
that he knows anything about music. And so did
you and so did Jessica.

Jessica: I would assume that no matter how much musical
k4owledge you had, you would probably still have

to do that.

Carol: If you knew the third note was A, though...

Jessica: No, no, no, we're not talking notes. We're not
talking names of things.

Lee: ...it's the relationship between the tones that
counts, not the actual tone or its name...but
it's the relationship between it and the one next
to it and the one before it.

Jessica: You can't pull it out of space. You have to

pretend...
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Bamberger: So, can you think of any other situations where
you get mileage out of starting over, or where
you have to, in fact?

At this point, there was again a moment of silence, and then

Lee made the following rather dramatic comment:

Lee:

35.

So in other words, all the discussion about weak-
ness and learning mode and everything is basically
down the drain becausewhat we 've just said is that
nobody can do it any other way. Right?

Lee's comment was greeted with much rather nervous laughter--

a kind of release of pent-up tension. The group's confusion

together with the emerging new view was "unnerving." The inter-

vention experiment and the discussion that followed had resulted

in the participants realizing that they, too, in building the

tune the previous week, had hai to "play the whole thing over

again each time"--either actually playing on the bells from ttse

beginning or humming it "in their heads." The importance of

playing from the beginning in order to establish a context,

an orientation for search, was gradually emerging as a new, more

positive way of looking at Ricky's strategy.

After a little more discussion, settling into this view,

Jessica put anotherquestion, referring back to Lee's coament:

Jessica: But do you think...how many of us reached that
conclusion? One of us verbalized it, but how many
of us actually got there?

With this question the critical moment occurred. Helen,

who had been sitting quietly during much of ttie previous discussion,

responded to Jessica's question:

Helen: I realized when you were talking that music is
building. You can't have the fourth block with-
out the first. That came across just before
Lee spoke [...down the drain] and then I realized
that repetition, in music must be necessary because
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you can't build--well, it's like a tower. And
so I visualized it with kids in the kindergarten
with blocks. But it came out only because of
probing. I think you were...like pulling teeth.

With this, the group's mutual process, and, in particular, Helen's

own chinking became (with Duckworth's help) the "materials" for

reflective conversation--their own thinking "talked back" to

them. Lee said:

Lee: I think we were trying to intellectualize a lot,
and then the practical part came up when you
[Bamberger] asked, "Well, what's the next note?"
And everybody goes ahhh...not knowing what...

Helen: My mold didn't fit when she [Bamberger] did that.
What I was thinking all along didn't fit when you
said that. So at that point I had to stay with
my old mold and let you go, or I had to put my
old mold back there and say, "Now, where can I go
from here?"

DlIckworth: What was it about your old mold that didn't :it?

Helen: Well, that I was set, that he couldn't have mastery
of it because if he did he wouldn't have needed
that constant. But then when we stopped it there
and I couldn't [find the next note either] , then
I started to think about building. I still
hadn't gotten to the point of realizing that you
had to build. I was still somewhere floating, and
then through the interactions [among the group],
then it came...But it wasn't comfortable. I mean
it wasn't comfortable...It was comfortable as soon
as the interaction with you [Bamberger] and Lee
went on and I was thinking of the blocks and I was
hearing Lee verbalizing it and I was seeing the
kindergarten blocks. And I've seen a kid build
a tower, and I was saying, well, building, you
can't...Then it was starting to get comfortable
'cause then I had a new...I could take my old
mold and put it with the new...

Aelen's description is quite remarkable. While this was

obviously an important insight for Helen, it occurred nearly at

the end of the session and there was little further discussion about

it. It was only later, when it was recalled in Session 6, that

we di.scovered that Helen's insight had been a significant moment
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for others in .the group, as well. But when the reference was

made to "Helen's building blocks," it wasn't at all clear how the

earlier incident made sense in the context of this later situation--

i.e., it wasn't clear at first what "building blocks" meant in

view of the concerns in the new situation: only with the help

of the facilitator's probing did the meaning emerge.

The "material" in Session 6 was a computer music system that

the group was exploeing. They had been asked to think of the

computer as a "kind of mind," albeit one made (programmed) by a

person. By perturbing it, "asking" it to do various things, like

play simple rhythms, the group could find out just "how it thinks."

Well into this session, Jessica made a discovery concerning Lhe

time from one synthesized drum sound to the next that the computer

"played":

Jessica: You can't tell how long it (one drum sound) is
until the next one comes. (Pause) It's important!

Lampert: Why?

Jessica I like those, you know...when they just kind of
click. That's one of those music things.

Duckworth: I don't understand. The enigma of it?

Jessica: I like it because it puts into words what that
experience is. It's the same thing as th2 build-
ing blocks. It is,in fact. Not only is it like
the building blocks example, I mean it is.

Bamberger: Say some more. Sounds interesting but...how is it?

Jessica: I'm afraid I'm getting off the track.

Lampert: No, I think you're on the same point. Then how is
it like the building blocks example?

Jessica: Ya know, way, way back...I responded positively
to that statement because I like those things that
click like that about music. And the building
blocks was (uhhh)--and that's another thing--that
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you don't know the time of this note until you
hear the next note. Then you go, "oh, my god!"

Duckworth: Building blocks...?

Jessica: Yeah.

Duckworth: The tune needs the beginning to rest upon?
Helen's building block analogy? So this seems
like a kind of neat musical insight you just got?

Jessica: It's an easily verbalized something that must be
part of everything that's played, right? Then
you have this little five word thing that tells
you something that's always operating in music.

38.

Helen (who had been very quiet until now): It's something
you know but you didn't know 'til somebody
verbalized it. Then you say, "Aha! That's true!"

Jessica (agreeing): It's one of those things that makes a
part of experience that clear...in 5 words.
It doesn't happen all that often.

From this episode, at least one thing seems clear: it was

not the physical properties of "building blocks," as such, that

were the relevant dimension of meaning that Jessica attached to

that name. The name was an emblem, a talisman for something else.

Jessica had apparently carried over from the original event "way,

way back..." some meaning that she named "Helen's building block

example," and this meaning surfaced in association with events in

the new situation. But just what carried over? In what respects

did Jessica see her insight in the new situation as like Helen's

"building blocks example?"

To understand what Jessica could mean--what meaning she

subsequently gave to Helen'E image, we need to go back and trace

the course of those earlier events. Jessica's reference is to the

"sediment" that remained for her from this process--what she made
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of it at the time it occurred, together with what it became as

she recalled it.

In tracing the initial events we find, in fact, Helen making

a mesh of intertwined images--"mold," "floating," "tower,"

"kindergarten blocks," "building"--each interacting with and

influencing the others. Looking back at Helen's own story of

her experience (as encouraged by Duckworth's questioning), there

appear to be four phases in Helen's insightful experience:

1) With the results of Bamberger's intervention, Helen

has intimations that there is a mis-fit between those

results and the assumptions she was holding up 'til

then. Specifically, Helen finds it difficult to

reconcile her own and the group's inability to find

the next note in the tune with her view that Ricky

hadn't "mastered" the task--i.e., his need to start

over again each time as he searched for the next note

was a "weakness." Helen tells of her sense of something

irreconcilable between what had just happened to the

group and her own conceptual framework for making sense

of Ricky's work. She describes her mind-set in terms

of her "mold": "My mold didn't fit when she [Bamberger]

did that." And from Lee's comment, ("We certainly

went back and played the whole thing from the beginning.")

Helen adds, "...what I was thinking all along didn't

fit when she said that."

2) There follows a period of simmering donfusion. Helen

characterizes her feelings during this phase with
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another image: "I was somewhere floating--I mean, it

wasn't comfortable." To this Helen adds her sense of

risk at gl.ving up something without having an alternative:

"I had to stay with my old mold and let you go, or I

had to put my old mold back there and say, now where

dc I go from here?"

. 3) With the help of the group's conversation, Helen then

makes a connection with a familiar experience.

Through this image as mediator, she begins to catch

a glimpse of a possible new view--of "where she could

go from here": "I realized when you were talking that

music is building--that repetition in music is necessary...

well, it's like a tower...and I was thinking of the

blocks and I was hearing Lee verbalizing it and I was

seeing the kindergarten blocks...then it was starting

to get comfortable."

4) With this combination of "verbalizing" and "seeing,"

Helen finds herself accepting a new view which, inter-

estingly, she sees not as simply discarding the old but

somehow transforming it to accommodate the new: "Then

it was starting to get comfortable 'cause then I had

a--I could take my old mold and put it with the new..."

From Helen's story, then, we get an account of a complex

process through which she, almost literally, came to see in a

new way. That is, Helen realized that "repetition," which she

had initially seen as Ricky's "weakness" ("...he couldn't have
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mastery of it because if he dia he wouldn't have needed that

constant.") she later saw as, in fact, "necessary" to his success

in tune-building.

How, then, does Jessica see her insight about a "hit" on

the computer drum ("...you can't tell how long it is until the

next one comes.") as "the same thing as the building blocks?"

What, for Jessica is the family resemblance between the two

situations? Jessica apparently sees herself as having recognized

a familiar phenomenon in her "click" about drum sounds just as

Helen had recognized a familiar phenomenon inbuildingwhich she

could also see as appropriate to tunes. But interestingly,

Jessica recalls the image as Helen's way of sayina what she had

recognized: "It tells you something that is always operating

in music...I like it because it puts into words what that expe-

rience is...it is an easily verbalized something that makes a

part of experience that clear." "Building blocks," then, is

the name for a moment when you can say clearly and vividly

something that only then you know that you know. "It doesn't

happen that often!"

But looking back once again at the story Helen told, it

seemed to be about a complex, tangled, not "comfortable"

process through which she was able to transform her "mold."

With this transformation, Ricky's and, indeed, the group's

behavior became reasonable, respectable, even useful, rather

than a "weakness." Within this process, "building" and

"kindergarten blocks" had been images that helped to mediate

that change. Now, in the context of the new situation,

Jessica and, indeed, Helen, herself, make the image into a
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stand-alone object that reveals, by "verbalizing," almost on

its own. Helen: "It"s something you know but you didn't know

you knew until somebody verbalized it. Then you say, 'Aha, that's

true!'"

But memory, too, is revealing: in the recall, both Jessica

and Helen collapse the rather long period of Helen's uncomfortable,

"floating" confusion into a single moment of "Aha!" When

Jessica makes the connection with "building blocks" (a term

Helen never used), the image as she recalls it, becomes both

means and instant result--the image, in her memory, carried

insight within it. "Building blocks" becomes, in the new

situation, a seminal image that had originally, and suddenly,

transformed enigma into clarity, unknown into known--first for

Helen, when it came to her, then for Jessica when Helen said it.

And this sudden clarity is the content of that occasion that

both seem to carry over. Now named, it is this experience

that became the property of the group--part of its shared history.

Metaphor means, literally, to carry over. As this metaphor

passed along through its subsequent recalls, the image named

continued to acquire the baggage carried over from each new

situation in which someone recalled it. Further, each recaller

carried over particular fragments and these gradually joined to

form new figures. Over time, all this was somehow absorbed by

that entity called "the group" which has its mythology but

each individual holds it alone. As phrases, images, "sayings"

become materials that "speak," what they are and what they tell

is made and re-made each time, along with the telling.
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But still, such remembered images may be the stuff, often

the ilvisible stuff, of learning. Giving names to these

phenomena made them last, kept them alive to be talked about

and used again. Just as the image, "building blocks," seemed

to carry insight within it, so this and other pregnant images

carried a powerful kind of learning within them. For example,

that Helen could live with "floating," that through it she could

transform her "mold" into a new one, was something she and, with

her, the group, learned that they could do: confusion is the

mother of insight. In turn, recognizing what you knew how to

do already but only knew that when "it" showed up to illuminate

the materials of a new situation, was also a powerful notion--

one that carried to the classroom, too.

As Suzanne Langer puts it:

But between the facts run the threads of unrecorded
reality, momentarily recognized, wherever they
come to the surface...the bright, twisted threads
of symbolic envisagement, imagination, thought--
memory and reconstructed memory, belief beyond
experience, dream, make-believe, hypothesis, phi-
losophy--the whole creative process of ideation,
metaphor, and abstraction that makes human life
an adventure in understanding. (Langer, 1942,
pp. 236-237, as quoted in Gardner, 1982, p. 50)

We look forward, now, to finding and tracing the course of other

critical moments in our continuing efforts to understand the life

of the seminar.
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IV TEACHERS AS LEARNERS

A CASE STUDY ABOUT SOME DEPTHS AND PERPLEXITIES

OF ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC

Here is one extended example of a "reflective conver-

sation with materials." The example is drawn from the second

year of the project, in the group of eight "new teachers" -

that is, the teachers for whom this was the only year in the

project. Three teachers from the first year also participated

in this group, in addition to the adjunct teacher (for whom

it was also the only year), making twelve teachers altogether.

The group met in alternate weeks, for a total of

fifteen sessions. The account which follows describes the

ways in which they came to "probe, perturb, make something

new of"* their understanding about learning and teaching

elementary arithmetic. Mathe- 1' _s educator Patricia

Davidson said of this account, "You worked with mathematics

as if it were clay," giving support to our view that coming

to new understanding is like making, creating, fashioning

something new.

The account also gives support to several other of

our views about teaching, learning, and understanding:

*Overview, p. 7.
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that people construct their own understanding for themselves

For anything that matters very much, this construction is

long and slow - and risky. Ideas evolve, get more complex,

open new questions, get revised and discarded-- and all

of this is part of what is involved in developing more

adequate knowledge. Confusion and perplexity are advances

to the extent that they represent a moving beyond a simple,

un-thought through assumption. Learning and knowing

are inseparable: learning does not presume an absence of

knowing, and knowing does not mean that learning is over.

As different people's ideas feed into one another, their

differing views need to be taken into account, thus

contributing to both greater complexity and greater

solidity.

This account begins with the first meeting of the

group, and includes segments from ten sessions, including

the fifteenth, the last. Most of their arithmetic work

is included in the account here, but not all of it. Some

discussions which did not so clearly feed into the general

developing understanding are not included.

Other themes were being pursued in parallel, most

notably, moon-watching, child-watching, and themes from

their classrooms. In addition, the second year teachers

were doing some music in their own group.
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First year teachers, including adjunct teacher:

Anna

Deoorah

Heidi

Karen

Katharine

Marya

Ruth

Sara

Vicky

Second year teachers:

Helen

Jessica

Suzanne
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1. CHIP TRADING - THE BASIC GAME

Sessions 1 and 2

The chips referred to are, essentially, poker chips,

and they are used in a primary school activity aimed at

helping children understand about place value. Marion

Walter and Ann Manicom, two excellent mathematic educators,

have developed some approaches to chip trading activities

for teachers which served as the basis of our beginning; here.

To take away the mystification of the chips themselves -

and also simply for economy's sake! - we forwent the poker

chips and used what we had to hand. For the lowest value,

we used S-shaped bits of styrofoam, normally used as a pack-

ing material. (We came to refer to them as "squiggles").

Then came straw segments, then rubber bands, ancl finally

wooden hexagons.*

The only basic rule is that, once you have agreed on

an exchange rate, then any time that you accumulate that

number of any one value, you must trade them in for one of

the next higher value. The simplest game is to throw dice

and to take squiggles for the number of dots you throw, then

trading in the squiggles as necessary. With an exchange rate

of three, if you throw a five, you would take five squiggles,

and trade three back again for a straw; so you would end

* This chapter will be made much sir.pler if the reader furlishes

himself or herself with similar materials to move about while reading.
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with one straw and two squiggles. If you threw a four on

your next turn, you would add four squiggles to the two you

have, and turn in three squiggles for one straw, and then

the remaining three for another; and then, adding those two

straws to the one you had from the previous move, you would

turn all three in for a rubber band. And so on.

A different game is to start with a hexagon, and subtract

the number on the dice. That means you must trade in the

hexagon for three rubber bands, trade in one rubber band for

three straws, trade in one straw for three squiggles, before

you can begin to subtract as many squiggles as the number

that you threw.

These two simple games can go on with children for a long

time. They usually begin, as do many adults, just as I have

described it here .7. taking the entire total of the throw in

individual squiggles, before making a single trade; making

each trade by itself, rather than anticipating, for example,

that six squiggles could be traded all at once for two

straws. Later, some children get very good at such anticipa-

tions. Other children stay longer with the insistence on

every trade. But they are equally well masters of the game -

they equally well know exactly what is going on, what the rules

are, how they are doing, what needs doing next. Bit by bit,

they notice, for example, that they need one more squiggle

to make a straw, and, throwing a two, can simply take a straw

and turn in all but one squiggle.
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Marion Walter and Ann Manicom have found that it is

wise to insist for the first several times through that the

teachers also do every step. Partly this is because some

teachers, with greater facility with numbers, do several

leaps at once, thereby intimidating others who then believe

they should do likewise, but find it difficult to do in

their heads. For example, in an exchange rate of four,

holding two straws and three squiggles, and throwing a six,

some teachers simply turn in their straws and two squiggles,

while taking a rubber band, figuring tl:at one dot fills

what is needed for a third straw, four more make the fourth,

which leads to a rubber band, and there is still one dot left

over.

There is, however, an even more important reason for

insisting that the trades actually be made: Otherwise people

can by-pass the whole exchange rate, and never get the sense

of the trades. In the above example, a person could

say, "I've got eleven, here are six more, that's seventeen;

a -Lubber band is worth sixteen, so I end up with a rubber

band and a squiggle." Chip trading is actually more manlema-

tical if the player thinks of the value of a rubber band as

so many straws, each of which is worth so many squiggles,

rather than jumping from the rubber band directly to its value

in squiggles. It is the different-level exchanges which

hold the mathematics. This is also a major reason for using
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small exchange rates - three, four or five: much of the

playing time then involves crossing from one level to

another, as opposed to simply counting out numbers of

squiggles, which takes a great deal of time in an exchange

rate of ten.

We began with chip trading at the very first session

of the second year group - October 23. The group spent an

hour and a half playing the basic game in pairs or three-

somes with an exchange rate of three. Some of the time they

were adding, and some of the time subtracting. They talked

a lot among themselves about how they were doing it, what was

easy about it, what.was difficult, what was perplexing. "I'm

never going to be able to figure this out"; "It's so hard,

isn't it"; "I got good rolls that time"; "It didn't ever occur

to me that you could logic it out - I'm so used to just doing

it." At several times during that working period I stopped

them to have a group-wide discussion of questions they were

bringing up. Why is it more difficult to subtract than to

add? How many squiggles is a rubber band worth? (There was

a debate over this question - whether six or nine). What makes

this difficult? As they felt they were getting better, what

specifically did they think they were getting better at doing?

("I took more risks as I got more comfortable in the group.")

The second session, November 6, we spent about forty-five

minutes on chip trading. They were to work with a partner,
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with an exchange rate of five. At an arbitrary signal they

were to combine what each of them had, divide the total

evenly between them, and then continue. It soon was clear to

them that they had no way of checking on how accurately they

were doing that, and I urged them to write down in some way

what they had at each stage. Interest developed in how people

were writing it down. Here was one way, described by Marya

and Suzanne:

Together Each

1 H 4 R

4 R 3 St

2 St 2 Sq

4 R 4 R

3 St 3 St

4 Sq 1 Sq

Deborah and Vicky described another:

"I wrote down what each of us had on a grid:

Deborah
0 0 3

3 4 1

Vicky

1 left

4 2 1

"Then we put them all together and wrote down what there

was in the piles before trading in."

0

7 6

5
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"Then we did all the tradi g in and wrote down what

was there:"

0

1 3 1

"And then we tried to figure out what we should each get,

on the paper. Which was very tricky. ... And then we

actually did the separating."

Various people were impressed that they had been able to do

the dividing on paper. Deborah explained, "Once we did it,

then we understood how to do it on the paper."

In the remaining time, everybody tried dividing this

collection into two, and then three, and then four. There

was some disagreement among the answers, but there was not

time left to compare the ways of doing it, and come to unc

stand the disagreements.

Deborah's journal entry about that session was quite

characteristic of the feelings about it: "It was neat

working in base five last time. The idea of using a hand,

five fingers, as a visual and conc-ete way of seeing base five.

Using my hane.s and Vicky's when needed made it possible zip

do division as quickly in that base as in base ten. Getting

really involved with a material is always exciting. It often

brings new depth and understanding to thinv that you've bee^
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working on. What happened during last seminar was that I

became more interested in Base five than chip trading."
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2. FORMULAS, SFNTENCEF, AND TRIAL BY FIRE

SESSIONS 3 AND 4

In the hour reserved for chip trading at the third

session, I introduced a confusion of my own. I intended it

mainly as a small curiosity, perhaps also to serve as an

example of a confusion that is easily understandable, and

worth noting - and with myself as the person confused - hoping

to emphasize that confusion is nothing to hide, on the con-

trary. I didn't intend it to take up the whole hour, and more.

In retrospect, I wish it hadn't. The mathematics t compli-

cated, with not nearly as much milage as the chip trading

afforded. However, here is the story of what happened.

At the first chip-trading session, as I was distributing

the materials, I had made an assumption that to play the basic

game, we would need more squiggles than any other kind of piece,

more straws than rubber bands, etc. Later I decided that was

not so: we would need just as many of any of them.

As soon as I raised it, Vicky said, "It depends if you

have to trade." I said the rule was that you had to trade.

"It depends if you're going up or down," she said. We agreed

that we were going up.

Karen's first response was that if the base was five,

you would only need four squiggles, or else the highest number

you could throw. Ruth said, "You don't need more than the
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number on the dice." Marya explained that you would need four

(because that was the highest number you could have in front

of you) plus six, because that was the highest number you

could throw - ten altogether, then.

Gropingly, they started generating a formula for the

number of squiggles a single player would need, given any

base* and any kind of dice.1" They let B stand for the base

and D stand for the highest number on the dice, and concluded

that you would have to have B - 1 (because you might have

that many at the beginning of a turn) plus D (in case, already

having B - 1, you then threw the highest possible number with

the dice.)

Some went on to.figure out how many straws would be needed,

and this, for one or two participants, was the lowest point

in the life of the project. Karen and Vicky came to the

conclusion (after a considerable period of time, and many

columns of figures on the blackboard) that the number of

straws you would need to have available was: B - 1 + (B - 1 + D)

Vicky explained the formula this way: "Base minus 1 - that's

the most straws that you can have before you. Plus - you're

* In this session they started referring to the exchange rate

as the "base."

We had only six-sided dice, but they wanted to generalize

the problem to hold for other kinds of dice.
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going to get more straws, and the way you find out how many

more straws you need is what's in there [in the parenthesis].

You have some ...squiggles, which is also base minus one

[that is the greatest number of squiggles you could have at

the beginning of a turn] and in addition you throw something

on the dice. And you divide all that by the base to find out

how many more straws you're going to get....And that's the

formula!"

We tried this formula again for several of the sets of

figures which had generated it - an exchang ,e. rate of six and

dice of six; an exchange rate of three and d:ce *otalling

twelve; an exchange rate of three and some hypothetical dice

that could total only eleven. It did always seem to work.

Tentatively, Ruth said, "I understand it, but I don't

have the--I'd probably have to trade chips for another hour

and write down everything before I could do that." Even then

I did not notice that a number of people were quite lost. I

proposed instead that veryone try to devise the formula for

rubber bands, at home, by essentially doing what Ruth described -

trading chips and writing everything down. But I did not

respond adequately to her feelings at the time that the whole

procedure had raced by her. (This was partly due to my being

full of admiration for the clarity with which Vicky had

explained the formula.)
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Marya managed to get my attention to say, "I've had to

put things out in words, whereas you've jumped immediately

to the symbols, and I'm sitting here writing sentences, and

that just sort of reflects the process that I need to go

through,...in order to figure this out. Which is, essentially

in teaching kids...it appears to me to be the same kind of

thing, where you can't flip to those symbols, which is what

I was having...a great deal of difficulty with." Her sentences,

which came from the same columns of figures on the blackboard,

were the following:

"If the Die is twice the base, then the rule is base + 1.

If the Die is less than one [times the base] or one

[times the base], then it's base plus 0."

I asked Ruth if that was what she had been doing. She

replied with admirable honesty, and to tension-releasing

laughter, "I'm still trading." Marya went on to explain what

she found difficult: "I was able to get what's on the board

there in the columns, you know, by trading it out, but then

I was stuck - 'Well where do I begin, how do I even imagine

to come up with a formula?' I can see some similarities of

where the numbers become the same, but I wasn't able to flip

immediately to- I yet isad to do some thinking about that and

. .I probably would have done some writing, 'Well, the answer

is four if-' and it would have gotten out in sentences."

It was Vicky who pointed out that Marya's sentences really
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contain more of the relationships than the formula does. She

pointed out that the formula simply produces the number of

straws that would be necessary in a given set of circum-

stances - a given base and a highest possible single throw.

Marya's sentences, though, capture a relationship between

the answer and the circumstances. "So that what you were trying

to do is really harder than this - more information."

Later in the session, Marya talked about when in the

proceedings she had let the formula-seekers go their own way,

and tried to develop her own sentences. In comparing this

session with most classrooms, she said, "It's the wait-time

that I don't think is generously given in classroom settings.

The minute anyone asks a question, boom, who's ever got

their hand up first gets a shot at it, and that's it. It

subtracts the space for other people to have other kinds of

thoughts."

After hearing Marya, I did try to ask some others who

had not been participating much how they might go on from

here. Katharine said then, "I understood what they were

doing when they did it, but I don't know how they did it.

I felt very frustrated, cause I, you know, I felt really

stupid that I didn't get it." Ricky Carter, the cameraman,

intervened then to point out "the difference between feeling

that you are following somebody else's process, and your
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generating your own - being the generator for one. Katharine,

you were saying that you were just following someone else's

process, and that was very frustrating."

It was, however, more serious than that. Katharine

wrote in her journal that week, and it was lucky she did, be-

cause otherwise I would never have known, "I've never felt

so 'dumb' in my life...I wanted to fade into the wall. I'm

so upset about it I can't even write how I feel." Reading

that was probably the lowest moment of my teaching career.

It would have been simple to have avoided that. We

did the problem all over again in the next session, people

working in their own ways and at their own speeds, using the

squiggles and straws as we went, working out many cases,

and trying to clarify the relationships between the formula

and the sentences, as two ways of answering the same question.

Better yet, I should simply have put off the question of a

formula when it first arose, and asked anyone wa was interested

to work on it at home.

In any event, there are two comments to be made. One

is that, thanks to Katharine's willingness to write in her

journal about her feelings, we were able in a 7.ater session

to have a discussion about many people's feelings about that

evening. This brought tue group very close together - though

it was too bad that it was at the expense of a trial by fire.
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The other comment is that, indeed, in this simplest seeming

of materials and possibilities, a question arose which

challenged the mathematical tendencies of even tlose most

mathematically inclined among us.

6 6
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3. MATHEMATICAL INSIGHTS

Sessions 5 and 7

In the fifth session, December 18, we went back to chip

trading activities (having come to feel relatively confident

about the formulas, although not having understood the re-

lationship between the formulas and Marya's sentences). We

had only about half an hour, so instead of engaging the

group in an activity of some depth, as I did the following

time, I raised a question that was intriguing enough to get

people working, dividing and making exchanges, and developing

their familiarity with trading phenomena and their various

ways of representing them. They were asked to take four

rubber bands, three straws, and three squiggles. The

question had come up as a real question in the second session:

if you wanted to divide this collection evenly between two

people, dicl it make any difference what the exchange rate was?

In this session, different pairs interpreted the question

differently, did different things, invented differnt other

questions to pursue, and were generally very interested in

each other's interpretations and findings. When it became

clear that they had interpreted the question differently,

they were generally amused that I said that it made no differ-

ence to me what they took the question to be as long as it

6 7
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got them working, dividing, making exchanges.

I certainly do not always feel that way about the

questions I propose, and when we came back to chip trading

in the seventh session, on February 5, my question was quite

specific and purposeful. I wanted them to see the powerful

mathematics that chip trading could reveal. Otherwise, it

would hardly be convincing that the time we had spent on

them was more than amusing brain teasers.

I wanted to continue the work of the second session, and

I asked them to do what they had been doing then, with one

"added wrinkle." I asked them to work in an exchange rate

of five. They were to play the basic addition game in pairs

taking turns throwing the dice, and trying to get to a

hexagon. At some arbitrary time, they were to stop, nut

together what they had, and divide it evenly. This time,

however, before dividing between the two players, they were

to divide among some other number of players. When they had

done the division, they were to try to figure out a way to

check on whether they had done it correctly - whether they

still had the same total number. In addition tc requiring

some way of noting down what they had, this meant that they

had either to do all the trades again in reverse, or to

figure out some way to multiply.

Maggie Lampert, the observer, noted during this work,
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"This is, on the face of it,.an easy thing to do, not

threatening... - they can all get engaged in it without ap-

pearing stupid." And after about half an hour: "Everyone/group

seems to have constructed their own problems at this point,

they all seem into it. When they discover an error, they try

to figure out what caused it."

After about 40 minutes, I interrupted their work to ask

thlm all to work on the same problem, so we would have that

in common to discuss. I wrote the following on the board:

1 3 1 2

hex rb st sq (5)

I asked ,_hem to take a clean piece of paper, so it would be

easy for them to write down and keep track of what they did,

and to divide this, first among two people, and then among

five, ani check that', out each time. After they had all

worked on this for ten minutes or so, I asked several pairs

to describe what they did when they were dividing it among

five people. Here is Marya's account: "We took the one

hexagon, broke it down into five rubber bands, and then added

it to the other rubber bands, which makes eight. Divided

that by five, making it 1 rubber band, remainder three. [Eac.1

person gets one rubber band, and there are three left over].

Then t ok the remainder three rubber bands, broke that dowD,

so that all together with the straws that were already in the

straw pile, sixteen. Divided that by five, that's three, re-

mainder one. One straw. Took the remainder of one str,

b7oke it down into squiggles, and added it, which is seven

6 9
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squiggles---divided that by five and got one, remainder two.

So the total answer is 1, 3, 1, remainder 2...1 rubber band,

3 straws, and 1 squiggle, with 2 squiggles left over."

Anna, her partner, then showed how she checked it,

as follows:
3 1

1 3 1

1 3 1

1 3 1

1 3 1 +R2

5 15 5

"So this [the squiggles column] would be 0, tb:'..s [the

straws column] would bectale .1.6, and this [the rubber

bands] would stay 5."

5 16 0

"And then this Pc:rt.. str.,..ws] would change to 1 and that

would be 3 [more rubber bands] so that would be 8. and

this would stay 0."

8 1 0

"And if I converted that again that would be that."

1 3 1 0 +R2

"And then with the remainder..."

1 3
1

2
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I then called on Vicky, whom I had seen to have had

an exciting insight. She put the following on the blackboard:

131 R2
5)1312

"What's happening is, these numbers ate written in base 5,

and are divided by base 5, so in effect, this [what is being

divided) is 1 3 1 2, this [the answer) is 1 3 1 2 - it's

like moving a decimal point over, if you were dividing by 10."...

"Base 5?" someone asked. "Yeah, well we've been trading 5

for 1, so all these numbers are written in base 5. And in

the particular case where we divided by 5, any time we

divided by 5 that's what happened, it was as if we moved the

decimal point over."

People were mystified by this. That way of writing the

problem made no sense, nor did the fact that the numbers were

all moved over one place. "So you're dividing 5 into 13,"

someone remarked. "Could you do it by long division?"

someone else asked.

Vicky tried to explain how she had actually done the

dividing; it was not unlike what Marya had described; and

she ended by saying, "It just works." Karen asked, "But

why does it work?" I tried to urge people to try another

exchange rate - a suggestion Deborah had made as she

witnessed Vicky's discovery. Nobody wanted to take me up
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on this now, though. They were much rno intrigued and

tantalized by this mysterious relatior_dip between th^ numbers.

They simply kept looking at it and trying to make sense.

Anna was in fact on the verge of the insight they all

were struggling for. She spoke in a very low voice, almost

to herself, but those immedia'...e1/ around her were listening.

"That 5 should really be a oae, oh [one, zero;l0]--'cause we're go-

ing to be working in base .1. "Aaaah," someone said, with

dawning realization. Karen said, slowly, "Excellent. Excellent,

five is really ten." The tape records ec..ted raps 07, the table,

and cries of "Aha!" "You got it, you gcc, i. "You cd_i it!"

followed by explanations to themselves and c.4: other, in the

same excited tone, all at the same time. "And that's the

same with all of them! And that's why it works!" "And then

it just looks like any old division." "And that's why it works

for the decimals."

"You know what it was?" Vicky summed up. "What you were

able to do was put the people in base 5, as well as the stuff."

Reme.,bering the hard lesson I had learned in the third

session, I then insisted that everybody take the squiggles,

straws, rubber bands and hexagons, and try that same set of

numbers, in various different bases - actually doing the trades

and dividing into piles. I wanted to be sure they saw why it

worked even in base 10 - and not just that the way you write

it down is the same. This time they were ready, and worked

excitedly and loudly on a variety of different bases.
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The most adventurous was a group which tried it with an

exchange rate larger than 10. Eleven it was. That seemed to them

to be breaking new territory, and to be especially rewarding

when it proved, also, to work.

I stopped that work, finally, to talk about a remark I

had overheard Heidi make during the initial work, be:ore Vicky's

discovery. She had in fact written down in the margin of the

paper on which she was working, "divided by the same number as

the base." I had heard her say, at that time, "I don't have to

check that one, that's easy." She did not see, as Vicky had,

that the "answer" was -he same set of numbers, moved dowa one

value; she still worked out the dividing by trading and separ-

ating into piles. But shc somehow knew that she did not

have to check those ones "by multiplying. When asked her a-

bout it now, she said, "It had to do with the five." She said

that each time she checked out the divisio%.1 5 (this was

always working with an exchange rate of 5), they all came

out right, she n ,er found she had made a mistake. And she

thought, "Well th. I's ridiculous. If I'm dividing by 5 and

it's in 5, I don't need to do that." Heidi wasn't able to say

any more about why she thought she didn't need to do that, when

she was dividing by the same number as the base, until Ricky

Carter had a conversation with her during the break, fortunately

overheard by the tape recorder,

Ricky: Did it happen when you were checking?

Heidi: Yes.
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Ricky: So you looked at these [straws] and you said, well,

there's four of those, I'm going to multiply those

by 5. I'll take 5 for each, and so of course that's

gonna be-

Heidi: And then I took it right back again, yeah-

Ricky: Yeah, so that's gonna be 4 rubber bands, or whatever.

Heidi: Yeah, right. That's right. You know that it was

a step and I was reversing it.

It was not surprising to me that Heidi didn't notice

this in the other direction - there is not suLh a direct

sense of taking a step and reversing It. It is surprising

to me that, having noticed it in the checking, she had such

a hard time saying what she had noticed - why it was

"ridiculous" to check. In listening to her conversation

with Ricky Carter, I wonder if she did not in fact know all

along why it seemed ridiculous, without it occurring to her

that that was an interesting level of knowledge to tell

about. In responding to her journal, I pointed out to her

that that was indeed a mathLmatical insight she had had - more

so than simply to have recognized a repetition of numbers.

That comment of mine seemed to have been very significant to

her. She referred back to it several times subsequently,

when she spent many hours by herself being intrigued with

understanding what division -as all about.

I was also surprised that she was the only one to see

that multiplying by the exchange rate was ridiculously
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simple. Now, on reflection, I think I understand.

I think it is clear that it was the trading, a sense

for the Lrading, which led to the mathematical insights.

All the teams developed perfectly adequate ways to divide

by 5 and to check on their division. Some of tham worked

via the base 10 - translating the total number into a

number of squiggles, dividing that number in our own

number system, and so on. (Marya and Anna's notation is

one example - they counted up to 16 and to 8). Heidi

and Vicky, however, thought in terms of the trades. They

did not translate into numbers any larger than the exchange

rate they were working in. If they wrote down four digits,

to rclpresent what they had, they never read them off as

thousands and hundreds, but as hexagons and rubber bands.

These were the ones who had mathematical insights which

turned out to be valuable to all of them. It is a power-

ful lesson, I think, in how experiences can be masked by

pre-L:arned symbolization.

iicky, in explaining 1-ow she came upon it, referred

to having used hands to stand for "how 5 of something is

equal to one of something else." She did not carry out

the trades with the squiggles, and so on, but thought of

hands and fingers. When describing their work in the

second session, she and Deborah had commented on how hard

it was to do the dividing "on paper", rather than through
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trading and separating into piles, and now she explained it,

along with its relationship to her insight.

"...I could do it purely with the fingers because

of the hands. All I 'lid was, I looked at the figures

and I wrote the numbers, because of the hands - that's

why I could do that, without doing it. ...When I saw

it [that the numbers were moved over 1] it was the same

thing, it was part of the same thing. But I was

surprised to see it. I didn't just know that it was

going to look like that."

Later in the session, after the break, there was more

interest in how Vicky had noticed what she had notLced. She

explained, "I just want to say that ...the thing with the

hands I started the last time we chip traded....It didn't

just happen all of a sudden." She then drew on the black-

board a version of what she had previously drawn in her

journal.

After a good deal of laughter, this drawing also led

to a good deal of thoughtful discussion.

Karen: What does that represent?

Suzanne: Base 5.

Vicky: It's a hand. Each finger has 5 fingers - etcetera.

Ruth: Yes, but what if you have a different base?

Vicky: It's only for base 5.
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Karen: Can you show me the units, the next ones up, and the

next ones up - which ones are which?

Vicky pointed to the smallest fingers, and each bigger

set of fingers in turn, as she said, "Squiggles, straws,

rubber bands, and hexagon."

Karen: Five squiggles equals 1 straw, five of the middle-sized

is one thumb--

Vicky: One rubber band

Karen: --rubber band, thumb - and five fingers. So if,

let's say there were 10 fingers on a hand...this

would be a thousand.

Vicky: You know what it is, it's - This is equal to ...

She counted the lifferent levels of fingers, and wrote: b4

Vicky: I think it means -lat.

Eleanor: Do you think you could explain that?

Vicky:. Well, it's like how many times you have to multiply

the base times itself.

Eleanor: Maybe you could write that down.

Vicky: We're in base 5, so this [b] would be 5....Five times

five times five times five. Twenty-five, a hundred

twenty-five...

She now had on the board:

5 x 5 x 5 x 5 125
5

625
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Eleanor: What is that now, what does that mean, all those

numbers?

Vicky: Umm. So I think this would be the number of squiggles

[her voice suddenly becomes incredulous] that one hex-

agon is worth? Is that possible? No. Can't be.

[Pause] Yeah-

Karen: Yeah, there's a way, cause if it were tens, hundreds,

thousands, ten thousands. But it would be a thousand.

Vicky [Marking off the levels]: It's squiggles, straws, rubber

bands, and hexagon. Yeah, I guess it would.

Ruth: You keep squaring each one.

Vicky: Multiplying it by itself.

Ruth: Yeah.

Vicky: That means that in order to get a hexa,an you have

to roll the dice till you get to 625, which we all

did, pretty much...I had no idea it was that many.

Karen: We rolled 625 little does?! Is th:lt possible?

Eleanor: Did anyone get to a hexagon?

Karen: No. Only by combining.

Vicky: Oh, that's right, only by combining. But still, people

must have been getting hundreds.

Many incredulous voices here, and no clarity of ideas.

Karen, business-like: 5 times 5 is 25.

Vicky: That's straws.

Karen: That's the first one.
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Vick , ait a minute now, it's five, twenty-five, a hundred

twenty-five-

Karen: That's right, because in tens-

Sara: But you've got ones.

Sara said this loudly, but nobody took her up on it. I

even repeated it: "Sara says, 'But you've got ones'."

Still nobody noticed that it was the key to their dilemma.

In every detail of tone this situation was as that described

in the Final Report of the Teacher Development Project, 1980,

where Tivimy simply could not understand why 9 cubes were not

enough to complete his tower, and he was impervious to Sandy's

explanations. (p. 32)

Suzanne was now proposing that another layer of hands

was needed. In the midst of discussing why Suzanne thought

that, Vicky said, "Oh ye 11-:. .Lght. Okay. So it's-" And

then a sudden change of mind. "Oh, who said 'Because you

have ones?'...Right, that's the problem then. I was- Yeah.

The ones aren't five to the anything..."

It seemed to me then that we were close tc clarity,

but I was mistaken. Vicky started to write powel-s of 5.

I interrupted her, saying, "We don't have to get that notation

straight, but the point is...how many times do you multiply

fi-,e by itself to reach the hexagon?" There were different

answers. Some said 4, and some said 3, and no one was very
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clear about explaining why she thought what she thov,ht.

tried to explain why I thought it was 3. I thought T knew

exactly how to make it clear to everybody. My definitive

explanation elicited not a single sign of interest.

Nobody including me noticed that in fact only three

sizes of hand are needed, even though four levels are

represented. (When Suzanne had talked of needing to add

another layer, people had talked of adding a fifth size.)

Vicky came closest in her attempt at a "definitive explana-

tion" - one which succeeded somewhat better than mine.

Vicky: Ok, I got it, This little tiny hand is a straw.

Others: Mm-hum. Yeah.

Vicky: This hand is a rubber band

Others: Oh yeoh.

Vicky: And this hand is a hexagon. So you only have to

multiply three times.

Ruth: So the hexagon is twenty-five times 5. So where'd you

get the 625Z

Vicky: I made a mistake.

Ruth: Oh. Okay.

Anna was still not convinced: Because if those fingers are

straws, how would you indicate "one" on that drawing?

Vicky: Each little tiny finger this size is a squiggle.

Anna: Okay. And then the little tiny hand as a whole is

a straw.
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Suzanne still felt some cofusion; sorting it out led

to some more interesting relatic.ships between what the

fingers are and what the hands are: "It's the fingers we're

using....they're all connected by the hand, which holds

the place....If each finger is a squiggle, then each group

of five fingers makes one straw."

Vicky: Mm-hmm. Little one. See, you can't say fingers, because

all these things are fingers....of something bigger.

Suzanne: Tiny fingers. Each one of those is a squiggle, right.

...Okay, once you get five of those squiggles, you

get a straw, which is another finger on the medium hand.

Vicky: Right. Or, this is a hand, too. But it's also a finger.

[Much general laughter]

Suzanne: Every little hand is worth the next finger...You

don't need that big hand, then.

Suzanne still seemed to feel a little perplexed. But explor-

ing her confusion had brought us to our clearest statement

of the relationships among the levels of Vicky's drawing.

Each handful of five fingers is also a finger, of the next

level. Five squiggles are also one straw. Y- 'Ion't need

the big hand because the hexagon represented bj its finger

is also represented by the next-smaller hand.

The excitement of the insights led on to people's

accounts of how they felt about the evening. These four give
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some idea of the significance of this session fo.:: the

teachers.

Suzanne: The thing I get frolo, when I'm working with someone

else, is trying to understand how they understand

something and seeing how, how we meet, or if we're

thinking...how we can szet to the same answer. Like

if I come up with an answer and my partner comes up

with another answer and we got to it different ways,

I try to figure out- how my partner got to that way...

The biggest thing isn't getting hooked on 5 and

understanding 5, the biggest thing is understanding

how someone else is understanding omething.- like

exercising my understanding of understanding.

Ruth: It's like the moon. I mean, wa may 1ck at the moon,

and we may see the same thing, like, one night Karen

and I compared our moon notes, and they were the

same observation but recorded differently. We got

the same information but we had recorded it different-

ly. And that's what this is - it's the same infor-

mation - well, you get different understanding from

that - but it's the same information.

Marya: Well I got really excited when Vicky did put that

formula on the board, because it related to what I

had done...So when she put it on the board - it

took me a few minutes tc figure out, why is that,
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what is it, you know, how did she get %hat answer,

and...A.hna and I were talking and it came about ti

I began to understand that what I had done in my wa

was in fact her numeral representation of it all.

So that was very exciting.

Vicky: (To Marya) When you were up there and when you were

doing your columns ,...i:. made me realize how, when

people develop their own structures for doing things

they're '!:;nna look different....This was just one

structure, and it happened to be dramatic, but-.

I didn't understand what you were doing right away,

and then when I did, I realized it was like the same

thing I was doing, but it looked different, and that

step of ''Ist realizing that pe 'e are understanding

baseL a their own structure :.Iver it is, is

easy to for5.-t.
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A. HEIDI'S QC7S:IONS

Session 11, "art A

We did not take up thdse problems in the next three

sessions, which were taken up with trying to understand

the moon, working with children, and discussing classroom

incidents.

In the eleventh session, on April 8, I decided to give

attention to some people's concerns with teaching long division.

A number of them were trying to do that then, and wanted to

talk about it. It was, as it always does, posing problems.

Suzanne had written about it in her journal, after a

session cn music notation, which had taken place in the other

group. "In many ways, the varied ways we depicted a

pa.:':icular tune reminded me of my current plight with division.

There are many ways of manipulating objects and recording on

paper to demonstrate division...the ultimate problem is to

get kids to understand the conventional representation of

division.

"Here are two conventional methods I know of. I myself

prefer the visu n:!. place value method (left).

321 321
3)963 3)963
-900 instead of

63 6

-60 -6
3 3

-3 -3
-0- 0
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I realize the only difference between the two examples is the

presence of zeros in the left example. [Note that there is

another difference - the three is 'brought down' earlier.)

For me this makes a world of difference...I have decided that

the children as well as alyself need to do a lot of fooling

and moving and working with objects to get a real handle on

what it means to divlde with quite large numbers..."

I opened this se;ion cffering the floor to anyone who

had concerns with long division. Katharine explained how

,!'he told the children the steps to do, and said that 8)68 was

easier tha', è632 , because there was only one step and then

there 7,7es the remainder; but that 8)89 was easier still,

the A goes into tho first 8, and you don't have to

move over to the nex- uumber.

When she had barely begun, Jessica (who teaches younglr

children, 4nd therefore doesn't teach long divisiln) asked,

"What is short division?...What does i0C., division mean that

you have to put all tho3e numbers underneath?" Those who

professed to know agreed tt. that T,Tas what was meant by

"1on6 division." However, as Katharine proceeded to describe

what her kids could do, she said they :..ould do 'one step'

(for example, 8)89 ). Jessica said "But that's - one

step is short division, it's not long division." "Well, no,

they can do a remainder," Katharine replied. "I don't consider

short dirision a remainder." Katharine worked out one example,
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11
8)89

8

09
8

1

81.

In the midst of it, as she was describing what she told the

o do, she said. '!bring down the 9." Jessica repeated,

"bring down the 9! Watcha do that for, bring it down?" We

didn't plIrsue that question then but went on to the end of

the example, and then considered whether it was long division.

Katharine said, "Well I don't know, I mean, I just say that

short division is when it comes out even." And as an example

she put 8)88 .

11
8)88

"But fact you can make that inr,-2 long division," pursued

JessIca. "Oh yeah, I have them to that," Katharine said,

cause they're going to have remainders soon and they're going

to have to do that....I don't call it short division and long

division, you said short division and long division." "No,

that's right," Jessica acknowledged, "Because if there was

long division I figured there must be a short!"

So Katharine's attempt to discuss the kids' difficulties

with long division became focussed, instead, on this question

of what is long division anyhow, and what kind of division

isn't long?

Suzanne's attempt to discuss the differences between the

two procedures she had written about in her journal got us

8 1
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off into another question. She took Katharine's example 8)68

and AS she was in the process of describing how she approaches

it, Jessica said, "What you're essentially trying to do is

bust this number up, right?" "Break it up into groups of 8,"

said Suzanne. "No, into 8 groups," said Ruth. Jessica, in

her innocence as a first grade teacher, wanted to get it

straight. "How many groups of 8 each, or is it break it up

into 8 groups?" I should have recognized that . this was worth

pursuing. My own understanding was that it didn't really matter

much which you meant, as long as you realized it could mean

either. I didn't notice that for some people, it was one or

the other - one way of interpreting it was right, and the other

was wrong. At the very least, I coull have taken up Maggie

Lampert's suggestion of trying some numbers other than 68 di-

vided by 8, where 8 is both the number of groups and the number

In a group, whichever way you do could easily have

he4 a 1,--ok at, for examole, mes 7, where we might be talk-

ing about 8 c.roups of 7 things, or 7 groups of 8 things,

and the difference in meaning would have been more evident.

It would have saved us a lot of grief later on if I had realized

that this was needed and stopped here to have a look at the

two meanings. As it was, both Ruth and Suzanne, at some point

in their explanations, to Jessica, took the opposite of their

own position. Ruth said, "How many groups are there in 65?"

correcting herself to - "How many thing..:, are there in each of
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the 8 grodps." Suzanne, on the other hand, said, "If you

start with 8 groups, how many are you going t- have in each

group?" She didn't catch herself.

I simply left this, wrongly taking it to be adequately

discussed, and asked Heidi, who had also been writing about

division in her journal, for her thoughts. T1,-13 set us off

on many fruitful - if confusing - hours.

"I have one thing to ..ay and that is that I don't under-

stand, it, but I think I'm beginning to see some light. It's

the only one you r..; left to right."

Well, what on earth does that mean? Without trying to

understand its implications, here, simply, is what she meant.

Take two numbers - say, 7768 and 273. Following the

schooltaught procedures, if you want to add them, 7768
273

8041

you fill in the answer from right to left: first the 1, the

the ij then the 0, then the 3. If you want to subtract thEm,

7768
273

7495

you fill in the answer from right to left: first the 5,

then the 9, then the 4, then the 7. If you want to multiply

them, you fill in the answer from right to left: 7768
273

23304
54376
15536
2120664

Zirst the 4, then the 6, then the 6, then the 0, then the 2,

then the 1, then the 2. But if you want to divide them, you

8;)
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.28
fill in the answer from left to right:

She had thought she 1-Ad understood it, uni. the turn

of mind of this seminar led her to question what she thought

she understood. "Well, people say it's the opposite of

multiplication. Well, subtraction is the opposite of

addition and you don't do that. And so I tried doing some

backward to see what happened...and the first one I did

worked. I can't make it do it again...The obvious answer as

somebody said to me is, well, you know, it's just the opposit.:

of multiplication - multiplicatioi- you go up, division you go

back. Well, that's not- That was always very clear to me

until I started looking at it, and it's not clear to me at all.

But - I think, what happens is you're borrowing down again - or

something akin to that - you're sort of borrowing, I think...

You're Pushing something over, so maybe it's a hind of

borrowing...I just decided I really wanted to work it through

methodically."

We spent most of the remainin, sessions on that question.

Most of us understand something about it now, though mJst of

us still could not say in a sentence or two just how come. I

would like to relate some of the ways the question evolved.

Heidi told us of a procedure she had read in a book by

Isaac Asimov. "It only works [when you'-e dividing by] two

digits under 20. See, it's limited. But it's a good trick!"
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Her example was 18)4625

"I always ha'e dividing by Cais :kind of number, because I

always have to thi-k of it as 20 and estimate it and it's

just a pain...I can't do it ni 18. I have to do this whole

thing in my head of visualizing - I have to visualize these

steps. I estimate on 20, because I don't know the 18-times

tables. It just takes longer."

If -u do Heidi's example as is, it is very hard to

do in your head. Most of us would have to write it out,

256
18)4625

36
102

(a) 90
125
108
17

Asimov's procedure, however, was to break the 18 into two

factors, 2 and 9 (multiply them together and they give 18),

and divide the large number first by 2 and then by 9. These

two parts most of us can do in our heads, because we know the

multiplication tables up to 10. That, at least, seemed to be

the idea.

It was obvious to nobody why this might work. In fact,

it was c1ea-,- to very few people where the 9 and the 2 came

from. No one asked, explicitly, how you could use that method

if you were dividing by 19 instead of by 18 (let alone whether).

However, we tried it, and came out with this:

2)4625
2312 R1

Here's the way I was taught. R17

(b) 9)2312
256 R8

91
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"The remainder's different," said Helen, comparing (b)

with (a). "The remainder's different," Heidi repeat-d. "That's

funny because that didn't happen last time" They went over it

again, to make sure they hadn't made a mistake with the remainder.

Some of them then started looking closely at the figures, to

see if there was any sense they could make of tLeu.. After a

7ew minutes, Suzanne said, "Oh, I know, wa minute now,...

it h, something to do with this remainde' ";,/'t is that - that

1 - 8 times..." She and others then kept ltively looking

at what might be multiplied or divided. Jessica was getting

amused by this seemingly sensLless manipulation of figures,

and Suzanne finally joined her amusement: "You could just say

9 and 8 is 17 and forget the whole thing." Jessica loved

that. "Exactly! And then it would make perfect sense,

right?" They both laughed.

Helen wondered what would happen if you divided first

by 9 and then by 2. Heidi had originally been thinking of

the procedure as a neat trick to increase the scope of division

examples you could do in your head, so for her the simplest

thing to do was divide in half, and then do the next step.

"I think you could start with the 9, but once you've divided

it by 2, you've cut it," she said. "I was just curious,"

said Helen. Then someone suggested using 6 and 3 instead of

9 and 2. This time Heidi said, "You should be able to do it

with any of the parts," and the group proceeded to try. The
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figures were as follows:

(c)

(d)

9)4625
513 R8

2)513
256 Rl

6)4625
770 R5

3)770
256 R2

( e )

3)4625
1541 R2

6)1541
256 R5

87.

As Katharine observed, "So it works except for the remainder.

Heidi said, "The remainder is in it, but I don't see why...But

[anyway] it's a lot less figures...If you get tired writing

figurer it's shorter," thus establishing that it distinctly

has soL, Advantages. Jessica, still pursuing her earlier

,ueLtion about what "short division" might be, said, "It's

only shorter if you can do it in your head. I had to write it

all out because I don't have the multiplication tables down

and it writes out the same way...You could do the other one in

your head. If you knew the 18 times tahles you could do it

in youx head '

Heidi: "But I don't know the 18 times tables."

Jessica: "Oh I set, I see."

I suggested trying the whole thing with another pair of
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numbers. "I don't understand the remauder yet," protested

Suzanne. "I don't either," I said, "that's why I'm sug-

gesting ancther. I'm not sure we can get to undarstand

the remainder by brute force." I am not sure what Suzanne

or anybody else made of this. What I meant - a principal

I go by - is that if ideas have not been presenting them-

selves for exploration, further looking at these same

figures is not likely to give rise to other ideas vp-y

quickly. So instead, change it a little, try a varjation

ant2 then look at what is the 6ame and what is diffent,

and see if other ideas come that way.

Helen suggested trying .r..t "with som thing otnir 'Than

one," by via2,,h she meant a number bigge-.- than 19. She

settled oa:

30) 8976

Various ',f,e1 ;..ied various factors. The "answer"

was always 299; the "remainder answer" varied. Here

are some results:

(f)

299
30)8976 R6

60
297
270
276
270

6
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(g) 10) 8976
897 R6

3)897
299

(h)

2)8976
4488

15) 4488
299 R3

(i)

6) 8976
1496

5)1496
299 R1

(j)
5) 8976

1795

3)1795
598

2)598
299

R1

R1

(k)

3) 8976
2992

5)2992
598

2)598
294

R2

95
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Katharine, who did f, g, and h, pointed out that the

remainder came out the same with f and g, but not with h.

In the ensuing discussion, Suzanne said, "Maybe understanding

the remainder has to do with understanding what you'r._

doing with the things you're dividing," an important thought

which nobody picked up on at the time. Its truth home

with great impact in a later session.

Helen was the first to propose some rule that "wolcs

some of the time, I think, but...I'm not sure it works all

the time...The number you divide b7 second, plus vour last

remainder, equals the remainder you get in long divisL 1."

She pointed to b ani i as examples, and also to d, beiag

distracted, I think, by the remainder 5 of the first divi.sion.

Nobody noticed - or at least nobody commented - that this

was the rule Jessica and Suzanne had found so funny a

little earlier.

It was easy to find examples where this did not work,

and the search went on. Heidi said, "That [this new idea

of hers] works out every time. But I don't see why...Take

your bottom remainder and multiply it by your top divisor.

Well, the only two problems I've done it on have had 2's

in the top divisor," [b ard h]. "It works with 6 and 5

ri], too," said Helen. "But it doesn't work with 10 and

3 [g]," said Katharine. I then remarked that it looked as

if there was something right about 10 and 3, since the 6

there -- "as if that's the way it should work, and this
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[Heidi's] way you had to fiddle around to make it work."

There was a good deal of agreement with this. Suzanne was

getting bothered: "Bu -. that's like coming to the answE-: and

not knowing-." Jessica, laughing again, said, "But that's

what most of us do" - laughing sympathetically with Suzanne,

in my interpretation - appreciating the outrageousness of

shuffling numbers around without understanding what you are

doing. But, I think, less bothered than Suzanne, because she

felt this would eventually lead to some understanding. Helen

took the thought a step further. "We can put ourselves in

the place of our kids. They're just trying to 'do it that

way', with no idea what they're doing or why they're doing

it...Now you know how they feel."

Heidi went on looking for a rule: "If there's no remainder

the first time, there's no problem, if there's only a remainder

the second time." Suzanne: "But you still don't understand

where it came from." Heidi mocked herself in answering, "No,

but if I started going into what I don't understand in

math...!" But then her tone changed to serious: "No, I don't

understand...yLt." She is, after all, the one who really set

out to understand how long division works.

I chose to leave this now, since nobody had a particular

idea of how she wanted to proceed. I expected some of them

would be intrigued enough to work on it themselves, and we

could come back to it again as a group. Before leaiing it,

I asked Suzanne to say again what she had said about needing

to understand what you were doing. "You have to know what
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you're doing with the things - with the numb--with what

you're using." "Yeah," I said, "In order not to find just...

I mean in order to understand why these worked." Several

others chimed in their agreement with this thought now, and

Helen said, "We didn't know what the remainder was, by doing

it the long way," by which she meant that now at least they

know that they don't know. Confusion is headway.

Suzanne said, "I need stuff to mo,..e." "Okay, what

kind of stuff," I asked. She hesitated. "Chips. I relate

real well to chips."

For now I tabled Heidi's question. . "First: qu.,2stion

from Heidi is, 'How come in dividing only you go from left

to right?' Second question from Heidi is, 'How come this

dividing by factors in turn works except for remainders and

how come it doesn't work for remainders?'" Suzanne: "Maybe

it does work for remainders." Eleanor: "And maybe it does,

and how can we make it so? So those are question 1 and

question 2 parts a, b, and c, to be considered."

That part of the exploration had taken about an hour.

I now took up another set of questions about division.
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5. THAN'S PROCEDURE AND SUZANNE'S QUESTION

Session 11, Pavt B

Suzanne had referred to a way of doing division that

had come up in her class, so she now told us about that.

The problem was 8)291.

"Now this is the way I interpreted what he wrote down...

He had this mishmash of numbers all over his paper...

It gct the idea from what he had on his paper, how I could

straighten it out in my mind, and how it looked to me,

and he agreed with me at the end that this was the way

i'c. was."

She wrote these numbers:
8

8)291 16
32
64

128
256

"Ht . knew he was c_ose here" (at 256).

Then she pointed to each in turn, starting with the

16, saying, "So now he counted and he said he had 2, and

that was 4, and that was 8, and that was 16 groups, and

this is 32 groups." Later, she wrote these numbers down:

8 1

16 2

32 4

64 8

128 16
256 32

9 9
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"And then he had to add some more groups to get

to 291, and he picked out a number that looked like it would

fit." She added 32 to the bottom of the first column,

along with a total. of 288.

8

16
32
64

128
256
32

288

32
4

36 It:1

Then she said, "This was 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, [groups of 8,

to reach 256] and another 4 groups, that's 36, plus you

needed 3 more to get to 291." Jessica: ("Hm! Pretty snazzy!").

In the midst of a number of appreciative exclamrItions,

Katharine asked, "How did you get 288? You didn't add

those up [the whole column], did you?" Suzanne: "Yeah."

KathaLine: "Oh, just the last 2." Suzanne: "Just the last

two, 'cause he's adding another set of g7oups."

Suzanne then mimicked Than asking, "'Why can't I

do it this way?' I said, 'You can. You understand it'."

Helen said, "He probably knows it better than the rest

of them."

"Well, today during the lesson he said to one of the

kids, 'It's easy, it's just D, M, S'...That meant divide,

multiply, and subtract, you just keep doing that over

and over again...He was referring to the conventional way.
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Somehow he got from his procedure, and I said, 'Yes, you

do know how to divide.' And...he had a chance in between

times to fool around with some materials and do some

problems on his own and today when I was explaining the

conventional way to the kids he said to one of them,

'Huh, it's easy.'" "Do you know what he meant by that,"

I asked, "Do you know the connection between that and this

[his way]?" Suzanne: "I think it might- In my mind it

was that he understood what it was to divide, that he

was moving numbers around, and that once he could visualize

his own way, of figuring out the -:oblem and understanding

it and getting a hold on it, that he could see my way of

doing it and understanding it, too. As long as I explained

it to him, the way he explained his to me."

This last remark - almost an afterthought - is one

of the most indicative of the respect for children's

thinking that developed in this group of teachers - a

reciprocity: you do your best to explain your way to me,

I'll do my best to explain my way to you; and we'll each

do our best to understand the other's way, too.

All of us were impressed at Suzanne's having been

able to do this - to take a "mishmash of numbers," realize

that there might be some sense to them, work to find

the sense, and appreciate the child for a way that was

different from the way she had been trying to teach.
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A question remained, though. Suzanne believed that

Than's having developed his own way was an important

element in Than's coming to understand her conventional

way: "Once he could visualize his own way, of figuring

out the problem....ae could see my way of doing it and

understand it, too." But it did not seem to follow that

the same might hold true of other kids - that encouraging

them to invent their own ways might be an alternative

approach of trying to explain to them her way. In her

journal, as quoted above, she had written, "The ultimate

problem is to get the kids to understand the conventional

representation of division." It now seems to me possible

that Suzanne was toying here with the idea that, though

"ultimate", the problem might be unnecessary; that the

difficulties arise from trying to teach the conventional

way, and if only one did not try to do that, long division

would be much simpler. This did not seem to be clear

to her, though, and she continued to feel it her responsi-

bility to teach as the books said to teach. The issue

came up explicitly in the final session, and is discussed

later.

Helen was impressed by how much Than understood,

"He's got the grouping, you know, doing it that way...

He's really got the idea that dividing is all grouping,

you know, and he's - using it."
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Heidi then, still concerned with what division really

is, said, "In fact, wasn't he multiplying until he got to

where he needed to go?"

Suzanne: ":m, multiplying? Well, yeah. I mean

multiplying is just repeated adding." Heidi: "eah.

But- Is there a distinction between that and dividing?

Given a number, he started at 8 and multiplied up - well,

did he multiply? No Le added - up till he got to match

the number...rather than...actually dividing it."

There follc-led a questio- about where the second 32

came from, and wh,re the 36 came from. It would have

been a good idea here as it would have been earlier in

the matter of 8 groups versus 8 in a group - to change

the numbers. The fact that 8 was getting doubled in both

columns was a source of confusion. The two 32s, in fact,

had no particular relation to ona another. If I had

suggested switching to a number divided by , for example,

things would probably have been easier to think about.

7)255

7 1

14 2

28 4

56 8

112 16
224 32
+28 +4

256 36

36 R3
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And of course, it would have been a good idea to

take some other example, anyway, just to be sure we knew

what was happening, and to make sure it happened in other

cases. This was another instance, though, where I got

carried away with my own interest in the problem, and did

not pay enough attention to what everybody else was making

of it.

In any event, after answering the questions about the

32's and the 36, Suzanne returned to Heidi's question.

"I'm interested in what you were saying about whether

that's dividing or multiplying." "Or repeated adding,"

said Heidi. "I can see it as- I think I can see it as

dividing. He's just adding the groups of 8," said Suzanne.

"Until he gets up to the number," said Heidi. "It

obviously works," she continued, "But I'm unclear that

that's dividing." Helen said, very haltingly, "I think

it's more dividing than- I mean, what we say is how many

groups of 8 are inside 291, and he's already got that

concept. I mean he knows he has to figure out how many

groups of this number 8 are inside that big thing, and

he - he realizes that - to get that group you just gotta

keep, I mean, to get that group what you do is you add,

you're adding groups. To divide, you're taking those groups

away, and you say, 'Well, how many groups do I have now?"'
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Heidi said, "You're just adding them up, rather than

taking them away." If I had been alert at the time,

I think I would have amended what Heidi said, to say,

"You're just adding them up as you're taking them away,"

to see whether that would have seemed helpful to anybody.

Helen responded to Heidi by saying, "I think it really

shows that he's got division." But that wasn't a response

to Heidi's concern. Heidi was not concerned, right here,

with what Than understood. She was concerned with,

What is division?

She described how she thought of division by using

unifix cubes - "little plastic blocks that you can stick

together." "Start with that problem. Now there's at

least a couple of ways you can do it. Start with 291

and start taking off blocks of 8. Now that to me is

dividing, cause it's removing. Or what I see him doing

Is starting with 8 and moving up, matching each time

'till- to see where he's at." Suzanne: "It's almost

the exact same thing, because if you're taking off a

group and dividing- separating it from the rest, you're

left with a whole bunch still..." "Rfght," said Heidi,

"...but he had to stop at some point and figure out...

how much more to go, whereas if he's taken 291 unifix

and started pulling them off in groups of 8, he just
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would go until he didn't have a group left." After several

more minutes of discussion, she explained, "I'm not

criticizing his method at all, just trying to analyze

whether in fact that is what we call division or whether

he is coming at his answer by using other processes."

This reminded Jessica of her own question, what is long

division.

the end.

"I mean is it the adding up the groups at

..or is it all this subtraction in the middle,

or is it.

to her.

She then went on to what division means

"When I think about that 291 aud 8, I think,

'OK, can I easily put 8 into 200. No. So I'm going to

put 8 into 20 tens. night? Find out how many tens I've

got left, I mean that's what I'd do in my own head to

simplify it for myself." There was laughter here, as few

seemed to have followed that description. "All I'm

saying is that I don't know whether division is the

adding up of the groups of 8 at the end, or if it is the-

is somehow, the busting up process. But thebustingup

process it seems to me varies depending on what is easiest

for you...For him it's busting it up...efficiently, really."

Suzanne, continuing with Heidi's question, said "I

understand it as division." She indicated two collections of

things on the blackboard. "If this means a group of 8, right,
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there's 8 things there. This is a group of 8 and that's

a group of 8. Now he pictures in his head that he's got

two groups of those things. So now, isn't that the same

thing as dividing? He's separating them into groups?"

"But then he has to keep adding them up and seeing where

he's at," said Heidi. Jessica responded, "Don't you have

to count the groups of 8 unifix cubes you get off every

time? You gotta add 'em up." Heidi: "But you can count

em, 1, 2.." There were many objections to this. "But that's

even more primitive than what he's done," Paid Helen - again

focusing on what he understood, rather than on what it means

to divide. "I'm not arguing that what he did is much more

sophisticated. What I'm trying to do is go back and settle

in my own head what's division," Heidi explained again. Helen

insisted, "If we consider that dividing [what Suzanne just

did], then we should consider this dividing [Than's procedure],

because this is just a more sophisticated efficient method of

doing that."

The question did not get further resolved. It seemed

clear that long division entails both "busting up", and some

how keeping track of the "busting up" - which requires count-

ing, adding, and/or multiplication. Nobody quite mentioned

either the role of the subtraction, to compare how close you

are to the original number; nor the role of guessing, to

begin with.
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It seems to me now that it would have been helpful at

this point to ask for ideas about when it is that we need/want

to divide. What are some questions for which this is a way

to get an answer? This would turn Heidi's question of

"what is division" slightly differently. I do not know

whether she would have accepted it as a way to approach her

question. In her journal she subsequently wrote, "Does

division imply a process or an answer?"

Helen wanted to say yet more about how good Than's

understanding was. "When I look at that 291, if I was to do

that, I don't look at that as a whole number, I would go 8

into 29, and 29 is 29, you know? 3

8)291
24
51
etc.

And then I'd go down and I'd go 8 into 51, and that's it.

And then 51 is 51 and it's never 291 to me."

"What if someone doesn't understand 29?" Suzanne asked.

"What if they start saying, 'Well whaddaya mean 29, that's

not 29, that's 291!' That's how I got into the 0, keeping

my place value there, because I found it very difficult to

explain to them why - where you get 36 from in that problem.

2

18)4625
36

'Where's 36 come from?' And then I'd say, 'Well, it's not

really 36...it's more than 36.'"

Jessica then said, "That also solves the left to right

problem." "Yeah, it does," said Helen. "And that's what

I do in my head, because I can't..." Eager to know how people
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were thinking about 'the left to right problem', I asked

Jessica to explain. "Because you're dealing-- You're deal-

ing-- You're not-- You're starting with the whole-- You

can start with 291 units, once, right? Or you can start

with...[There was a long pause here, with nobody interrupting

e-veryone, I think, hoping Jessica would manage to shed some

light on this funny question.] And then I move over to 10's

usually, and I usually stop at 10's, because that's easier

for me to-." She stopped. She certainly had an idea of

what she wanted to say, but her words did not after all seem

to make conncections for anyone else.

Instead, Helen went on to comment about how confusing

she found Suzanne's approach of writing all the O's, while

appreciating that in fact it might be more understandable.

She then said that she in fact does division in a way very

similar to Than's. "I often do that, group it and double

it...I wish my kids would do that...I didn't dc that for a

very long time, until I finally understood how to divide, and

then 1 used to go laborgng through 18 times 2, 18 times 3,

writing it all out on your paper...until I finally came to

one that was close to 46, and then I'd write it down, and then

I'd subtract, and I'd go through that whole really painful

experience. And what he's got there- As an adult that's

how I divide now, rounding it off, doubling it, and it makes

it very easy, into nice little separate packages, and then

how many separate packages do I have, and Bingo I have

an answer."
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That made three people now - Heidi, Helen and Jessica -

who described the way they "really" did division - not ways

that resemble the conventional ways that are taught in school.

Heidi, during this description, was thinking about what

Jessica had said, and clearly was ready to say something

herself. When I asked her what was on her mind, she said,

"Well, I'm getting there. Jessica was saying the right to

left...It's really this."
6

50
200

18)4625

"Right," said Suzanne. "Sure," said Helen. "Exactly,"

said Jessica. "And that," said Heidi, "would seem to make

a lot of sense!"

Now unfortunately, I had in mind during this whole dis-

cussion a procedure which I had worked out and wanted to

contribute to the attempts to understand long division.

This insight of Heidi's was reminiscent of some features

of my procedure. Instead, then, of following this up, instead

of making sure to engage some of the teachers who had been

silent for some time, and exploring Heidi's insight - by try-

ing it with ocher numbers, by comparing its steps with Than's

steps I wanted to show them az. procedure! It was a great

mistake. What I di-, by being too keen to introduce it, was

to miss the chance to take off from Heidi's fine insight,

which was close to everybody right then. As I was preoccupied

within myself about how to present my idea, the teachers

discussed a few ways that various textbooks propose teaching

long division - including one that was the equivalent of

Heidi's earlier idea with unifix cubes - subtracting 8, then
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8 again, then 8 again, and so on - as a way of trying to

help children understand what was going on as they did the

division procedure.

I then - reluctantly, because I was still eager to get

on with my own idea - gave Suzanne the floor to ask a question

which clearly was important to her. But again, to my dismay

now, I did not take the time to develop it.

"Um - What's the purpose of teaching division?" Suzanne

asked. "When we're teaching them in the primary grades, what

are you interested in, them getting the answer, or them

understanding what livision is? They're going to be dividing

until they graduate from high school...My feeling is if they

can understand, why they divide and how they divide, then

that's my purpose in teaching them, that they understand it,

not that they come out with the right answer."

That, of course, was a major point of the enterprise.

But I didn't seize upon it and draw a discussion from it.

I asked if anybody had anything to say, but it was clear to

them that I would prefer to go on to what I had in my mind.

I could have asked someone - Heidi, Katharine, Sara - what

she thought of what Suzanne said, and I think the discussion

would have been significant. To the extent that I did have

any reason, for going on with my agenda, it was that there

were still things about long division that we hadn't yet

talked about, which I intended my analysis to raise - and

then, when they understood, it would be a good time to have

the discussion about teaching for understanding. Of course,
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you never understand everything, and you always understand

something - so, if the question comes up in such a natural,

pressing way, then is the time to pursue it. In any event,

at this point I went on with my demonstraticn.

"I want to put something on the board and see what you

make of it...Like Than, who had those numbers all over the

paper, and Suzanne had to figure out what they were. So I

had these numbers all over this paper, and I thought it

might be interest lg to see if you could figure out what my

numbers are. It's a hUge great big problem, just because I

thought that's what long division was. I didn't realize it

was 8389 ...Mine is: I've got 75,381 something-or-others,...

I was thinking about our chip-trading, dividing it back into

piles, and here's what I did." I then put these figures

on the board.

75,381 into 221 piles.

300/pile [Here I said, "That means 300 per pile, 0K?"]

300/pile = 221
x300

40/pile =

1/pile =

66300

8840
66300
75140

221
75 140
75,361

112

75381
66300
9081

341/pile with

21 left over.
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When I stopped there was silence for a long time. The

first remark was, "I'm getting a headache." After another

long silence, Heidi ventured, "Is this, 'If there were 300

to a and Jessi.o.a continued, "then you'd end up

using that many. You'd end up using 66,300 and then you

take the 66300 out of the 75381 and you get that 9081 left

over. And then, if you have 40 for a pile-." She started

slowing down, and other supporting voices can be heard. "Wait

a minute now, yeah...then you'd get that 8840." A few

people took :ome time to make sure they followed, and Jessica

continued. "And so then you add it to the 66300 and you get

that [75,140], and then you got--" She stopped, and there

was some discussion now which revealed that Ruth had been

thinking of my figures as three separate problems.

Jessica went on, "Then you add it together [getting

75140] and see how much you've got left over - I mean, how

much you've used up- and this-." Helen interrupted here to

point out that I had made a mistake in the remainder, and

when Jessica got back on track, having referred to her

notebook where she had done some figuring, she finished:

"And then you've got this pile of 221, you add that up and

this is how much you've got left and then you' e got...21

left over." Perhaps it was due t..) the interruption, but note

that Jessica refers here to a pile of 221, whereas the represen-

tation is really for a single -:cem distributed into each of

221 piles. Nobody picked up on this switch - and I didn't notice
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it myself.

Heidi still wanted to check her unierstanding and try

out some alternatives. "Where- . I was trying to figure

out if- . Well you just sort of...guessed, OK, let's take

40, right?" I agreed. "What would happen if you took the

8840...and then subtracted that from the 9081 that you had

left over?" "You did that in your head, didn't you?" asked

Helen. After some thought I said, "I didn't do that. That's

interesting...Instead I did this, and I made this comparison

[75381 - 75140] and it comes out to the same number - 241.

I didn't subtract these [9081 - 8840]; instead I subtracted

those [75381 - 75140]." Heidi, revealing the pervasive

assumption that there is only one right way, said, "Yeah,

because that's all you had to subtract," as if her suggestion

must have been wrong, because that was not how I had done

it. "Well, I could have subtracted this, just like you

said," I replied. "and they gave the same number, and I

happened to go about it the other way."

There was a little further discussion, up to a point

where Heidi said, "This is exhausting': "Exhausting?"

"Yeah, well I felt very anxious until I could kind of talk

about what was going on...because it was too many figures

and I couldn't figure out what was going on. At first. And

then it waa OK, Because I could clarify it." I didn't ask

who else had felt or still felt anxious. I am now sure

that some others did - judging from their silence, as I go

back over the tapes, and from Maggie Lampert's notes.
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should have given them a chance to s-y so, and to find out

what they made of this. I have learned since, in teaching

basic math to university students, that big numbers, for

many people, tend to have no meaning. They are just things

you apply rules to. Playing around with the rules, then,

is exceedingly distressing - there is nothing left to hold

on to.

It would have been useful, at least, to go back to

Heidi's earlier insight, and fill in some of the numbers it

would have given rise to, in order to compare them with mine.

Heidi's insight would have given this:

1

40
300

221)75,381
66,300
9,081
8 840

241
221
20

When I as d whether consideration of my procedure

cont Mted any ing to the discussion, there was a long

silence. Sara said, hesitantly, "I see it as a way of

estimating." Nobody drew a connection to Heidi's insight,

nor recognized that the numbers produced during this procedure

were related to those that would be produced in the internal

parts of conventional long division.

Helen responded in a more general way, referring to the

way that both my procedure and Than's procedure retain the

meaning of the number3: "It seems to me that that's more
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efficient than...the way that I do it...Because...you have

this idea that you have so many there that you have to

group. And you take the whole thing and you handle the

whole thing and you get guesses and you come close, and you

get it. In my way I take 75 or 733 [instead of 75381] and

I go from there. Sn I haven't really got the sense of the

whole thing...I can get the right answer. But I'm not so

sure that I have the whole sense of-. I'm not sure if

I didn't have that recipe I could figure it out. The recipe

that I learned."

All of this - all that is described ir these two

chapters - had happened in the first half of one session.

It was clear by now that everybody was ready for a break.

I was uncomfortable leaving this without offering people

the occasion to draw more conncections. And, since my pro-

cedure had not had the magical effect I had thought it

would, we were in no better position than we had been

before, to take up Suzanne's question about the reasons for

teaching long division.

Two journal entries are significant in appreciating

this ession, and its different meaning to different

participants. Heidi pursued the mathematics, over many

pages, and over many weeks. Just after the session, she

wrote:

"Doing th, problem (in class) has helped me

tremendousl,



6

50
200

18)4625
3600
1020
900
125
108
17

Breaking it into parts made

sense. I have done chis

with addition with kids, but

it never occurred to me that

it applies to everything."

She tried Than's proceudre and my procedu.re with

different problems, and after these efforts she wrote:

"How does all this (Eleanor's) relate to Long Div.

17)431

Step 1 17)43 , which is really 17)430

One estimates and multiplies and then subtracts from

the whole.

Step 2 20
17)43(0Y

34
90 90 left from 430

Step 3
25

17)431
-34

91 (90+1)
-85

6

Take that 90 and add the 1.

Repeat, breaking into

'piles' of 17.

Isn't this a short cut (less writing) to Than and

Eleanor's way?"

She tried breaking the number you divide into, into

its place value parts (400 + 30 + 1), tried breaking the
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number you divide bx into place value parts (10 + 7),

realized the difference between breaking 16 into 8 times 2

and breaking 17 into 10 plus 7. Her pages were peppered

with questions and answers to herself. Here is one example:

"No, I don't see. I 'see' but don't understand, but I will.

Next day - I'm not sure. It's very long, trading into ones,

but I want to. I'm stuck. Help!"

She was, of course, not stuck, and kept on exploring.

Suzanne, on the other hand, wrote the follcwing in her

journal a few days later: "We were all discussing division

and the methods of recording what it means. It almost

seemed as if people were very 'into' the manipulation of

numbers regardless of the meaning they (the numbers)

rendered. I found it very difficult to be satisfied with

that trend, and tried to bring up the aspect of what do

the numbers mean, what sense can be made of them? This

seemed to be on the minds of almost no one. It was dropped.

Perhaps this was a too philosophical or 'too scary' a

question. Maybe the group was relating to it (division)

differently than I. I was coming from a day of trying to

make division make sense, a week of frustrated kids moving

numbers around and not really grasping an understanding

of it all, a unit [music notation] whose purpose was to

make the recording make sense.

"I felt a sense of satisfaction from the above seminar
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mainly because I had been made aware of some growth in myself.

In that sense and in others I feel that mixing new blood

is healthy a:Ld profitable."

"Tackling similar classroom related topics may be just

as stimulating for all groups. It [long division] is an

area that is extremely difficult to teach with meaning and

some of the most bizarre misconceptions are exhibited by

children (a challenge and a mystery). I see the 'music

pi:tures' as a very similar exercise although not as easily

identifiable with the classroom as the division. With the

music we got more into what the symbols mealL, what do we

see, what does the symbol reveal - how does someone else

interpret it. - Ah ha! Maybe that's why I felt as T. did

about division."

The last class of this group - four sessions later -

did start to address children's understanding of school-taught

arithmetic procedures, and we shall get to that later in

this account.
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6. MARYA'S FORMULA

SESSION 14

With the approach of the end of the year, realizing

that only two sessions remained, and that we had made

many openings that remained unexplored, I wrote up four of

our problems, and encouraged people to work on one or

more of them for themselves. (See end of this chapter.)

Of these, the one that we then took up together in the

fourteenth and second last session (May 27) was the

remainder' question, from Heidi.

Marya had decided first to try to find some formula

that worked, since she thought that if she knew that much,

she could then find a way to understand why it worked.

"I came around it back end first. I decided, well

there's got to be some formula for...how it all works out.

So I started looking around with what I had as my remainders

and multiplying them,...going 41ong with the idea that

there are formulas that govern the math world, that some

multiplying, adding and dividing would get me something."

The problem I had proposed was 651 divided by 18. It

turned out this way:

[A] 2)651
325 R1 [B]

9)326
36 R1 [C]

36 R3
18)651

54
111
108

120

3
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Marya's rule, which worked on this problem though it

was not a problem she had derived it from, was: "Of

your second division problem you take the remainder [C],

and multiply it times your first divisor [A], add it to

the remainder [of the first division, B]." In this

example, that meant 1 times 2, plus 1 - which equals 3,

the same remainder you get when you simply divide 18 into

651.

While Marya had so far given her attention to finding

a rule that worked, Vicky had developed some understanding

of these relationships. "What I did was I just- I knew

that this remainder [C] was a remainder for each group - so

I would just multip],y that 2 [A] by this 1 [C]. What

happened to me was that I realized that the reason you

could divide by 2 and then by 9 was because first you

would divide each of those smaller piles into 9 groups to

find out what the answer would be - if you wanted 18 equal

groups. And so I just in my mind had the very strong image

that there were going to be two groups, and that whatev.2r

happened when you divided it by 9 was happening twice,"

Marya had not gone that far, had not yet figured out

how her formula "worked", so Vicky pointed out the

similarity on Marya's own problem, 55 divided by 12.

4

12)55
48
7

R7

121
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[A] 6)55
9 R1 [13]

2)9
4 R1 [C]

116.

"The 6 in yours [A] is the same as the 2 here, because

it's the first divisor, and the remainder 1 [C], is the

same as this remainder 1 because it's the result of the

second division. In other words, first you divided them

into 6 groups and you got this 1 left ov'r [B]. Well,

that's just 1; and then each of those 6 groups had this

remainder [C], when you divided that in helf, so you

multiplied this [the second remainder, 1] by that [the 6]

for each of the groups."

Now a diligent reader might follow this if she/he put

her/his mind to it. But most of us did not really grasp

Vicky's explanation until much later. Marys had an ink-

ling, but she was still not certain she understood why

her formula worked - what it was doing. Referring to the

second remainder 1, she said, "It's got 6 in there. I

don't know that explains it - but this isn't really just

1." She went on to say, "The vocabulary that you use and

the way you line things up can lead you to either - not

see, or - see the problem in different ways." She proposed

that with blocks it would be much easier to see why her

formula worked, It turned out that it was not easy at all.

It was astonishingly complex, and took us the rest of the

three-hour session.
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We started with very small numbers - 30 -divided by 8 -

and tried to clarify our understanding by shc.ing the

relationships in "the way you line things up. Maggie

Lampert noted at the end of this session, "I was

terrifically bored and antsy during the division discussion,

- feeling that it would be cleared up if everyone would

just slow down and look. Eleanor's role?" The trouble

was, much of the time I couldn't understand what was happening,

as we tried to show with blocks how the Heidi/Asimov

procedure works. After trying to make sense .f the tape

of this session, I now see most of the relationsliips, and

I would like to try to present their development here.

I think this is the extreme example I have run across of

the complexity contained within something that seems simple.

After half an hour of work in pairs, Marya tried again

to show by using blocks what she now understood. "OK...

breaking down 30 so that you have 7 groups with 4 in each,

with a remainder of 2...

She had 7 groups with 4 objects each. Then when she

went to sub-divide one of those groups, dividing into groups

of two objects, she got lost- as, I must say, did I.
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If you make groups of 2, within one group, you get 2 blocks

per sub-group. How does that show 30 divided by 8?

Some of the teachers saw how to get out of their bewilderment,

but attention 'clid not immediately turn to what they were

trying to tell us.

Instead we turned to Sara, who had stuck closer to

the original way of doing this procedure, namely, first

divide it in half, so you are working with a smaller number.

"It's easier if you divide it into two first, so you've

got halves. But then I ion't think you can divide only

one half into four. You've got to divide the whole thing."

In the first step, Sara did two things differently from

Marya: FOr one thing, she started with the 2 rather than

the 4; and for another, in dividing by 2 she made two

groups, rather than making groups that each had two blocks.

Marya, rather than making four groups, had made groups of

four blocks each. Everybody was aware of the first differ-

ence - starting with the 2 rather than with the 4. But

not everybody was aware of the second difference. This was

the distinction that we failed to examine thoroughly enough

when it first came up in Session 11, and now it was about

to get us into great perplexity. One person did say, "She's

counting how many in each group, and you are counting how

many groups!", and a few others agreed that that was worth

noticing. Nobody suggested what she should change her
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approach, though, and she continued,

,."......N....V.....".r., .......".....%/.%...,
0

S....."...4... s.....""'"L,"".."^

while saying, "So that goez i--o 15, 1, 2, 3 [as she took

three groups of 4] remainder 3; 1, 2, 3 remainder 3. That's

6 with a remainder of 6." And then she corrected hersel::,

"I mean, 3 with a remainder of 6." That troubled a number

of people, for a number of reasons. For lne thing, how

do you know that you now add the remainders, but not the

'answer'? Others were bothered that she had done something

different from what they had expected, and, they thought,

different from what she had intended.

Suzanne: "First you divided it into two groups and then

yom said you divided each group into four groups" (she

actually hadn't said she would do that) "but you didn't,

you divided each group into three groups."

Sara: "Did I?" She looked again at what she had done.
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"No, I am dividing it in fours - into groups of four, 'cause

we're now doing the 4. I divided it into two, now I am

going to divide into four."

Suzanne: "You're dividing a different way now, aren't

you?"

Sara, Well, how do you divide? You take a four, you take

the fours away, don't you?"

Suzanne: "When you divided by 2, you did something different."

Vicky: "You separated them into two groups; now you are

putting four in each group."

Sara: "No - Umm. Isn't that the same thing?"

Suzanne: "No."

Sara: "To divide it in half I divided the whole group in

2. Now I'm dividing each group into fours - by 4."

Note that she corrected herself here - from "into

fours" to "by 4." It iE as if she had some inkling that

they weren't the same.

It is probably worth noting other ways of expressing

the relationship, which have come up here. We heard "in 4,"

"by 4," "into 4," "into 4's," "by 4's." It would be hard

to say which way of dividing is referred to by each of

those, though I tend to think that when "4's" is used it

is likely to mean "groups of 4." In general I think the

various forms are of no help in making clear which procedure
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one has in mind. It is also worth noti.ng that we some-

times talk of dividing "4 into" 30, still meaning the same

thing. Sara at one point, talked of dividing in halves

(and one might, though I don't think anyoae did, talk of

dividing in half). And someone, in an effort to point out

the parallel between her first division and what she might

now do, referred to dividing into quarters. In fact, of

course, you can't divide a group of fifteen blocks into

quarters. You can divide them into four equal groups, but

because of tle remainder the groups aren't quarters - 3

isn't a quarter of 15.

In response to Sara's asking, "Isn't that the same

thing?" they took "a simple number" to show again what the

two different meanings were. They were pleased and satisfied

to stop and show for the first time, "That can mean, 'how

many groups of two are there in eight,'

4). 410
00

or 'divide eight into two groups.'"

It was at this point - two hours into working on this

problem, and a month after the question first came up, that

one of the teachers said, "The language is different - but

the answer's the same." In fact it is not only the language
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that is different: the relationships among the hlocks are

different. But it is true that despite this difference,

the answer is the same. Sara was right that they are

"the same thing" in that they lead to the same answer. This

kept having an impact all throu01 tha 2 years' work - the

answer is not everything. All kinds of meanings are

contained in the work done before one gets to an answer.

Eight divided by 4 (into 4, by 4's, into 4's, 4 divided

into 8) can mean, with objects, two very different things,

although the 'answer' - the number that comes out as an

answer - is the same.

And note that even in dividing a straight-forward number

problem -- no word problem here - you still have to know

"2 what? two groups, or two in a group?" Vicky said this

well after Suzanne, finally, did pursue Sara's approach

through to the end. "I divided the 30 into two groups,"

Suzanne said.

a II

"Now I am going to take each group and divide it into

four.groups." She put a block in each of four different

places, as markers and beginnings of her four groups.
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"I'm going to keep filling my four groups 'till I run

out." She did that, until there were 3 in each group.

"Now I can't put any more in the groups without leaving

one group without one."

Then she did the same with the other group of 15. "So,

now I have four groups and there's three in each group and

there's three left over here [A], and I have four groups

and there's three in each group and there's Lhree left over

here [B]. So in each group I have 3, and my :-.otal remainder

is 6."

[A] [B]

Someone then asked, "What's your answer to the problem?"

Suzanne replied, "Three remainder 6." There was still a

little hesitation until someone specified "...in each group."

This is where Vicky said, "If you divide into that number
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of groups, your answer is going to be the number in each

group. If you divide so that each group has that number,

your answer will be the number of groups." In some way,

Sara's first and second steps were "the same thing"

(they got to the same number) and in some way they weren't

(the "answer" was the same but the question was different).

For some poeple, after all this time, this was the

first time it was clear that there were these two possible

meanings to the enterprise. Others had seen that clearly

already, and had other questions. One we referred to earli-

er - why, in Sara's second sLep, does one get the right

number only if one looks at what happens in one of the

groups of 15 (three groups) whereas in Suzanne's second

step, you get the right answer if you look at the total,

as well (three in a group). As far as the remainder goes,

however, there is not that distinction. To got the remainder,

you have to total up all the separate ones, both in Sara's

second step and in Suzanne's second step.

Other people were intrigued that, counter to their

expectations, you could switch from one meaning of division

to the other in the middle of Heidi' s procedure, and it

would still work. That was in fact wha'. Sara had done.

This still bothered Karen, though. She said two things

about this. "If you switch halfway, you don't know which
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you are talking about" by which she meant, "where do you

look for the answer, in. the number of groups, or in the

number of blocks per group?" And she also said, "Somewhere

in this problem I want to see the 8."

"what 8?" a couple of people asked. "You are dividing

by 8 originally," said .aren. "Oh." "And even if you

come out with the right answer, in this picture (Sara's]

there's no 8." Which seems to be true. In Suzanne's

picture, there are 8 groups, when you look at the total.

Where's the 8 in Sara's picture? Karen thought there

wasn't one, and that was why switching in the middle bothered

her.

To explore this further, they returned to Marya's problem,

of dividing first by 4. They began, however, making four

groups of 7, rather than, as Marya had done, seven groups

of 4. Karen started by making four piles, with 2 left over.

Then she said she would "divide each pile again in half,"

(Sara is heard to say, "by 2." I think that correction was

intended to keep it clear that Karen was dealing with the

two factors of 8.)

"I have one left over, I'll put it in the remainder pile."

But someone else suggested she leave it where it was, "so we
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can see where it-came from." Her picture ended up like this:

.V.............

%P".....%*0..............".......NyprbougmWIW

.."......".."'"".",'"."..P..".

Ruth said, "That's very neat" and several connected it

with the numbers that were still on the blackboard. "This

7 R2
4)30

28
2

is the part where she ended up with four piles of 7 and

a remainder of 2 - those two little white ones. And thi-

3 R1
2)7

6

1

is the part where out of each group of 7 she got two

piles with 3 in each and one left over - in each."

Not sure whether this was clear to everyone, I asked,

"There you've got R1 and ----How come this really means

R6?" My hunch was right Heidi said, "That doesn't work

for me either. I can't see it."

Vicky tried to explain. "Because this is happening four

times."
2) 7

3 R1

Marya chimed in agreement here, "four times." And went on

to say, harking back to her formula of the beginning of the

session - "So that's why the 1 times 4 works [C times A]."

Vicky, agreeing, said, "Because this represents what you're

doing in the little groups. You have four little groups."
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I wondered now whether we could tackle Marya's "picture."

I knew that I still did not know why hers hadn't worked.._ She

began it again - seven piles with 4 in each, and 2 left over.

"Now I am going to put 2 in each pile," and she began this way:

"There I go again."

Karen explained, "Each of those piles of four blocks is

now a unit." "Why?" I asked - playing no devil's advocate

this time. I really didn't know. "You can see that it works

if it is, but why is it?" Vicky said, "Because the answer,

now, after the first step, is the number of piles. The 7

means the number of piles. You could take each pile, throw

it away and get a little piece of paper that said "pile"

on it and you could use that one piece of paper now and

manipulate that and get your answer."

That almost made sense, though Marya was not clear how

to proceed until Jessica laid Marya's arm down among the

piles so it looked like this:
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Marya laughed. "There's the remainder 6, OK, [4 at the

top and 2 at the side] and I've got two piles [left and right]."

Various voices agreed with this or protested it, and Marya

and Jessica both said, "I've got two groups of three piles -

with 4 in each pile. ...and a remainder of 6." Jessica

added, "Remainder 1 of that type, right? [the one left-over

group of 4], but then you have to translate it into 4. You

could write down 'remainder 2 plus 1 group of 4-in-a-group'

...and that would also work. That's Marya's formula! Yeah!

Is that your formula?"

Suzanne was still unhappy with this. "That came out

right. I don't think it should have."

Vicky then did the second kind of division, from Marya's

beginning.
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"Now you can see t":-.e. 8."

Karen then came up with what she called "this wonder-

ful thought," which took us right back to thr first class

of chip trading.

"You said, 'How did you know that that one pile of 4

was really little 'ones,' and you said something that reminded

me of chip trading, and I said, 'OK, if I ha thirty

squiggles and I was doing base 8 and every eight squiggles

I trade in for a straw' - so I would get three straws and

six squiggles left over. It was like - '000h, where did

that come from?' I couldn't believe it; it doesn't make

sense to me at all."

A number of us had a fragile hold on this comparison.

Mine was too fragile to enable me to pursue it right away.

Suzanne then proceeded to say, "Still, how do you know

what to add to get the remainder:" and JeL,sica tried to

explain now. We didn't ever get to know whether Jessica's

explanation made any difference for Suzanne, because the

time was up; but she ended up referring to Karen's link-up

with chip-trading. "Four goes into 30 7 times, alright,

Suzanne? And you've got one group of that - one pile,

I like it better-- of those--, of four in each. So you

have to tran-, trh--, trade it in! [laughs at her use

of chip-trading terminology] for four ones; trade in that

remainder 1 for four ones - take it up, add it to the 2 - you

get 6 left over."

The remainders have place values!
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Vicky went on to explain what the multiplying means

in the two different forms of division: "It's either one

pile, in which case there are 4 in it, so each pile has 4,

[Marya's way] or it was just a remainder of 1 which you got

each four times, [Karen's way]."

So Marya's puzzling formula turned out to be under-

standable as a form of place value: whatever the second

remainder is "stands for" some number times that number - for

one of the two reasons which Vicky summarized.

We still left feeling quite unsure of all that we had

done. Much was, in fact, still left to do - in spite of

having spent three hours on it. But it gave us an excellent

opening for the next and last meeting.

As an exercise for myself, as I attempted to understan,

this session from the tapes, I made a set of representations

of 24 8, which I include here for the reader's interest

(see next page). Note that this is a simplified problem--there

are are no remainders! Represented are: 24 divided by 8, with

the two possible meanings; 24 divided first by 2 and then by 4,

each time with the two possible meanings; and 24 divided .first

by 4 and then by 2, again with the two possible meanings each

time.
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The following five pages are copies of the problems

I wrote out as reminders to the teachers of still unresolved

questions. The first is the one which was pursued in chis

session.
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7. CREATIVE ADDITION

At the outset of the last session, I put on the

blackboard something I had found in my notes. I no longer

know how it had gotten into my notes - whether I had seen

it in somebody else's during the previous session, or

whether I had overheard the comment while the figures

were on the blackboard, or what- I didn't know.

3

8)30 R6

4)30
2) T R2

3 Rl

The moral of this is no one understands

anything."

It elicited remarks such as, "Very appropriate,"

"Very true," "It felt that way." Ruth offered a variant:

"Tho question for us is does one ever understand anything?"

We did not dwell on it.

I went on, then, to read a transcript of part of a

tape I had just been listening to. It was a tape from

many weeks before, and it had kept running, inadvertently,

during the supper break, recording this conversation anony-

mously. Heidi was nonetheless easily recognizable, since

she had since then brought her question before the group.

Vicky confessed participation.

Heidi: Did you say a couple of times ago that you didn't
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understand division? Well it just occurred to

me that I don't understan'i it; I haven't looked;

now I'm gonna look. It just hit me that it is

the only one you do left to right.

Vicky: Say that agilin?

Heidi: Division is the only one that you do left to right.

Vicky: Oh--huh!

Heidi: ALtd it just hit me--that I don't understand that.

Vicky: You know the funny thing I've just noticed--I

can't subtract any more. I can't subtract with

re-grouping any more in my check book.

Heidi: What do you do?

Vicky: I just can never figure out whether it should be

in 9's, whether I should be adding 9's or whether

I should be adding 10's, and I always haveto
I don't trust anything unless I check it by adding up.

Heidi: Yeah.

Vicky: And I just really don't know--I aiways knew.

never had any trouble, and now I...

Heidi: The more you teach, the more you think about it,

the harder it really is.

We asked Vicky a little bit more about her subtraction

difficulties. "It was just this period of a few weeks that

I really ccaldn't do it. I just could not do it." I asked,

"Was it due to the fact that you were playing around with
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how to do it?" Vicky: "I think, so. I think I couldn't

...rely on whatever little plan of action I had, which

was very mechanical. Like maybe the place values were

just really unreal or something."

I asked Heidi what she had meant by the closing

remark. "I was taught a lot of that stuff by rote,

and in teaching kids, I look at it differently, and it's

not as easy." She talked about the gropings in her journal.

"It's just on and on, and I certainly understand what you

mean about your check book."

A number of others acknowledged experiencing similar

phenomena, and Marya was finding that some of her spelling

automatisms were becoming shaky. Vicky then tried to describe

what it was that she could not do for a while: "What I

didn't have for a while was when I was borrowing-, when I

borrowed and when I didn't - especially if I had to borrow

for several places in a row..."

I asked whether they thought this confusion was unhealthy.

At first the question got lost, but Heidi made a point

of coming back to it. "To answer your question, I don't

think it's unhealthy. I think it's how we learned it in the

first place that's unhealthy." After a brief discussion

of the relationships between learning number facts and under-

standing what you are doing, I re-introduced a story which

had been discussed in the twelfth session, April 29, when

the teachers were each asked to tell about an incident in
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their classes where children did or said something that

they found puzzling, and what they had done about it. Vicky's

story was about Jonathan, a second grader who had "a real

real sophisticated un: rstanding of numbers and how they

relate." He was doing an addition example, like this,

1548
238

1786

"He got the right answer. But he never used any carrying

marks at all...When I asked how he got this answer,...I think

what he said was, 'Seventeen hundred thirty-eight, and

forty-eight, and I just thought abrut it and I got seventeen

hundred eighty-six.'" With a gesture she showed that first

he read off the fifteen from the first line and the two

hundred thirty-eight from the second line, and then went

back to add on the 48 from the first line. Vicky explained

how he added on the forty-eight: "I think what he does is,

here he would go thirty-eight, forty-eight, fifty-eight,

sixty-eight, seventy-eight, and add the eight on." She went

on to say, "I decided that I thought it was important for

him to be able to use the carrying...where you carry the one,

in case he had really long strings of numbers...I think that

you need to be able to do that - I'm not positive about

that." She then described trying to teach him about carrying

marks. He finally learned to put them in the right places,

but, said Vicky, "He clearly did not understand what the

point of all the little ones was..." "He didn't need it,"
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said Anna. "He didn't need it, but he didn't really under-

stand what the point was...We weren't jiving, as far as

what we were giving each other."

In bringing up this story again here, I asked, "If he

does this in this way...why would one think ir might be

important for him to use carrying marks? Why not go with

this? That's the general question. It relates to Than's

procedure, of long division, where...I had a feeling that

some people might think that that procedure's all very well

'he sure does understand long division, doesn't he - Okay now

let's teach him the way to do it'...'He sure does understand

adding, doesn't he - OK now let's teach him the way to do

it.' ...I wonder what he would have ended up doing if he had

tried to extend that procedure in his own way."

Vicky said, "He got the wrong answer...'Cause that's

exactly what happened. This kid was saying 'I want to

add up millions of big numbers'...He wrote them himself,

he said, 'This is what I got when I added them up.' And

then I added them up and I said, 'I got bla bla bla, can

you understand why I did?'...and that [the carrying marks]

helped him to get the right answer.'"

I then added some figures to the example: 1548
238
381

1682

and asked each person to invent "some way she might add

these up that's more like what he did here than like [conven-

tional carrying]...Just try to invent some way to add those

up that's not the conventional way, essentially."
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They each worked for a few minutes, and then I asked

Sara to put her way on the blackboard. She put:

2000
1600
230
19

3849

She said, "I just went the opposite way, as if you were

reading. I added up thousands, tens and ones." I asked

her where the sixteen hundred came from. "If you add all

the hundreds together you get sixteen hundred." Someone

said, "I like that." Someone else: "That makes sense

to me." "Division left to right makes sense when you do

it that way, too," said Heidi. "Do you realize that's

addition left to right?" I asked. "Long addition," someone

said, to general agreement. But Jessica said, "Nothing

about that takes longer." Several people explained at once

why it is 2)ng addition. "You write out all the zeros for

each place value," was one remark. Suzanne, meanwhile,

said, "Want to have a race, Jessica?" While conversation

went on, Jessica kept ruminating, and said, "I don't think

that's true, Heidi, that it's longer....I think that's

the rationale for there being a 'right way,' it's that for

some rea3on it's shorter, but I don't think that's true that

it's necessarily shorter." "It looks long," said Karen.

"Oh I know, I know," said Jessica, "Remember we went

through that when all you guys were talking about long

division and I didn't know whether that's what you meant,
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whether that was what it was supposed to do: look long."

"That's 17 figures, and that's-", said Heidi. "I know,"

said Jessica, but I assume you're talking about time."

Then their att2ntion came back to the way that Marya had

just put on the blackboard:
1500
500

2000
1600
3600
230
19

3869

Suzanne pointed out that Marya's was the same as

Sara's after adding the 1600, "But what she did was, she

added the thousands and the hundreds together, in the same

frame. She took two steps to add the thousands and the

hundreds." Several of them explained that the fifteen

hundred came from the 1548, and the 500 came from the

two next lines. I did not notice, and nobody else mentioned,

that Marya's and Sara's 1600's did not come from the same

place. Marya's, was from the 1682; Sara's was the total Jf

the numbers in the hundreds column. Similarly, the 2000

in the middle of Mar a's is not the same as the 2000 in

Sara's. Marya's is 15 plus 2 plus 3; Sara's is the sum of

the two ones in the thousands column. It is sheer coincidence

that each procedure has a 2000 and a 1600.

Katharine was next to show what she had done.

added up each column."

2 16 23 19
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Then from the column totals she got the "answer" in this

211 16 1123 1119

3 8 4 9

"And then I said, well, that [the ones] will be 9, carry 1

so that's 24 (the 23 becomes 24] so that would be 4, 24

so you'd take the 2 [from 24] over there so that would be

18 (hundreds], and take the 1 over there [to add to the

2 thousands]." There were many exclamations of appreciation,

and Heidi groaned! "That's incredible. She just moved it

to the number next and that takes care of place value."

Vicky said, "That's the same thing as...Sara's."

This at first was surprising. Vicky explained herself,

"You say the 2 means 2 thousands, the 16 is 16 hundreds,

the 23 is 23 tens, and there's 19 ones. "It's a short form

of Sara's," Suzanne observed. "She just didn't write all

the zeros," said Jessica. "Yeah," said Vicky. "But because

it's in that place, then you know what they are."

A private conversation between Suzanne and Jessica can

be heard on the tape, as the group proceeds to the next one:

Suzanne: I like that.

Jessica: Why?

Suzanne: Why do I like it?

Jessica: You're tde one who makes the kids put the zeros down.

Suzanne: Yeah, but-. Yeah, I know. (laughter) But that's

a good way to get-. You know when you're doing

chip trading, and...you get all these things in
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one column. Then they have to do their trading -

which is exactly what she did. She had all that

stuff in columns, in the places. She had, like,

16 hundreds in one place, 23 tens in one place. All

of that's illegal, she had to make it legal, so

she only has one number - in each -"

Jessica: I don't understand a word of what you just said,

Suzanne.

Karen, who had apparently been kibbitsing: It makes perfect sense.

Suzanne: Doesn't it really?

Karen: Mm - hmm.

Jessica: I didn't understand it.

They were then interrupted by the general discussion

about what Helen had just put on the blackboard:

15 4 8

2 3 8

3 8 1

16 8 2

36 23 ip

3 8 41 9

There were yet more exclamations of enthusiasm.

"My God! Look at that! Love it!" I asked, "How did

you know what things to draw those lines from?" "I add

like that a lot if I have a big column...if I do it in my

head. Cause it's easier to remember 36,23,19, and then add

the middles." Heidi: "You hold those six numbers in your
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head and then squish 'em together in your head?" "Yeah.

It's easier for me to add that column up, a single column,

and then know that that's 19, and I store the 19." Suzanne:

"Oh yeah, that makes perfect sense." "And then I store 23

and then I store 36. But I go the other way: 36,23,19.

kn. my first number and my last number are going to be

the same, and the middle ones are squooshed together. ...I'd

get corfused when I had to carry on the top and stuff, and

so I did that, and didn't have to carry on the top. I carried

on the bottom, in my answer."

"What if you add another column?" asked Heidi.

"I do the same thing. I might have to write down the 19

and the 23 and the - the answers, but I'll add them in my

head." Suzanne: "That's clever. Really clever. You know

how to add." And in a whisper to Jessica she said, "She

knows what she's doing...Creative adding."

Jessica, appreciatively: "Creative adding."

Suzanne: "Creative division, creative adding."

Maggie Lampert, the observer, was next: "Well, I don't

know if this is really too different from what he did, I mean,

if it qualifies as different."

1786
238 ".°°°..

:::3849

2063
1682

"What- 'id was to add these two numbers together, using
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the system that he used o the problem in the first place."

The top part had already been done, as we introduced

the example. Lampert explained how she did the bottom:

"Well that's nineteen hundred eighty-one, umm, two

thousand sixty-one, two thousand sixty-three, - using

the same system that he used up here." (Suzanne, in

a whisper to Jessica: "That was the original question.")

...And then I did the same thing with these numbers [the

two intermediate sums]. That's thirty-seven hundred

eighty-six, thirty-eight hundred forty-six, thirty-eight

hundred forty-nine."

She asked Vicky, "Is that how he did it when he got

a whole bunch of numbers?" Vicky: "That's the right

idea. I think I tried to do it how he did it." She

was the next to write hers. "It was hard for me to do

it his way. 1548
"4%!174.1786

238.0°1"

381

1681

3849

It was hard for him, too, he got the wrong answer. But - I

said seventeen hund'red thirty-eight, seventeen hundred seventy-

eight, because of this forty, seventeen hundred eighty-six.

I wrote it down, but he didn't." Then she added the three

hundred eighty-one. "Seventeen hundred eighty-six, two
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thousand eighty-six - and then he probabiy added the

eighty next, but I had a really hard time with that, so

I went two thousand eighty-six, two thousand eighty-seven,

and then I tried .to add on the eighty. That was really

hard for me, but I ended up with twenty-one hundred sixty-

seven, up to that point. And then I went, twenty-one

hundred sixty-seven, thirty-one hundred sixty-seven,

thirty-seven hundred sixty-seven, and again I went thirty-

seven hundred sixty-nine and struggled, and somehow added

on the eighty. Oh...I had to write that part down. And

then I got the answer. I think he was doing each one,

kind of adding a running total... He got the wrong

answer. But.he was close."

Lampert then pointed out that "In the method that

Sara used, there's no carrying. Once you've got that down

I don't know if that works with other numbers. It might

just be particular to these numbers. You've sort of

done all the carrying basically in the steps. And so, -

this is sort of coming back to the question of whether

that method is quote longer. The final step where you

write them down doesn't involve any carrying. So it might

be quicker. But that might be peculiar to these numbers.

1 haven't tried another example. That is, you can do it -

once you've got 2000, 1600, 230 and 19, you can do it

left to right. Because you don't have to carry."

"Well your carrying is done in adding the column,"

said Heidi.
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Karen: "The only time you'ld have to carry is if it came

out to - 10 times - or, you know, squared of the-"

Maggie: "Could it?" There was a brief discussion of this

question, with differences of opinion, but we did not try

it out on other numbers. Later, Karen inserted that she

had found that it coull, with certain numbers, turn out

that you would have to carry.

By then, astonished at the variety of ways, I thought

we had all of theirs, and I showed my own.

2000
1000
600
230
19

The 2000 was the same as Sara's - the 2 thousands; the 1000

came from adding up 500, 200, and 300; then I stopped and

added the 600 separately. Tte rest of it was like Sara

and Marya.

Ruth then pointed that she had yet another way, and

she put up these figures:
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Here is how she explained it: "Well basically I

added the tens and the ones, So instead of going through

48 plus 38 I just rounded it off, and just got 50 and

0. And then I added the 8 and the 8 [meaning the 80

and the 80] and then I moved around to the ones. That's

163. And I just subtracted that 4 from the rounding

off. That's 159. Then I'm adding the 50 plus 40...

I'm just taking care of my tens and ones. And then I

moved over to the left where it says 36 and added up

those thousands and hundreds. And then added the 249.

These seven different w.?ys, and the interest they

generated, were a wonderful opening for the question

which was really on my mind: "What is it abouc the

way that is supposed to be taught that makes it supposed

to be taught? ...the way the math books say... I'm

wondering, if a kid's doing it this way, what's special

about the other way? If anything."

There was a long silence, before Vicky said, -

only half in jest, "Some day if they only had a

piece of paper that was with exactly enough room to

put one-" Many people laughed. But somehow there

seemed to be a recognition that this might be the

best answer they would come up with. Suzanne pro-

tested that even that wasn't a very good answer, "Well

no, really, because a lot of--. I think--.
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They could do it in their heads. Some of the ways that

were done were done all in the head; the means of just

writing it down was just to show you what was done in the

head." Helen confirmed this as far as she was concerned.

Vicky then took her thought to its extreme point.

"I think there is no reason." After a brief discussion of

the possibilities of teaching Helen's system by rote, Heidi

said, "I think I may have an answer to why it's done that

way. It's 'cause everybody does it, i.e. enough people do

it so that it's a common-- piece of the common body of

knowledge. ...I like the one that Katharine did...I can't

think of a reason that would..." "It's applicable everywh....e,"

said Karen. "That's what I meant," said Heidi. "Well so

are the others," said two or three people. "Well, they're

all applicable, but- " Heidi said, "It may be that one

caught on enough, so that people did it, just for ease."

Suzanne: "One's neat. The conventional way's neat.

So that you put down as few numbers as possible. And come

up with the right answer." Several people found this

helpful comment, but the discussion got turned into

another direction, before there was a chance to discuss

whether putting down "as few numbers as possible" would

make it an unlikely candidate for teaching people - for

helping people understand what was going on.

Karen then showed a way she was taught, which prompted
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Jessica to ask, "Do you think that kids do it this many

different ways?...at whatever level one gives these kind of

numbers to children, then do you think that they're really

doing it all these different ways? Or do you think that

they all do it the way-" Karen: "I think they're doing

it all the different ways." Jessica: "You do? Because

it sounds like that in our own lives. You do it your way,

you do it that way, I do it the hundreds, tens, ones way-"

Heidi thought that within one school system they

would do it the same way. Some disagreed with this, and

Helen pointed out that she invented her way "for survival"

while she was in parochial school - it certainly was not

what she was taught.

Vicky: "I bet that if you look at the kids who are

having trouble, they're the kids who don't have their own

way to do it, and are trying to do it...the regular way.H

This remark led to considerable discussion, and

eventually to acceptance by a number of people. Anna,

a learning disabilities tutor, said, "I think Vicky is

right. The children I see that are troubled with matIl

are really trying very hard to do it the conventional

way or whatever it is that they were taught to do in

the classroom, and everybody else is doing,...and haven't

come up with their own method...It's almost like they

don't have their own method in order to compare it to the

conventional method, so that they can see, like we do..."
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Suzanne added another element. She insisted on the

importance of teachers' allowing kids to pursue these

methods of their own. "Don't you think there are kids

who sit at their seats and struggle with the problem

and can figure it out but are afraid to put the numbers

down because they aren't going to get the answer the way

they're supposed to get the answer? Do you know what I

mean? So like I would never know...unless I asked."

After considerable agreement was expressed, Vicky

went on to clarify: "That doesn't mean that anyone who

does not invent their own system has trouble with math...

I mean,...I think that I used all the systems they told

me, and that I did not have trouble with math even though

I didn't invent my own systems. But I think that people

who do have trouble usually have not invented their own

systems."

Anna added: "Then there's the group who has maybe

trouble but invents their own system - somehow is able

to deal with that, comes up with some new way, which is

their own system...Therefore they don't have trouble."

After a little more discussion, I asked, "I'm

wondering...whether one might conclude from that that

it's a good idea...to encourage kids to invent. their

own systems..." Suzanne, with great thoughtfulness, replied:

"I would say, yes. This is a complete turn around for me

I think, because last year I wouldn't have felt this way at
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all. I'd really stick to the conventions and get really

paranoid if the kids can't understand the conventions.

But I don't think it's a matter of-, I don't think what's

important is that they understand the conventional rule,

but that they understand the concept of what it means to

add things together, or to divide things. And as long as

they have an understanding of what the concept is all

about, thfa way they manipulate the numbers to get the

right answer is okay. As long as it makes sense to them.

And that if, if I wanted to check out a kid's system I

would have to sit down with them and make sure that they

understood the concept and weren t just putting 1, 1, 1,

1, 1 up there ["carrying"] without having any ideas of

where those l's came from..." Ruth: "Do you want them

to know the conventional way?" Suzanne: "No, it doesn't

matter to me as long as the answer is correct and they

understand how they put numbers together. For instance,

I was sitting here thinking of how Helen got the 36,

the 23 and the 19 to get to 3,894. And she had to

understand that these two, the 3 and the 1, represented

tens. And that went in the tens column, and that the 2

and the 6 represent hundreds, and that went in the hundreds

column. And that it wasn't just arbitrarily why you add

this number and this number to get the right answer. 'net

she had to know what columns she was adding and what those

numbers stood for."
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Vicky: "It seems to me that if you can develop your own

system, that is a valid system, that you could then under-

stand other people's systems. And that that is a good

thing to do. Because different ones help you in different

circumstances."

Helen: "And I think also, adding on to :..hat, you could

use your system in doing the same thing in different ways,

like when you're using it with fractions or when you're

using it at the grocery market. I mean, then it becomes--.

Every time you use it become a new thing be-

cause your system is w. you and you understand

it. Then it can br . aany, many ways without having

to say, 'It is the same way as you did it.' I don't know

how many times I have to say to my kids 'It's the same

way when you are just adding two numbers that you carry.'

Or 'It's the same way when you are just subtracting two

numbers.' Like when they're adding fractions with big

tops. All of the sudden they'll do what Katharine

did but leave it like that. What that says to me is that

they understand the system when they have to add two

numbers. But they do not understand additfon because

they are leaving that 19 there. So I say to the kid,

'You do it the same way you do it when you have just two

numbers.' Then suddenly it's OK, they know how to do it.

But they still don't understand addition. So that, I think

if you have your own system, then you would be able to use

it in anything that you did and it would work for you not

only in just..."
162
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:essica: "Can I just say that I think the issue of effic--

I think that it's a bit of a hoax that it is more efficient.

Because I think-. What's more efficient is if you have

to understand someone else's addition problems who's using

that system. It's slightly more efficient if you have been

introduced to that thing with the marks up there on the top

because then I don't have to think about it for 30 seconds,

so I don't have to think about the chicken marks...like I

had to think about that, what's that mean, and what's that...

why's that work, you know?...That new one. Whereas I don't

have to think about that other one. But I don't...I th...I

really do believe that it's a ho...I know it's a hoax 'cause

the only time I figured out my own system was when--the

first time in my life I had to deal with the fucking attendance

books and I never had to add so many numbers together in my

life. And i figured out an efficient system and it doesn't

have a damn thing to do with those chicken ma-ks . You know,

it has to do with thousands, hundreds, tens and ones. So I

think we believe that it's more efficient. And I think that

speed is the raison d'etre for our tuaching it all the time.

But I don't think it is. I mean, I really don't think it is."

Karen presented another point of view. "I think the kids

who are having real problems, it's important to give them a

way of getting into it, of doing it...There are some kids, I

can sort of...throw an idea out...and they get it. They

understand how to work with numbers...There are other kids

who don't have a way of doing it. So giving them a way, with
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the tens and ones...in the same columns, gives them a way to

process these numbers."

This point of view, coming late in a long discussion,

was not much explored. We topped for the break, and when

we resumed, there were two other points I wanted to draw

attention to in our last hour together. One of them is

worth mentioning here.

I brought up another classroom example--one that Karen

had presented in her journal. In her first grade class, a

42
-27

child had done the following problem:

158.

in an exceedingly interesting way. When she asked how he

had done it, he said, 1140 take away 20 is 20; then take away

a 7 and add a 2--15!" The members of the group were, once

again, impressed with the deglee of understanding this represented,

and with Karen for finding it out. They also realized we

could spend another session on possible ways of doing sub-

traction,but I made it clear that I had a specific point to

make at this time.

In fact, when Karen first saw this example, the child's

answer had been wrong. He had put 13, because he had forgotten

to add the 2. When Karen asked him how he had gotten that

answer, then in the course of explaining his way to her, he

realized that he had forgotten to add the 2, and he corrected

himself. I undertook what I referred to as "a speech" in

order to develop the point I wanted to make in this lat hour:

"He happened to make a mistake and so she found out not only

the mistake, which was rather trivial, but this fantastic way
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he was doing subtraction...In some discussiJn we 'lad last

time, when we were talking about different kinds of questions

and different kinds of ans.vers that kids give, I said at

one point, 'Well, on almost any kind of answer, you can ask,

'Oh, how did you get that?' And the discussion that followed

that remark of mine all dealt with cases where the kid had

made mistakes. It was as if everybody was assuming that

that's what you do when a kid makes a mistake, ard the point

is kind of a nurturing point of, 'Don't tell them they're wrong,

ask them how they got it.' Whereas my point was a very

different one of, essentially the only thing that matters is

how they got it...Whatever the answer happens to be, what

matters is, Well, what went into it? What were they doing

when they got that? ...There are two reasons...why I think

it's important to ask, 'How did you get that?' no matter ahat

the answer is. One is...if you only ask how you got that

when it's wrong, well, they're going to catch on pretty

quick...But the other thing is that...even if they haven't

done any fancy way to get the answer, if they have to sit

back and think and present to you their reasons for having

done what they did, whatever those reasons were, if they're

sitting and thinking about them in order to be able to present

ro you what it was that they did, that's where they're doing

the 1...sef;11 intellectual work."

Too 7rty other general issues crowde ,.! our agenda for

us to t:i-,d any time discussing this view at the time. Several

peo7le, however, refer.,:ed to it in their final interviews
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as animportant and influential thought.

Rather than report here on the discussion with which

this session closed, I will leave the teachers' thoughts

about general issues for the next chapter.

One final word about this session on "creative addition,"

however. After the break, at the end of the announcements,

I distributed copies of Vicky's drawing of hands, "as a

memento." Someone asked Vicky for her autograph. Someone

else suggested, "It could be the cover of our book." "Our

book on 'Math as Poe.:ry,'" said Jessica.
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8. POST SCRIPT

From the Final Interviews

These excerpts represent comments from all eight of the

teachers for whom this was the only year in the project.

They are the ones for whom the elementary arithmetic work

was a major part of the experience in the project: to a

large extent, their remarks refer to this work. The

remarks are arranged here in four categoTies.

On my purposes:

We tried reall;- hard to look at...what we really know--how do

we know what we really know...even more than how we learn...

Sc I think :hat's what we did. We all agreed to sit down and

talk about these different things...If we all just sat down

and said, "Well, we're going to talk about how we know what

we know," you can get very carried away with a lot of language...

And you almost need something incredibly basic--simple--to

focus on, to realize just how complicated everything really is.

I think you like to push people to think, not to just give a

definite answer, but to explore why they say what they say,

or explore it and then go on. I think you have a great way

of asking questions that lead people to make more discoveries.

And I think you like to see how people can, opinions or what-

ever, can evolve and come to something else. And I think you
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do that with us and hopefully we will do that with cur kids...

I think teachers are so programmed to finish what you're

supposed to be doing. "Cat 'em to get it right. So what if

they haven't understood how they do it, as long as it's

right, and they can pass the achievement test."

I don't know if it was just really imagination...it was more

of an exploration. You allow people to explore the way they

thfr about certain things, if they can come up with

162.

different alternatives Or different solutions, without ever

saying they're right or wrong...You always make them fee]

like they can pursue it, because of what you say...I think

when I went to school, the teacher would either say it was

yes or no, right or wrong. If you were wrong you were devastated,

and if you were right, you figured, "Well, I said it okay."

You may have memorized it. You didn't care what the thought

process behind it was, as long as you could spout off the

right answer.

I think a lot of what you do is to build up a common ground

to talk about, and I didn't realize that first.

On the importance of time:

Something's changing for me, that I'm getting the sense of

just time...I felt like I've been a little bit stuck in not

being, in not really having a sense of passage of time, or

learning things that require the passage of time. Like
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becoming an adult, for example. When I was 23 I thought I

was an adult...and I'm now sort of realizing really how things

change over many, many, many years. And that with teaching,

you need to watch kids change over many years in order to

understand what's happening to them.

Certainly in the seminar people asked...of each other, "What

do you think about this?" in a way that was very broad. So I

mean, I think that lends itself to never finishing anything.

But it was clearly a seminar of open-endedness--just lots of

room for growing in it...The more quest4ons I learn to ask,

the more unanswered questions there are...The seminar hrs been

frustrating but stimulating. It's been frustrating because

there's only a set amount of time in a set number of mont,

and we've just started so many things, and--we wouldn't

finish them next year.

I remember one thing that struck me. Helen, she was a second

year person, right? I remember one spee:h that sl : gave really

kind of revealed her, the process that she had gonr .hrough

over the two years, and how it really made a difference for

her. I don't remember exactly what she was saying, but I, it

was really great to listen to that. I think the issues, the

kinds of issues that came up, or that you were trying to get

at, eally are long-term things. It has to do with how

people see the world. It's very basic...real core kinds of

things...I remember feeling that, wow, you can get a view of
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this whole picture, this whole long period of time, how

things cAanged.

I think that the issue of long-range, like taking on something

like observing the moon over the course of two years...I think

that being able to do Lhat kind of reasoning or whatever...

is really, really important. And I think a lot of people

really don't do it, and I think that's one of the reasons, for

example, people are advocating nuclear power. I really do.

I think l'ecause there's no clear, there's no immediate cause

and effect, it's gonna be 20 years away. There's no question

about it, and yet people are counting on their lives as if

that's just not part of their decision-making.

Teaching is so open-ended that you never get through everything.

And I'm learning to deal with that better now, and not to see

it as a failure that I didn't get through, but that there's

always more. You could teach 800 days in a year and still

there's more stuff to do, or different ways to do it.

On their own learning:

I thought that math was either right or wrong. I never really

thought about it as thinking. It was thinking, but really

rote. And it isn't just right or wrong, I always thought of

math as being very definite, correct or incorrect.
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If I could do it in my own time, I like it...And not having

to say, "I finished it, or did it." I like to do it in my

own time and not have to be accountable in terms of what the

other people were doing.

I guess I didn't think the course was going to have any focus

on the participants as learners at all. I thought that like

most courses they would be outside.you and focus on kids or

issues or something, not on yourself.

I find group learning interesting. I guess being aware of

all the different ways that people go about learning things.

Not just adding different ways, but the different ways they

really see the world and think best about it.

I really never thought of myself as a learner, now that I'm

older. I guess I do, I guess in this course it was nicer to

be a learner because you didn't have to learn something

someone told you was right. You were 1e to develop what

you learned, whereas other courses give you information and

you're supposed to absorb it.

Sometimes when you asked questions and I didn't know the answer,

I felt that there was an answer, or that I felt silly that

I didn't know the answer. Then I realized that...when you

ask questions you're not really looking for a right or wrong

answer, so that's okay.
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When we started trading backwards, that was terrific,

because I had to really think about what it would mean, and

why was I doing it, and what did the numbers mean. And then

I went through a period...where I couldn't do it...And then

I had to think to myself, well, why couldn't I do it, and

what was stopping me, what happens to kids, and what's

mechanical and what's learning, and--what's real learning

and what's just taking on information that somebody else

gives you?

At first I just couldn't understand what their notation [two other

participants] meant. My first reaction was probably something

like, "Well they must be wrong; there must be a mistake," and

then as I compared it to mine I was able to see what sense

they had made out of it.

It was really very stimulating to my thinking, on my own level,

and at our last meeting, I really telt that the issue of trusting

what you think you know about how kids learn is an ongoing

thing, and that I feel that I trust what I think I know more

than I did before. And I think it's based on the kind of work

that we did.

I think there's a certain energy when a whole group is suddenly

taken with an idea.

I suspect you made more thinking people of all of us.
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I trust my hunches more. And even when they're wrong, that's

okay...The whole business of going in there and sitting ?nd

being able to say, "I don't get it" and what you've done is

take the time when people don't get it to stay with it until

either people get it or they feel comfortable with wherever

they're at. And I think that's really important to do...I was

trying to translate that over into class work.

Anyway, I have a lot more confidence and more patience as

well.

On children and teaching,:

I think that in math things I'm really gonna be more likely...

to say to kids..."How can you do this...what are the different

ways that you can do this?"...I found that very important,

the last meeting that we had...I feel that that's going to be

a more integral part of what I'm doing in teaching now.

Look at how many ways we did addition the other day...'here

may be a right answer, but the ways that you get to that can

be different. I think that's what's the most important thing

in teaching. It's that...you can have a right answer but

that kids can come up with their own ways of getting those

answers. That's important.
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Maybe because I really wanted to be able to write something

in my journal I listened more to what kids were saying, or

wondered why they said what they said.

One thing that I know is that the curriculum, the stuff that

the kids are doing has to be really more integrated and that

I have to really be paying more attention to what the kids are

thinking about and what interests them as a way of figuring

out what they should do in the course of the day. Rather

than, you know, they have a half hour's worth of this, and

45 minutes worth of that...you know, to fill out the day,

you know what I mean? (Laughter)

I learned more to watch how people learn, watch how my kids

learn.

Sit and watch the kids like you did this morning...it's such

a high to do that. To watch what--even what fingers go down,

or the little--or the patterns of marks like in multiplying,

do they make patterns in rows, or...

One thing that intrigues me is questions. What questions

produce thinking? What kind of questions do children ask?

How do they ask it? Do they say, "I don't get it," and when

you say, "Well, what don't you get?' how do they express what

they don't get? How much do you have to know in order to

formulate a question?
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That helped me.,.a way to look at the children and how they

were th!.nking about what th:y iere doing.

I tried to figure out whether I was using their explanations

to help me teacn them better.

There are benefits to sitting and talking with a child and

figuring out what that child is fi.guring out. There are also

benefits to all kids working together and experimenting and

saying, "Hey, look what I found."

I'd like to be able to ask questions...and get kids to really

think about what they're doing and to go on.

I feel that I've made compromises in structuring my classroom

from what I really think it should be towards something

that I think the general community can feel comfortable about,

and I really don't think I'm going to do that so much next

year. And that's a lot of reasons, but I'm sure that

that trust, or something, has helped me feel that I can,

that I'm ready to really try i year of...doing what I want

to do.

That whole discussion the other night of asking kids how they

do it when they had the answer right really hit me, because I

don't think I've done that enougl'...I think that I have fallen

into the trap of, once they've got it, letting it go.
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What I spent more time on dr.1:6 was, "-ft: did you get it?"

"How did you come to that?" I think I did some of that

before but I certainly do a lot more of it now, and it's

something I want to do...'cause I think, what it does is,

it focuses on the process of doing it and of thinking.

I was thinking about it the other day, when a woman was

talking about some kids and the way they were doing their

math, how terrible it was, it was all wrong, everything

was wrong. And I thought to myself, I would have liked to

have seen the math papers, see what they had done with it

and how wrong they really were and if they really didn't

understa.A it. And I realized that that's what I learned.
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V A VIEW FROM THE OUTSIDE

This section was written by JoAnne Gray, a graduate

student at MIT, who has had experience in community

organizing and in community schools. We initially asked

Gray to look at some taped sessions of the seminars

from the view of interpersonal relations as these seemed

to be influencing the course of events. We told Gray

almost nothing at first about the project or the people

in it on the view that we wanted her to come to the

data withcut any of our biases. After her first few

analyses of the tapes she saw, we began working with her.

gradually giving her more information, asking her more

specifically directed questions concerning what ,,he was

observing, and evolving other directions that her analyses

might take.

1.-;ray was able, as we had hoped, to see aspects of our work

that we had quite overlooked as a result of our close involve-

ment with it. Her comments on the respective "styles" of

each of the facilitators (Duckworth, Bamberger, Lampert)

appropriately capture, wo believe, some of the significant

differences among us. In turn, her rather detailed descrip-

tions of one session, bring to the surface the impnrtance of

the Interactions among the teachers themselves, as a significant

source of change in their thinking. And this holds for

changes in the thinking of individual teachers during the
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seminar, as well as some of the changes that occurred later

in their classrooms. Gray's work represents an additional

kind of analysis of the data and also provides another dimension

to the many-layered phenomena that the project generated.

Introduction

The purpose of my involvement in the teacher

development project wa3 to provide an alternative

perspective on what the facilitators did thaL made a

difference in the participants' perceptions, ideas

and approaches to learning and teaching. I analyzr"

sevt. two-hour videotaped sessions in order to

iden_ify some of the interpersonal factors that seemed

to have influenced the teachers. I focused on the

intervention styles of each of the three facilitators

and on how these styles affected the participants.

Much of this examination centered on the contexts within

which the facilitators' questions were generated,

how questions were addressed, and the degree to which

these inquiries either facilitated or limited the
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processes of teacher's confronting their own cognitive

assumptions and behavior.

Throughout my involvement, I attempted to respond

to the following issues:

what kinds of questions were being asked by the

staff and what was their impact on the group?

what characterized the interactions among the

facilitators, among the facilitators and the teachers,

among the teachers, and what were some of the

observable results?

what were the changes in behavior in and among

group members and what seemed to prompt these

changes?

Methodological Issues

I discovered, after some initial attempts to look

at and to make sense of the videotapes, that it was quite

difficult to absorb and respond to the enormous amount

of information contained in a single two-hour session.

The initial methodological consideration was, then,

to develop an approach that would enable the analyses

of rich, detailed qualitative behavioral data.

The procedures of "chunking" the videotaped protocols--

i.e., establishing boundaries for grouping information into

patterns for analysis-- was the primary methodological

technique adopted (see also SectionII), After initially
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viewir-; a two-hour session in its entirety, and noting

those interactions which alerted my interest or

attention, I would segment a typewritten transcript

.-;f the videotape into specific noticeable patterns

a...1 themes that seemed to be emerging. The pattern:

and themes of interaction were illustrated by dire,:tly

observable data. Several issues developed during

the viewing of the taped session:

- As I looked at the same materials mcre than cace,

my perceptions of what was happening shifted

slightly. For example, in one instance, I failed

to notice altogether that Duckworth had made in

important J.ntervention: by interrupting cne

teacher's story of her experiment, she created

for several others the occasion to think about and

construct many of the relati nships for themselves.

This, in turn, alerted me to a whole new nect

of the facilitator's role that at first I si: ly

didn't see at all. The issue of how to deal with

these shifts in perception and what they represe

was a constant question in my mind.

- These shifts in my perception also raised the

question of how one perception interfered with

or perhaps "wiped out" initial or less vivid, less

worked out perceptions.
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Since the videotaped sessions prow!ded such a

rich source of da,, I was aware o!". the fact that it

was possible for me to see "new" information at

each subsequent v-.Lewing. The question then becomes,

when do I stop looking, when do I have "enoug:,."

information to say something valid about what

was going on in che tape?

Profiles of Intervention Styles

After viewlng three sessions, each led by one

of the facilitators, I was able to distinguish character-

istic sty1 f intervention.

In the first session I viewed, Bamberger was working

with a computer trwsic system--typing in_tructions, demon-

strating what various instructions did, and respcndinz

to the teachers' suggestions fcr trying out veriotv,

possibilities as tests of their hun.,es (see also, Section III).

Instructions to the computer caused a music syntheriz r to

:mediately "play" something. In this session nea.z.ly all the

instructions resulted in the "performance" (by the synthe-

sizer) of percussion sounds. These ware mostly either

long or short--'S' for "short" ane 'T3 for "b:r.g" or longer.

The task as put to the group was to think of the rraputer

as a kind of "mind" and to try to figure out how

this "mind" was "thinking"--i.e., how it "understood."

The teachers were encouraged to "dsk the computer to do
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things" in order to test their hunches and to develop

evidence that might confirm or disconfirm them.

On the first viewing of Bamberer's computer session

(1/16/79) I focused on the detailed explanation/demonstration

that characterized her introduction to the proposed activity.

Although some of thc particulars in this part of the session

did not, on the surface, appear to conform to a traditional

"teacher-student" situation, Bamberger's approach at the

beginning of the session suggested tae authoritative,

directive teaching mode. Similarly, the teachers displayed

the passive, receptive behavior th;i: suggeste student

role. During these times, the teacurs basically listened

to Bamberger's introduction and wa:c ed her demoA.:,trations,

only asking questions for clarification:

"You mean we're going use

"Is the 'S' on your paper there now?"

"Can you tell it how fast it should go?"

A noticeable chaage in this initial mode of inter-

action octiurred when the teachers began to engage in

conceptual/doing tasks that required them to demonstrate

or to explain. In one case, the L:eachers clapped out the

difference between durations of the 'S' and 'B' of the

computer. Bamberger's interaction, a .:his point, shifted

f7cm explainin ;,nd demonstrating to a more direct

technique of encouragiag the teachers to experiment

and ;io give concrete verbal accounts of their thinking.

This elicited more explanatory and descriptilva statements
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on the part of the teachers. The kinds of questions that

Bamberger began to ask were:

"How would you draw a picture that would show the

difference between the S's and the B's?"

"Do you want to put them on the board?"

"Anybody have anything different?"

"Who's got an idea?"

I would characterize these questions L7.: hat do you think..

tell me" kinds ,_--f. questions that are designed to elicit

experimenting and describing the results. Tha teachers'

responses reflect this mode of questioning. Bamberger

also actively tried to translate or restate more clearly

some of the teachers' ideas and thoughts. This process

of discovery and "giving reason' repre3ents a style of

intervention that was evident throughout the remainder of

the session. I described this process as fellows:

Bamberger poses a "what if..." or "what about"

context for inquiry.

The teachers respond with "I think..." or "It seems

like..." statements and questions.

Bamberger says or does something that attempts to

illustrate the teachers' statements or questions. She

does a kind of let's see...try this...now what do you

think?
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The teachers respond with "I think..." or "It

sounds like..."

The teachers began to actively suggest things for

Bamberger to do to experiment with their ideas to

make them more concrete and visible. During these exchanges,

the teachers asked questions like:

"What if you [Bamberger] typed it without an

'S', without a space, at all?"

"What does i: sound like if you don't put space bars in7

"Can tell it to play it back to you without

space in between?"

"You could play it the way you played the first one?"

Bambrger picked up on these suggestions with statements

"Tell me what you would like to do..." providing more

possibilities for the teachers to confront :heir own

experiences and thinking.

Another signifis7ant shift in activity occurred

when Bamberger engaged individual teachers to explore

their .7hinking about and understanding of the task. Bamberger

addressed individual teachers by name, and designed her interaction

to push the teachers to reveal more of their thoughts

and ideas:
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"Now the questions what -- well Isabefs question?"

you remember when this came up before? Actually,

it was you Jessica, who decided it was so neat."

...and it does basically what you said, Helen?"

As this direct interaction occurred, individual teachers

more readily offered their own thoughts and suggestions

which in turn prompted other _eachers to react to them

directly. This direct involvement also seemed to en-

courage teachers to discuss the tasks with other teachers.

For example, when there was a conversation between svcific

teachers and Bamberger, the level of interaction among the

teachers also increased. They would talk directly tc one

another rather than directly to Bamberger, asking questions

among themselves like "What do you think...?" and "Did you

mean...?" This behavior suggests their willingness to own

the task and to take risks L knowing and understanding it.

One particular example of "owning" the tack and taking

personal risks in exploring the topic, occurred when

the teachers realized that they could, in fact, "teach"

the computer, themselves. Instead of merely accepting

Bamberger's statements that this "teaching" was possible,

there was a real change when the teachers finally actually

began to do this teaching on their.- own. The point at which

this became most evident was whktin Bamberger, on a teacher's
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suggestion, made a new program that she called "Jessica."

During this part of the session, the teachers seemed able

to generate much more sophisticated ways of talking and

t'ealing with the computer. Comments such as

"You've been reinvented..." (i.e., "Jessica")

"It's a funny way to use language,.."

"When you talk about computer language...it's not

language, almost,..."

z-ggest hat they have gone beyond the sense that the com-

puter is something suprahuman, bu- rather a machine that

can be manipulated and controlled by people.

Bamberger always seemed to be on top of the session

.-s agenda. At first Bamberber's interventions

'ed primarily in lengthy explanations and descriptions

the task. The teachers' active involvement during

this period was limited to listening, with minimal parti-

cipation from them and few exchanges amcag themselves and

with the facilitators. At a later point, Bamberger

shifted her interventions from the initial lecture format

a mode that encouraged the teachers' descriptive, reflective

responses about the computer and how it was "thinking."

Bamberger's strategies in this mode were questions that

encouraged individual and group accounts of reasoning

and thinking. The teachers became more involved in active,

mutual demonstration, questioning and discussion.
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Several of Bamberger's interventions also involved

"bootstrapping" when activity seemed to be stuck or not

moving productively. At these times she was active in

re- raming the issues in respons, to hat was happening

and why. For example, at one moment, a point of confus'on

arose that seemed to be holding up the discussion. The

session was "stuck." Bamberger intervened by saying

"I guess I'll have to tell you more..." This comment

suggests that while she was ailling to allow the teachers

to struggle with ideas and concepts, she had clear

limits in mind about how far to go with this process in

terms of eventually gaining cl.lrity. The example also

aggests that Bamberger maintained implicit notions of

the direction and purpose of the session that informed

her sense of how and when to intervene and whether and

when the session strayed too 1:ar from a productive path.

Duckworta Session (3/20/79)

Duckworth's session was a ccntinuation of the teachers

ongoing observations of the moon. It was the fourth

session in which these observations were being discussed.

While the teache.rs had been given some minimal suggestions

about how to make observations of the muon's movements (look

at the same time each night, look from the same place, etc.)

no other information concerning the solar system had been

given to the group.
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My overall impression of the exchange during the

initial sequence of Duckworth's session on the movement of

th% moon, concerns the absence of the traditional "teacher/

student" mode of interaction that appeared to dominate the beginning

of Bamberger's computer session. Duckworth and the

teachers seemed to be mutually engaged in an exploration

in which Duckworth's leadership was more suggestive of

participation than instruction. Duckw -th was involved

with the others in reporting her observations, not as

definitive answers, but as her own individual perceptions

and observations. She presented these perceptions as

no more "correct" than those of the others. For example,

here are some of Duckworth's comments during this sequence:

"Saturday night I drew it .:.00king like...is that possible?"

"That's funny, because it looked like that to me..."

"I didn't think of that..."

"I think, but I'm not certain..."

The collaSeration between Duckworth and the teachers

seemed to facilitate the teachers' abi.lity to respond.

Most of the discussion during :chis sequence was rich in

the exchange of information and free-flowing. With one

exception, all the teachers were actively involved.

The session also seemed to have a life of its own, as

though its momentum was self-generated and self-sustained.

For example, the discussion initially began with the
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tea:!hers' personal observations of the moon (color,

position in the sky, changes from time of day and position,

etc.), then switched to on!: acher's comme 's on

a ch) , perception of the moon as being t planet Jupiter,

ly ended in an exchange about ho lp

third and fourth grade children understand the e:ncepts

of size, space and distance. The transitions from

topic to topic were not labored, and the conversation

did not "suffer" from the shifting flow of topics.

Duckworth's intervention style seemed to encourage

this mode of interaction.

I was also intrigued by the types of questions that

Duckworth posed during this sequence and the responses

that these questions elicited. Duckworth's questions

were generally the kind that I would have expected

,o elicit very short answers of .he "yes/. variety.

Some examples of these kinds of _le,,:ions are:

"Can you draw its shape?"

"Has anybody seen the moon orange that high?"

"Is there anything that anyone would think to ask?"

"Any other kind of question that you would ask?"

Instead, Duckworth's questions prompted responses fror

the teachers that were highly detailed, personal and rich

with subjective data. -heir answers contained a high degree

of experiential information about the events as opposed
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to an objective "reporting" of the facts of the events.

The gr:oD -ias engaged in an exploratory, experiential

activir) allowed them to see the old and familiar

in some new and exciting ways. The experience of making

and shaping old ideas into new was grounded in their own

experiences based on their abilities for observation

and understanding.

ckworth's style of revealing her own observations

for analysis and disconfirmation established a context that

was conducive to a high level of insight-making from

the group. She didn't present herself as aa expert

in the experience which facilitated the willingaess of

others to explore and to risk.

Duckworth was very explicit and active in ngaging

people ir non-threatening but dil ways. Frc.:

Duckworth addressed individuals by name, pushing

respond directly to her inquiries. Although she was

184.

quite direct in challenging teachers, she also seemed

to be sensitive to those times when it was most useful confront

their perceptions and feelings about the topics :-t hand.

For example, her inquiry, "You like that idea, Diane?"

resulted in a lengthy and interesting exchange between

Duckworth aud Diane. I'm not certain how Duckworth knew that

Diane was ripe for that particular kind of engagement at
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that particular time, but she was quite adept at

bringing Diane and others into the action in several in-

stances. She seemed '7ery much aware of people and "where

they were at" during this sequence, and her pushing and

prodding worked just right.

Duckworth's intervention style was also noticeably

less obtrusive than Bamberger's. Her introductions to

activities and tasks tended to be more concise and brief.

She limited the information that she gave about the "whys"

and "hows" of the tasks. ibe teachers were more on their

own to figure out the significance of the information

they got from observing the moon.

Lampert's Session (4/3/79)

The session that Lampert led centered around a

story of a social studies lesson from one of the

teacher's classrooms. The lesson had been concerned with

the Roman Empire period and, in particular, Jesus as a

figure in it. This seminar session could be characterized

as quiet, methodical, disciplined and controlled.

In contrast to the other two, it was largely

conversational and reflective. While the other two

sessions did not exclude these modes of interaction, they

were di6tinguished by their greater emphasis on physical

activity (demonstrations, experiments, experiential learning)

such as the computer experiments and the re-creation of

the position, movement and appearance of the moon.
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Lampert presented herself in a relatively cool manner

that differed from Bamberger's and Duckworth's approaches

in their sessions. During most of this session, Lampert

was clearly the leader.

One technique of her intervention style was

probing topics and ideas with individual teacherE.

During these times, Lampert engaged an individual in a one-on-

one dialogue that seemed to focus the entire group's

interaction on the substance of the conversation. For

example, Lampert was persistent a pushing Lee to talk

about the "Jesus example" from her sixth grade social

studies classroom, and for long stretches of time, the

discu.3Fton centered on Lampert ar.; Lee. Lampert engaged

Suzaane and Jessica in similar exchanges. Her patte a

during these exchanges was to establish the sequence of

events in a .rticular situation, and then to interpret

the import o the situation on the reacher and the

student.

Lampert's interventionc; also seemed to be of two

geAeral types. The first can be described as

.ting questions which elicit descriptions of

ular situations in detail. Examples of these

interventions are:

"Are the7-e any more examples of situations where you had

to give reason to something a child was doing in class?
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"Any specific social studies examples?"

"Do you want to talk some more about that?"

"You said some words about readiness."

Once Lampert established a sequence of events in a

situation from a teacher's classroom, she introduced inter-

ventions that elicited the teachers' ideas and conceptuali-

zations about it. These interventions were framed in the

following manner:

"How can you figure out what a child understands

before he is asked to try to understand more?"

"Does it matter?"

"What if he had said nothing?"

Lampert identified an issue or problem, and then prompted

teachers to elaborate by framing her inquiries around

the teachers' thinking and understanding.

Looking back at the style of the three facilitators

it is important to note that differences in individual

intervention styles were influenced in part by the goals

of the different sessi..tns. Bamberger's and Duckworth's

sessions seemed "warmer" because specific tasks were the

foundation of each of these sessions. Lampert's session
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seemed "cooler," because it was designed primarily as one

of relating stories from teachers' classrooms -- i.e., it

was a discussion without an activity. Nevertheless, it

seems clear that distinct intervention styles are reflected

in each of the sessions. All three facilitators included

in their repertoire the technique of "giving reason"

as a major part of their individual intervention styles.

Each facilitator spent a significanT1 part of her session

inquiring along with teachers into thinkirp, dd understanding.

Bamberger devoted chunks of time at center stage explaining,

while Lampert probed for details, and Duckworth allowed the

teachers to ponder, search and wonder, but each of them

shifted into a framework of interaction and inquiry that

encouraged the teachers to think about and understand

their own thinking. Although Duckworth seemed more

grounded in this mode than either Bamberger or Lampert,

all three emphasized it in their sessions.

Interplay of Three Facilitators

A second area of analysis concerns the interaction

among the facilitators within the sessions. During most

of the computer session, Duckworth supplemented

Bamberger's explanations and descriptions with questions

and comments that served to extend Bamberger's discussions.
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During these periods Duckworth asked questions and made

comments that prompted further thinking and discussion

by teachers:

"What made you think that?"

"Faster, compared to what?"

"What do you mean?"

For much of this particular session, Bamberger and

Duckworth displayed an ability to anticipate those times

when further explanation was required or when the teachers

seemed "ready" to talk more about their thoughts and ideas.

In this way, both were able to blend their ways of

facilitation and to draw individuals into the discussion.

In this computer session, one of the teachers commented

on Lampert's role as observer:

"Lampert has the unique challenge of seeing how

many times they do that to how many times we do ours."

Even when Lampert made a shift in her interaction with

the group, she was seldom directly engaged by either

the other facilitators or the teachers, when she posed

her questions or comments. It was only toward the end

of the session when Lampert, who first emerged as an

observer, became more of a participant, that there was

any extensive direct conversation with her.
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Bamberger's interaction during Duckworth's moon

session also was quite interesting. Unlike her behavior

in the computer session, in which she seemed to have a

clear idea of the direction and conduct of the session,

Bamberger was very much a participant in this session.

She very openly described her groping and searching for

answers, but she did so in ways that pushed the group

forward. For example, at one particular point, the

discussion seemed to get stuck when Duckworth asked if

anyone in the group wanted to move any of the pieces in

the mock-up of sun, moon and earth, to -how the sunrise.

When the response was slow and Duckworth was groping to

restate the question, Bamberger plunged into her own

spontaneous description and hands-on demonstration of how

she was conceptualizing the sunrise. Although Bamberger's

explanation and demonstration by no means suggested

expertise in the matter, her manner of revealing her

ideas and her genuine confusion seemed to anchor the

discussion in something concrete that could be reacted

to and talked about more easily by the group. Bamberger's

expertise comes not from knowing the answers, but in

making her own thoughts concrete and "graspable."

During her explanation, Bamberger manipulated the

plastic ball (moon) and used this in her explanation

which was reminiscent of her behavior in the computer
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session. She provided both an interesting set of ideas

for consideration ar an example of how someone can

confront head-on very complex ideas and concepts.

During the demonstration of the sunrise and the

sun's rays, Duckworth continued to query people directly

about their perceptions and feelings and Bamberger

continued to facilitate the group by anchoring the

discussion through her way of telling her own thoughts,

confusions and personal experiences around the issues

being discussed.

Bamberger's comments seemed to serve as a point

of departure for the teachers that enabled them

to either agree with, contradict, or to react more

easily and simply because of its anchoring qualities.

Her statements seemed to provide on one level the basis

for a discussion which encouraged the teachers to con-

sider their own thinking on specific topics, especially

when Bamberger's ideas challenged or contradicted what

another individual might think or believe, and on

another less explicit level, an example of a different

way of learning.

Bamberger and Duckworth, in varying degrees,

demonstrated their willingness and capacity to change

roles. At one time, they may be presenting a topic

for consideration; at another time, they may be helping

the group or an individual to probe and reflect on

their own understanding; and at still another, they
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may "be" one of the teacher participants -- experimenting,

thinking out-loud along with the teachers, in ways

that suggested possibilities for offering one's ideas

for exploratioa. The experience derived from Bamberger's

and Duckworth's shifting roles and willingness to

puzzle over problems may have provided the teachers

with a new way of understanding the facilitators as

teachers and, in turr, themselves as teachers within

their classrooms.

Neither Bamberger nor Duckworth intervened until

well into Lampert's session. Lampert spent the first

part finding out what material there was in the teachers'

examples and how it could be explored. Once the "Jesus

example" became the focus of discussion, Duckworth

ventured a question to Lee, "Would you go about it

differently?" and Lampert incorporated the intervention

by asking, "What about Duckworth's question?"

After this point, both Duckworth and Bamberger became

more actively co-facilitators of the session, and

the focus of the discussion shifted between Lampert,

the teachers, and the two co-facilitators.

During this part of the session, Lampert's role

became less one of a leader and more of a co-facilitator.

There were long periods of time when the teachers

were engaged in conversation among themselves, and not,

as had been the case up until that point, largely
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with Lampert. Duckworth's interventions during the

rest of the session consisted of questions like "What

do you think that comes from?"; Bamberger asked questions

like, "What would happen if you had studerits compare

the two answers:" While the facilitators did not actively

solicit assistance from each other during the sessions,

they did offer support by extending and reflecting the

session leader, each in her own way.

Extended Example

The various modes of facilitation can be better

understood by presenting, in contrast, an example

where the participation of t' e teachers was more

fully indicated. This example reveals not only the

responses evoked by the interventions of the

leaders, but also the ways in which the participants

interacted with each other. Of gre-test interest is the

way the teachers, themselves, practiced in their inter-

action with one another the same styles of intervention

as that of the facilitators. For instance, in the

first example presented here, it was Suzanne's and

Jessica's interventions that were critical to Lee's

reconstruction of her understandings. This example

was drawn from Lampert's session.
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The incident began with Lee talking about her unit

on the Roman Empire. She was puzzled by a student who

asked if the Jesus as historical figure was the same

Jesus as the Biblical figure. Lampert asked:

"How could you as a teacher figure out the answer

to your own question: what does a child uuderstand

before we ask him to understand more? Is that

your question?"

Lee suggested that this was also part of a larger question.

Implicit in Lye's thinking was the idea that a teacher

should have some way of knowing in advance what a child

understands and does not understand. If not, by the time

a child asks a question that suggests misunderstanding,

something in the teaching/learning process has already

gone awry. Lee's comments suggested that she did not

feel good about children demonstrating that they have

not understood: teachers shoulo have some way ..)f

anticipating such misunderstandings ahead of time.

The process that then took place involved reflecting

on Lee's understanding of this example from her classroom.

Jessica emerged as a significant catalyst in the initial

phases of this process. At Jessica's encouragement, Lee

elaborated on her understanding of the situation.

The mutual exploration of this understanding was initiated

when Jessica asked Lee, "What did that mean to you - that
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he didn't get what you had been talking about?" Jessica's

critical question elicited a rather lively exchange

(several people seemed to be talking at one time).

Suzanne suggested that the boy's question ("Is that

the same Jesus as in church?") might be a good one.

She recounted an example of a similar incident in her

class during a discussion of the Civil War. Jessica suggested

that instances where children express misunderstanding

are quite common and challenged Lee's negative attitude

towards the situation. She offered a different construction

of the situation: The experience could be seen as one

in which children's questions help them to make connections

and to learn.

Lee began to reconsider how she had experienced

the situation:

...maybe I should feel good about the situation...?"

Suzanne asked a further critical question:

"Does it matter?"

This presented Lee with quite another way of looking at

the experience of children demonstrating misunderstanding.

Lee seemed both confused and threatened. She said,

hesitantly, "...well, I don't know...," and redirected

the question back to Suzanne:
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...do you think it matters for the child who

doesn't know how big the sun is...?" (a refer-

ence to an example from Suzanne's class)

Suzanne responded with more detail: it doesn't matter

if the child does not know the right answer as long as

that child is making a "good" question. Lee 1.nterpreted

Suzanne's comments by posing anc,ther viestion:

...the fact that he was so far off didn't bother

you?...it indicated a starting point, not an

ending point...?"

Through contrasting examples provided by the teachers

and the mutual process of reflectively "conversing" with

Lee's ideas, Jessica's and Suzanne's stories and

questions helped Lee to probe her own understanding.

Jessica's and Suzanne's supportive participation first

prompted Lee's confusion, and later led her to restruc-

ture her earlier views of the classroom situation. At

first, the very different ways of interpreting and dealing

with children's misunderstanding seemed to pull the

floor from underneath Lee's own assessment of the situation.

Later, Lee was able to reconstruct her way of making

sense of children's misunderstanding: She came to see

a child's question not as a mistake or an ending point, but

as a start for developing something new.

The discussion shifted once again with a question by
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"It seems to me you started out saying that the

curriculum is structured in such a way that in the

6th grade we are supposed to start teaching about

the Roman Empire and what are we assuming...or

were already assuming...is that kids can handle

the Roman Empire at that age. Do you want to

talk about that with regards to curriculum?"

Lee responded by stating that "...it's not really a

curriculum question, I guess...," and Lampert left that

focus and tried another:

"There were also some words in what you said about

readiness. I wasn't sure in relationship to what

Suzanne was saying what you think about that?"

Lee's response at this point seemed to recapitulate her

earlier assessment of the classroom lesson. She repeated

her original concerns almost as if the alternate

constructions for making sense of children's misunder-

standing were not on the table. Jessica recounted

another story that she thought was like Lee's story.

She told about her class's surprise at seeing cities,

cars, etc. in Africa. As a result of the surprise,

a student made a new connection that Jessica had been
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trying to bring out. Lampert asked Jessica to explain

what would have happened if the student had not made the

connection that Jessica had been hoping for.

This discussion seemed to confuse Lee's previoUs

consideration of alternate constructions of children's

misunderstanding. Although Lee had been able to under-

stand other ways of thinking about children's questions,

she had not yet reached the point where she was really

ready to apply another way of thinking about it to her

own experience. Lampert's probing questions prompted

Lee's initial concerns to resurface. This phase in the

discussion, then, seemed to be a holding pattern:

Lampert was asking the same questions in a different way.

Lee was still struggling with her own conflicting

feelings about the experience of children misunder-

standing and how to deal with it.

Jessica was telling a story that she felt was the

"same" as Lee's Jesus story, but this didn't seem

to help.

It is important to notice, here, that the experience

of reflecting on understanding was not, in this instance,

a simple linear or additive experience. Lee alternately

ventured forth to grab hold of a new view and, then,
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backsliding hung on to her old constructions. The experience

was, for Lee, one of "pulling yourself up by your own

bootstraps." It seemed to involve an enormous degree

of personal risk that was not easily accomplished nor was

it a straight-forward process.

As Lee continued to struggle with her own ambivalence,

Lampert asked Suzanne if she had any examples of kids

asking the kinds of questions Lee was concerned about.

Suzanne responded by talking about kids whose questions

seemed at first to suggest they are not "up to grade."

She seemed to repeat her "Does it matter?" notion:

...I don't care if they remember...remembering has

nothing to do with social studies..."

Lee made a foray into the new stance once more by

considering Suzanne's reading of the situation:

"You mean, the experience is not a bad one as long

as children make connections...?"

Lampert responded by interpreting further what Suzanne

meant:

7...it lets you know what he's thinking..."

Lee, once more, tried to assimilate the new view -- she

referred to these moments now as "check-in points." She
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had begun to crevelop her own sense of how to use children's

questions in a very different way than she had initially.

The discussion continued with Lee's substantive reexamination

of her original experience: The child's question could be

reconstrued and used as a means to go forward with him, as

opposed to it being mereJ.y a sign of misunderstanding and,

as such, a dead-end.

This particular session illustrated several issues:

"The curriculum" can be seen as setting expectations

for what children ought to be able to understand.

Risks are involved in relying on and being respon-

sive to individual responses and interactions as

the focus for learning.

Different constructions of the same experience

can have an impact on how we think about ourselves

and the world.

The teachers in the group -- in this case,

Suzanne and Jessica -- developed a productive

questi,ning approach with each other and with respect

to their own understanding of their work.

Lee's experience can be viewed as a prototype of

what also happens with children. Lee, like the children

in her social studies class, was coming to see her
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initially negative experience with children's misunder-

standing as an opportunity to engage in a very different

kind of teaching and learning process. She was making

new connections between varying constructions and aspects

of the same experience just as the boy who made new

connections between "Jesus in church" and Jesus as a

figure in the Roman Empire.

This session also illuminates the complexities

involved in making these connections: Although Lee seemed

immediately to understand the alternative explanations

and constructions of the situation that were offered, she

had to examine and reexamine her grounding before she

could find a way of understanding that she could make

her own (she called them "check-in points"). Lee's

experience in this sequence also demonstrated the risks

that teachers take when they question the dictates and

guidelines of the "curriculum." The Roman Empire

curriculum suggests that students in the sixth grade

are ready to understand and learn the material covered

in this unit of study. Initially, Lee thought that

because her students did not understand the connection

between Jesus in the Bible and Jesus in the social studies

lesson, her students were not ready or had not "achieved

at the appropriate level." Her reluctance to see other
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ways that children can demonstrate readiness made it

difficult for her to see something positive in what was

happening with her student when he asked questions

that she construed as demonstrating "misunderstanding."

However, Lee finally came to see that such questions

could also be interpreted as readiness to engage new

information. Rather than simply a disparity between

the expectations of the "curriculum" and the child's

readiness, these questions could be seen as linkages

the student was trying to make indicating his capacity

to engage the new ideas that were before him.

In a similar way Lee was to make her own linkages

with the alternate constructions that the other teachers

suggested. Indeed, she finally made sense of the

alternatives proposed to her only when she could do so

in her own terms. It was then that Lee could begin to

develop these alternative posibilities in concrete

and practical ways,

Lee's willingness to risk restructuring her thinking

about kids' "misunderstanding" was encouraged and supported

largely by interventions of other members of the group.

This example demonstrates, then, how the participants were

also able to take on the role of facilitators in helping

one another to think about and gain insight into their own

thinking. This was another kind of learning that later

carried over into their classrooms, too.
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VI CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Of the eight teachers we believe were significantly

affected by the project, five are currently teaching full

time. This section consists of a report on classroom obser-

vations and interviews wizh these five teachers, carried

out by Lampert. Following some general comments on the

observations, there is a series of charts in which various

aspects of each of the teachers' classrooms is summarized.

The section ends with a full report of one of the classroom

visits.

Introduction

These charts include descriptions of classroom practices

among five of the teachers which seem to have resulted from the

teachers' participation in the project. They are based on

comparisons among classroom observations during the first and

second years of the seminar meetings and observations during two

years following the end of the seminar phase of the project. I

visited all of the teachers during different times of the day and

the school year, and in some cases in radically different school

settings.

The topics chosen to categorize observations are based on an

assessment of areas in which the project has had some impact.

There are, of course, overlaps and in certain cases, these are

indicated on the charts. "Language Curriculum and Instruction"

is meant to include primarily reading and writing. It is considered
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distinct from "Mathematics Curriculum and Instruction' because

there are several classroom practices which can be associated wits

one category or the other, not because children's thinking about

language and mathematics can be readily categorized.

Comments in .parentheses describe areas where the teacher did

not change in an area found worthy of note. I.e., it seems as

though participation in the project should have made a difference

in this area, but did not.

Starred comments * indicate an impression that the teacher

being described has bes.ln doing things that way ali along--not

necessarily affected by the project, but congruent with it. These

practices raise an interesting question about "effects" of the

project. It may be that the teachers did and would continue to

do these things without having participated in the project. It

may be, however, that they continued to do these things because

the project gave them some sense of why they were important. If

they had not participated in the project, they might have given up

those practices which did not make sense to them otherwise, as

well as those practices which required an extraordinary expenditure

of energy and initiative. Thus, these are iucluded because it

may have been the project which provided either rationale or sup-

port for continuing practices which the teachers might otherwise

have abandoned.

The goals of the project could be interpreted in terms of

three levels of effect on the teachers' classroom practice. Ac

the first level, 1, are those practices which indicate that the

teacher has a new or renewed respect and appreciation for the
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child's way of understanding something in contrast to her own

way or the way represented by the formal school curriculum. (We

have called this "giving-reason.") At the second level, 2,

are practices in yhich the teacher not only acknowledges the

child's perspective, but does something to extend or expand the

child's way of thinking about the phenomenon at hand. And finally,

at the third level, 3, the teacher helps the child to make a

connection between the child's way of understanding and the con

ventions associated with the school curriculum. These levels

are used in the following charts to analyze particular practices.

Our seminar discussions with the teachers seem to suggest

that they found this third level most difficult to achieve in

practice. For example, a teacher may find it quite difficult

to help a child make connections between his/her understanding

of some problem and the way that problem is described and/or

-d in the formal curriculum.

Whether a teacher, in working with children, is t/ying to

make such connections, is a difficult question to answer. Yet

it is cl, that in some cases thre was no attempt to do so

_le, at tne same time, the children's ways of understanding

were being acknowledged by the teacher. It also seems that some

of the teachers have become aware of the sense in which work in

the seminar could aid them in helring children to integrate their

own understandings with the curriculum. However, this awareness

has raised questions in their minds about whether such connections

could be made within the structure of schooling as it is now
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organized--e.g., with children learning in groups; where the

teacher knows "more" and is, therefore, an intellectual as well as

a social authority; and where success outside of school is built

on success at school-defined tasks, etc.

For Helen and Diane, arriving at Level I meant a big change

in the way they interacted with children as teachers. Jessica

still seems to be struggling with trying to be on level 2, and

yet many of her practices could be interpreted as at level 3.

For Jessica, Suzanne, and Vicky, level I was the starting

point. They were there before joining the project, to different

degrees. Suzanne and Vicky do a considerable amount of their

teaching on level 2. Suzanne and Vicky are most actively strug-

gling with the meaning of connections between the child's thinking

and conventional school curriculum. They are most concerned with

making sense of situations where the child's understanding aad

the curriculum seemed unrelated or incongruent.
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Wane: Cradv I, Schonl: Walking Class

eldSOYOom

Organization, ii ine/

Many children's

drawings on the walls,

children encouraged to

draw rather than to

"color" already drawn

plctures, also la cut

and paste collages 0

Children's desks

arraaged In groups n91.

facing Leacher's desk.

More "choke Lime"

availahle, although the

choices are coummr-

cially-nuide readlog

sod math games of

limited ecope and

generally poor quality,

no attempt to dIrect

chokes

More "talklug" anmng

chIldcen is tolerated

diirIng limes when

Rio' works with d

small olnp.

I 1I1H treated as A

person wIth a purpose,

whereas la early vlsics

my lutegratioo Into

the elassruom was lime

howl aint impersonal

klds aow eneooraged

to talk lo me.

Language Malhemitles

encrIculhm Curriculum and

insunctiou INAlusetfoll

(liiildreo encouraged

'In lIill. phesetle

spelling to mike

"labels" which tell

tunclua about what

they have creeted

ont of blocks, clay,

etc. (Mary said she

used Lo have them

"discuss" these,

bot this beeame too

eumbersome.)

(Still a good chunk

of time spent nn

phonis workbuoks,

kids told to color

the pletnres when

they ilnIsh work and

spend a lol of Lime

OH dub. In reading

groups (all morning)

Diane slicks to her

agenda, doesn't

porsoe kids'

thloking.)

Interaction loteracLioo llematie/

wIrh with Interest Related Self-

Indlvidnals aftwOa Cnrrieulum hefleetlon

'.(None ohserved In nny More Nireful listen-

!slass visits exeept :lug lo chIldreo, with

:chIldren dolog work- 1the :1501014M 11611:

hoeks and using ,whaL they have to

highly structured sriy expresses their

games awl materials.)'vlew of the world.
1

,

,

!A consIderable amount

:of "unproductive"

'behavior is tolerated

Less of a "feacherly" (Evidence of work

rune of voice--s senselou dinosaura

that she Is nddressing organIxed around

other people, not !open-ended

categorical "first

graders".
(1)

Allows whole class to

be "dIstraeted" from

their work to some-

@ thing iuterestiug

happening out lo the

speods time

discussing it with

them, (bia puts

emphasis on a conven-

tional explanation

rather than kids

thinkingshe sees

herself as (he (OVersll quality

"explainer", even of Involvement

;though she also MO materials

'listens to children). Is low--Le.,

there Is a lot

;of throwing

'blocks, moving

from one thIng

to ailother,

smashing clay

'balls, etc.)

Kids do uot seem

surprised when I

ask them "how did you

.f.lbore that out"--

they give relatively

lartlenlate explana-

tions.

problem-solving,

some child-made

dlsplays, some

.teacher-msde and

commercial with

"content", I.e.,

naums of dlno-

'sailor, when and
1

:where they

lived. (No clear Sees biggest eau(

(ohAectloAS of project as lei

between child- laerease hi her

.made displays snO self-confldeoce. (1)

."content".) W.
.Sees bosun as

trying lunch harder

;to listen to 004

understand what kids

th1116, bid says she

needs to leant pore

to lake the next

.ttep; LA use whaf

'she ouderstands (20

iAlso feels ha goes-

Mons mIght he off

:Ike mark, so she

wlll "just lislen",II)

1,Sees herself AS

:really differeot

,from other tencheru

In her school and

relalionshIps are

strained, e.g.,

Hulse

phonetic

spelling

drawing

desks not

facing front

!Sees heraeif 00e 45

41)11l
1 leg old" net

shoving 1011.(1)
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Melva: Uradc 4, School: Alleroallve Puhlic School

classroom Langnage

Miganization, Time/ Curriculum and

Space/Social Structore lostrocrion

lois of active talking

.omung kids alma

their work--high enrgy

and investment (lielen

works with one mil

gronP, while others

work independently so

well-urgnuized, open-

ended assiguments),

Increased usu of other

adults (o diversify

corticolom and

InstroctIon.

Math

(urriculum and

instruction

In Interaction

with

Thematic/

with

CroupsludivIduaIs

Interest Related

1 a .

_JI:orticulo!

Ihtelt mre project- Use of conven- Lots of attention to

related rending, Lions In this area-- whether klds sre

writing, and speakin Jeaching algorithms hivolved in what

without sny

explanations.)

More "discussions"

along kids, where More use of

they tire expected to manipulative maturialsCiassroum

listen to one another for problem-solving

and bnild on each activities.

other's Ideas. 6)

they are doing,

concern with what:

"grabs" them.

Lots of tme

(I) dictionaries and

enclyelopedias.

Kids personal issues

ilfl! A much mire (iltvlons Substantial (capons-

and forotalized part of iveness to how klds

classtoom life. 6) are thinking about:

Ihe

spru NIA more diver structni !! ut the

silted into dIffereat,\ languagequestioning

kindsal work areas. (JI) i4 tw.:i the Omits of

weir noderstindin .

:loth endert work

add "skills" work

Alt occurring both In

a,m, and p.m.
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(Use of worksheets is

heaviest in thls

areaalso, organiv.cd

around finishing

directed activities

as a p!eiladnauy to

open-ended

explorailoo.)

Much more enthusiastic Many mire substantial Wants to do things

and personalbalanced projects lo evidence with kids tha1.

between being ii

memher of a small

working group and its

leader,

Is organIzedAlthoughWieu retains

so that Illen can

sfold 1.1g blocks of

time lo conversation

with one student--

pursues child's

Lk:all% and extends

it; she helps kids

to focus, but Joes

oot cut off their

energy,

control over the whole

class, there are

serious periods spent

on exploring what-

'ever anyone In the

gioop brings up for

discossloo,

(Sees herself as

less able to do

this than she would

like in current, school

because she needs to

spend time on conflict

resolution.)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

aroinui the room, coo learn

from :is well,

More use of human anti

shaerinl resources to Sees self os

develop ideas In "calmer" about

mace and social her 0404
studies, reflecting tor kids to develop

the Idea that the their own thinking

teacher doeso't have a concero which

lo kouw all about she feels hal,

something in order "always been there"

lo have kids learn but Is much lam In

ohm IL. OW Ion now,

gl1IIS I! till leaullng Thought she Iowan:

about thlugs clone at a "great Leacher"

nand, observable, and at last school

of concern lo the then confidence

kids. (i)was shaken hy

experience at

siteroativc school--

felt need to prove

herbell --came out of

it by careluily

reflectiog on each

.kid, lots ol

emphasis on their

emotional Heeds,

"why they act the

way they act",

"Most Important to

me Is to lry to nada-

stood what they ,Ire

asking me." (1)
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Joisica; Kindergarten, First grade, School; Magnet Progfam

Classroom 1..011;114e

Organlation, lime/ Curlalum nd

Anses a variety of

rich materials whose

use has thought pro-

vokIng questions

"built In" (e.g.,

marhIc roll, Illocks,

nand and water table

with tools lor vas-

ming, etc.) (2!

AdInsts assigned

wish lime to accom-

odate children pur-

suing activities

that nre "on their

mind"

More use of child-

ren's own storks

as a basis for

assessing and devel-

oping reading aTi

writing skill.0,4

(See Thematic

Curriculum also)

*Miscouruges the use

of emterials which

put the child In u

;passive position.

ACIassroom Is orgarized

to have a onsber of

dIfierent things going

on at one Lime. (1)

*Accumodations ure

made In the schedule

to spend extended

periods of time un

activities In which

children are pro-

ductively involved.0

ACIassroom organizo-

Ion dilows her 1.0 solid

time with one !mil-

vldnal and she dues

tills a lot (1)
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Mathematics

CorrIcnInm and

IOStrdalod

OSULS prolliems mut

children in building,

drawing, grouping,

counting which can he

solved In many

different ways.

Interaction

with

itidlviuilktis

Ohserves what d

child is doing and

then asks a question

which would lead the

child Lo think about

the phenomenon at

hand In a new way'()

Responds tu child-

ren's activities *Asks childrin

with an obvious questIons which re-

nwarenetts of the Llse,qu!re Lhem to ohsere

space, and number a particular aspeet

concepts they are of an activity ill

working on as which tlwy are .

they work to solve engaged and verbalize

problems they set their understanding

for themselves, (D of what they see,

(DO

Often asks children

"Mow did yon figure

that ont?", when

they answer her

questions (her

construction of

follow-mp questions

Is limited). (D

1

InLetaction

.6m2Lips

*Uses morning meet-.

log to "process"

issues which concern

individinals or,

small groups (1)

Builds group instruc-

tion mound problems

that arise In

individual projects,

asks each child how

he or she would

"solve" the problem.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Theewtic/

Interest Related

'Curriculum

'Alluilds writing,

drawing, and counting

assignuents 4f044d

children's involve-

ment with materials

'they have chosen

(e.g., labels,

maps of stun:titres,

Ci(.0
etc.)

'Mils could be

!understood !ILE

;as waking connections

!between kids'

.actiwities and formal

:skill development ul

:as imposing the

'teachers' agenda

regarding things the

children themselves

would never choose

au a way of thinking

Aunt things.)

Self-

Retlecilon

Renewed comidtment

to the Idea that

teaching Is dlf-

flcult intellect-

ual work (1)

increased

appreciation of

the difficult

thinking involved

In arriving at a

basic understand-

ing of something

ereatet tulerance

for and under-

standing of the

variety uf

ways Leachers

cad work;

better sense

of the mem

di l CUM that

rim though Lhe

Leaching process

nu mutter what

methods are used

(7)
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Swaim: Code 4, School! Magnet Program

Classroom

Orgaolzalion, llme/

Sl9r.41614

A small increase In

kills' Input In

choosing laojects

that everyoue will

work 00 together. 0)

put

on kids taking

responsibility for

their own behavior

problemstalking

things through, etc..

(I)

Wire tend:J-111.1de

activity centers ond

projects, fewer

commercial "kits",

(!1

eCholce time" is

Integrated with more

formal corriculum

(no clear dichotomy

between work and play)

conscious effort to

treat self-direcled

work ati salons

academies (1)

Attempts to develop

rules inr nue of

materials that "make

sense" to the kills,

given the standard

of sharing. (1)
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laine,uage Mathematics interaction

Curriculum and Corriculum and with

instroction Instrnalon Indlvidnals
_ _ . . . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ . . _ , _ . . . ..... _ _ .

Aveeptanee of grammar

and spelling errors

ht composition meant

to "get ii lit of

good Ideas down on

paper". (D-0

Much core of

an effort io use

conlpolative

noterlals to

demonstrate and

evaluate whether

kids onderstand

"mulling" ot what the concepts

kids read is stressed behind computation.

Wore.

(See thismitic

Curriculum)

More attention to

the process of

working a problem

tint.
a)

"giving klds

reason" seems to

mean giving them u

logical reason

to believe what

she tells them,

i.e., not Just

orher authority

the book's.

Increased exprt.ssion

of trust that kids

can flgure things

out fin themselves,

coke sensible

decisious about

how tu complete

a poled., etc.,

*Extends the child's

work or talk by

asking thought-

provoking, open-

ended questions--

lots of serious

conversations

with chldren about

their work. 0

*Responds to child

as a whole person--

thoughts, feelings,

knowledge, skill--

811 interrelated.

Interactiou

with

Crou

Confidence lu her

ability to he

the classroom

leader, and lftle

twiny difierek

interests and

activities, has

Increasedcore

skill at using

human and coterlal

resources to fucker

klds' interests,

and especially to

cuuriluate It all

Into a class-slu

production, where

each ch114 has an

appropriate and

challenging piece

iii the actloo.

BEST COP AVAILABLE

(DC1

Thimmtiel

Interest Related

ric id um

*Prolects s'eem to

he a productive

halooce between

teacherly organ-

ization and

dIrection, and

Juts ut child

participation

at all levels.

Skill develop-

volt is aa

integral part of

thecotle projects,

not a separate

trait of Instruction Wants to mike

(010Ce so in real collections

language than in between projects

math.) (1)g and skills, not

just superficial

0110S, finds

Taking hig risks that hard ep

in curriculum

design-more trust Frost:rated with

in her ability to "giving kids

design worthwhile reason" lu math--

learning exper- feels they may

nut be ready

fur that, and

learning

couventions is

okay for now..

Self-

Rellection

Seca herSilf aS

mote careful

dbout thinking

through what

klds need to think

about, how they

would solve

problems

associated with

the proiects

she gives 1km--

results ill cure

well developed

directions,

for exampla(1)
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Vicky: Grade 5, School: Pi !vote

Classroom

Organization, Time/

Stice/Social Structure

*Many materials are

available in the

classwom whirh pose

problems to bu solved

In a variety ol ways.,

(2)

*Schedule of the day

Is will as to a) low

extended lime Oo

Interesting activities.

*Teacher interacts

with drildren whu

are actively engaged

in chosen projects,

tusking them luestions

which get them tu

look it ulna they

arc doing in a new

woy (-2)

Children are Mona-

aged to talk to one

another about what

they e thinking and

why In oil eircum-

stances, had they do,

ii spontaneously. (I)

Chose to teach a

multi-age group so

that children could

see other children's

different knowledge

and abilities 4nd

the various steps

Involved In learninv

something.

Language Mathemotics Interaction Interaction

Curriculum I1114 CutricUl4A and with with

Ins( ruction foutructloo Individuals Gru2s

/*Olupluys represent loses problems which

the results of !require children to

children's own exper- invent their own

imeots, articulated latethads of Motion:

in their own utruc- 0)(.2-)

tore uf words ur

numbers. (J)After child demon-

:stratus thot he/she

*Children write and tiliderstand an

read their own

stories.

Books are used that

are related to claim

projects for

individual reading.
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!uperatiunal process,

then she Introduces ;Asks qneuflaus of

the conventiunal ;children that both

'algorithm. @inquire loto their

lunderstanding and

i*When child gets lush them tu new

an answer, she asks !levels,

1,him/her tu explain

!what it means and !(See Math Curriculum

!how they got it, lq) and Instruction),

!Intently avoids any

judgement that whut

a child dues is

'!right' or "wrong",

but Inggests, oR u

regular basis that

they seek other ways

of working at a

problem. (I)

'0When child seem

confused on number

probletim, she auks

them to work uto

,prohlems nsing

materials, und then

connectu back to

'numbers. (3)

!Allses Etterns us

,basis of instruction:,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Raises question:1'in

group meetings which

have multiple

Mistier's.

Often ma the phrase

"some people say..."

to get kids to think

pahunt something In a

new way.

Ncuses the groups'

attention on things

that are happening

in the environment and

raises questions for

them to think about,

Thematic/

interest Related

Curriculum

Self-

Reflection

*Builds reading, ;Much extended

writing, math praclie6 awareness of the

on activities which complexity

involve children ln Involved in

their substance. learning basic

concepts.

*Encourages children

LO observe phenomenon time atom of die

and articultite their Issas relined

imderstanding uf what.to not teaching

they dce. 0) conventional

knowledge

Children are taught titructures, but

to use a variety uf .nut resuived un

media for !this question,

"understanding" the !especially Jo

same data (e.g., 'concerns about

graphs, poetry, children's

drawing, writing.) (Doucceas in school

!outside her

classroom, (9

4loestloalog Ihe

!relationship

between under-

:

I

standing coocepis

and being aide

!tu puffins) well

uo conventional

school tasks Ilke

,arithisetle. 0

Wonders whether

her always being

uon-commItal

about Whether a

child Is un the

right track is

'a good thlon. 0
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Suzanne 6/15/81

212.

Observations

Suzanne, personally and classroom-wise, seems lesst

distracted by the Cambridge turmoil* She didn't mention

it at all except when asked a direct question, and she

recommended we not talk about it in the teachers' room

(where all the other inhabitants were talking about it).

Perhaps she has a good reason to think she will not lose

her job. But the general upheaval going on around her

doesn't seem to penetrate her classroom in the way it

does with the others, even Diane who was not RIFFed.

A mother on the personnel committee came into her classroom

in the middle of the morning to set up an interview

with Suzanne (routine, to be done with all magnet teachers).

The mother seemed distraught and said she was embarassed;

Suzanne handled the intrusion in a friendly and business-

like manner.

I spent the morning in Suzanne's class. Our inter-

view was scheduled to occur during recess and it was agreed

that if we needed more time, the assistant would take

charge of the class, that Suzanne didn't need to be there

during "project time." When I arrived, however, Suzanne

was ensconced in a Chapter 766 "Core" meeting which lasted

almost to recess time: when she returned, she apologized,

said the meeting had been called at the last minute, and

* At the time of this classroom observation, all non-tenured and
40% of tenured school teachers had been "given notice." A large number of
the tenured teachers. were eventually rehired but the disturbance was great.
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she couldn't do anything about it. I observed in her

room while she was out and the "assistant-teacher" was

in charge. The interview, at Suzanne's suggestion,

occurred in the classroom during recess and project time.

She and I sat on a couch and talked while the children,

organized by the "a.t.," were at work around us. Because

of the arrangement of Suzanne's room, our conversation

was able to be relatively private. I was not, however,

able to tape record it. I did take extensive notes, with

which both Suzanne and I felt comfortable.

My first impression of Suzanne's classroom was that

there were many more "teacher-made" and "child-made"

activity centers and displays than there had been two

years ago. In my earlier visits to her room, I remember

noting that there were many commercial "kits," oriented

toward practicing basic skills in reading and math.

One activity area, for example, labelled "cooking"

had "directions for chefs, waiters, and waitresses"

written out in magic marker on large sheets of paper. They

were organizational directions which left the choice of

a project up to the participants. A nearby area/display

was entitled "making sentences make sense." It showed

examples of confusing sentences with the confusions edited

out in yellow marker. There were also directions like:

"leave out extra words such as 'and then.' 'so,' 'because,

'and so' which were illustrated with corrected examples.
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This was also written out in the "teacher's hand."

All along one wall was an extensive "work area with

directions" for doing book-binding, and on the other side

of the room, a similar set up labelled "writing and

printing center." These were related to the major project

in which the class was currently engaged: writing, editing,

and binding their own individual autobiographies. A second

thematic area was a "sea life table" with posters of

sea animals, shells, and dried seaweed displayed, as well

as teacher-made booklets about sea life and several trade

books.

When I arrived, two girls and one boy were working

on their books (writing and assembling), two boys were

playing a commercial board game in an a...:ea labelled "math

center", two girls were putting together a puzzle, the

pieces of which were the 50 states in the US, all of the

others were working on packets of papers at their desks

or at a round table, with the help and encouragement of

the "a.t." who moved from one place to another. These

papers included some conventional math and grammar practice,

but were primarily oriented toward the autobiographies each

child had written. (They were to make lists of nouns,

verbs, and adjectives they had used in one or another part

of what they had written.)

On the wall, there was a list of the things to be

included in the autobiography, as follows:
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name poem

name history

recopied and edited draft of
autobiography with titles

dedication

title for book

time line

family data page

ideas for illustration

The directions said that these all needed to be collected

before beginning the binding process.

Students' desks were arranged around the room among

the activity centers, generally in pairs. In front of

pairs of desks was a uorrugated cardboard wall, which

served in many cases as a personal notice board. While I

was there, students moved freely around, working at their

desks, at activity areas, on the floor and at two free-stand-

ing tables. They carried on generally quiet conversations,

related to their work or not, and all seemed engaged with

one or another activity. Their work seemed directed by

a list of jobs on the board as follows:

Musts: autobiography nouns, verbs, and adjectives

language usage packets (may take break

between pages)

any unfinished math assignments

check folders and desks
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Choice: blocks

reaetng

map study

life in the sea

puzzles

backgammon, chess, etc.

water collr painting

plant journal,

poems

growth

math materials

chip trading

kalah

fraction disks

fraction tiles

etc.

sewing

About 2/3 of the children in the room seemed to function

quite independently during the hour and a half that Suzanne

was out. The others received help with their work,

interpretation of directions, and reminders about what they

were supposed to be doing from the aide. I observed

people working on their books, doing map puzzles, and play-

ing a board game. In all of these cases, there was con-

versation among the children about the substance and the

process of the activity as well as talk about unrelated
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matters while the activity continued. There were arguments

about rules and "what you're supposed to do" which seemed

quite typical of children in the fourth grade.

When Suzanne came in, nothing much changed. She did

not announce her presence or go around "checking up" on

everyone. Yet it was clear that her sense of what everyone

was doing was substantial. There was an obvious difference

between the help and focus on task that the "a.t." had

been giving, and Suzanne's more direct interaction to meet

students' differing needs. She seemed to know where they

were and where she wanted them to go, yet she was not

directive. She sat down with one girl, for exampl ho

was working on her autobiography words. She began a a

pcL11L in the book where they had obviously "left off"

at some prior work period and worked with the girl to edi

her writing. She asked the girl to try to find mistakes

herself, and also pointed some out. When a word was spelled

incorrectly, Suza a went over some rules unt.I.1 they

arrived together at the correct spelling (with Suzanne

being the final judge). The word was then written correctly

in the child's personal word list book, and corrected in

the autobiography (which was written in pencil) . The,:e

was talk about which words in a title need to be capital-

ized, with Suzanne asking for the rule and then having the

child apply it, and also a talk about the differences
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between "there," "they're," and "their." In no case did

Suzanne say, "This is wrong and here is what it should

be." The correction was always arrived at through directed

questioning and suggestion.

Suzanne's next interaction was with a boy who came

up to hez with a card that had a picture of a jellyfish

on it. He said it was the same as the picture on a large

poster in the "Sea Life" center. Suzanne walked him over

to the poster and put the card up next to it and said,

"They are sort of the same, but sort of different. Can

you see how they are different?" The boy said they looked

the same to him. She pointed out that they had different

names and suggested he try to look carefully at how they

might be different. Then another boy came up and handed

her a shoe box with a lot of foreign coins taped inside

it. She said, "Oh, is this your collection? What are

these?" He said, "Money from another country, my father

bought it." She said, "Did he buy it in a coin store?"

He said, "No, le was there." She asked, "Where is it

from?" He said he didn't know, and she looked over the

bills, trying to figure out where they might be from. He

did not seem very interested in looking for clues; the

ones she proposed made sense to her, but did not engage

'him. After asking me where I thought they might be from,

she told him where the "Collections" were to be displayed

and gave him some directions about the process.
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The recess bell rang, but many of the kids stayed

in the room and had snacks while working on things.

Others went in and out through a door which went from

the classroom directly outside. Suzanne d .rected me

to the couch where we were to sit and talk. The personnel

committee mother came in at this point, and then some

girls in the class pulled up their chairs to join this

"sewing circle" of grownups. Suzanne asked them to go

and do something because we needed to talk, which they did.

Interview

I asked her at first, just to talk about what was

currently going on in her classroom. She said that at

the beginning of the year, the curriculum begins with

skills and develops into projects, but now, the projects

came first and skill development grew out of them. She

liked the latter way better and would like to be able to

do more of that next year, i.e., to begin right off with

projects. I asked where the idea to do the autobiographies

came from. She said she had two goals in mind: "to do

something that was really 'me' oriented, and to have a

big end of the year culmination -- something that was fun

and personal." In the spring, she told me, they had done

a big research project that was related to Green Acres/

Colonial history. She thought that was also somewhat

personal, but not as much as autobiographies. (There

were some remnants of that project around the room -- a
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3' x 8' fairly sophisticated but child-made scale model of

a village, a list of "rules in the 1700's," a list of

"punishments in the 1700's," a list rf "qualities of a good

governor" and an announcement of an election. The first

two lists seemed "researched," the last one, constructed

by the students.) Suzanne said that the specific content

of the autobiography project, including binding them into

personal books came from a chapter that Follet Publishers

made available for field testing.

The thing that was most interesting to Suzanne in

presenting this project was that she wanted to write

out all the directions in such a way aF to enable the

children to work independently in all the centers. She

worked very hard at getting down the wording of the direction,

trying them out on people to see if she could get across

exactly what she meant. This was a large undertaking,

she said, because the center involved 5 different "stations"

and some of the pieces of the project had as many as 20

steps. She was most intrigued by the fact that words did

not seem sufficient to explain some parts of the process,

even to adults. She said, "I just had to show them that

step, and always have someone there to show the kids.

always thought you would be able to find words if you

really worked at it, but that's not true."

This interest in "giving directions," making your-

self understood by others, and understanding them, seemed
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related to Suzanne's view, to what we were talking about

in the project. She would like to think about it and talk

about it some more.

I told her of my observation that the last time I

had visited (over a year ago), there seemed to be more

commercial, skills-oriented kits being used, whereas now

there were more projects (using her word). She said,

"It's always more that way at the beginning of the year.

Like when you have a kid read a book first, and then have

him do a project on it. You can't just start with a

project." She went on to talk about how hard it seems

to do "interdisciplinary teaching" and also "really get

at skills" -- "you have to know they're getting it."

(She seemed to have some new insights into this process,

to be saying that she had thought interdisciplinary teaching

was one thing, but now sees that it's really something

else, and hard to do.) I asked why it was hard to start

the year with projects, and she said that you "really

need to be 'creative to get the skills integrated with

everything else, especially math. If you're gonna

do measuremant on something, it's easy, but not if you're

gonna make real connections to skills." She said that

you could find ways to "tack on" skills, but what was

really hard was getting them to be substantially there

at the heart of the process.
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Since it has always been a concern of hers, I then

asked Suzanne to talk about how she was currently teaching

mathematics. She said she had a newly developed "conscious

awareness" of what a group goes through in learning a

particular skill. Her work with a small group on any

particular topic "begins with general brainstorming to

get at what kids already know, and then moves into working

strictly with manipulatives before we do any paper and

pencil stuff." She emphasized that it was a "real conver-

sation" and not just "questions and answers" and she said,

to me: "We know how hard that is, to have a real conver-

sation" (meaning she and I). This gave me an entree to

ask about connections to the project, so I asked her

directly how it had influenced the way she taught math.

She said, "It really has, but I don't know exactly how

to say how." She stressed the importance of "listening

to kids and trying to figure out what they don't understand,"

and then switched to talking about the importance of

"the questioning process -- figuring out what they do

understand and then connecting up with it." (I wondered

if the first formulation was more comfortable to her as

a description of what she does while the second formuiacion

was thought to be a more adequate statement of "the party

line.")

She went on to say that having "conversations" with
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kids is the important overall idea from the project that

permeates her teaching. She said, "No matter what you

are trying to teach, you just have to talk about it with

the kids and make them understand it. You have to pay

attention to what kids understand and fill in the gaps

from what they do understand:' I asked how this applied

to teaching somcthing specific, like long division. She

replied that she went through the same process (of conver-

sation and manipulatives, first) and that it seemed easy

for kids to really understand long division; "what's

hard to get at is the paper and pencil stuff, how you know

which numbers go where."

I then asked if she saw effects of the project in

her teaching in areas other than math. She stared off

into the room, and was quiet for several moments, and then

said, "I think it's an attitude -- a general attitude -- all

of us were affected personally in one way or another. I

thinP it's primarily the language usage in the classroom,

the kind of talking that goes on around things." She then

went on to say, "I always thought of the project in terms

of group support, although I'm not sure anyone else looked

at it that way, because I need to talk about the philosophy

of my classroom. Not talk about it directly, but through

the stuff we were doing. Though it seems disconnected,

it's an invisible kind of support. Like the moon, it

supports the value of talking about thing; that this kind
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of thinking is good, and so you listen to kids. You try

to figure out what to say next, you get them to think.

We learned to ask questions of other persons, and to express

ourselves more clearly. Like you ask a question of a

kid to get a question back again, and you find out what

kids know by the questions they ask."

I then asked Suzanne what she would think of doing

the seminar over again with another group of teachers:

which parts seemed most valuable, which could be dropped.

She said "It was a real important, invaluable experience

for me, but I think you've got to get the right group

together. I don't know about stipends and staff development

credit, what people's true motivations are." I asked if

we should drop those things, and she said, quite firmly,

"Oh, no." She said, in her view, "The thinking and

learning we did together connected directly to the class-

room. For me that was obvious, but others had trouble.

I don't know where everyone stands on it. It depends on how

willing people are to evaluate themselves. If their

intent is a stipend or credit, then it probably couldn't be

so good."

Suzanne was beginning to get drawn away from the

interview by events in the class, so I asked her only one

further, general question. I asked if she could have

her ideal teaching job next year, what would it be?

She said, straight out, "a third grade alternative classroom
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in this school but not necessarily in this program."

She said she wanted to change programs because she felt

as though the one she was in had "a floating structure,

didn't really know where it was going." She felt something

was missing, but couldn't quite say what. She said she

thought she could get more experience in a third grade

with "teaching primary skills in interesting ways that

were not skill isolated."

I asked her how she felt about all the activity that

resulted from propcsition 21/2. She said that it made her

ask herself "do I really want to teach? Or would I rather

be doing something else?" And, she decided, "I really

love it. And even if I could, I wouldn't be happy just

working 8 to 2. This has been a real year of transition

for me; the kids may not have got all the skills they

were s:pposed to but they had a good experience and they

have good attitudes. I decided to work in the reverse way:

instead of limiting the hours I work, I'm going to try to

fit the rest of my life in around it. So far, it's not

working too well, but I have managed to detach teaching

from my weekends."
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VII SKETCHES OF THE PARTICIPANTS' CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Groups

The year after the project ended, nine of the teachers

met together regularly, with rotating presence on the part

of the staff, to continue some of the discussions and

activities. These meetings went on in alternate weeks through-

out the year, and gradually came to focus on two main topics.

One was continuing to work together with children, trying to

understand their understanding. The other was continuing to

work at understanding the motions of the sun and moon and

developing models which help explain those motions.

The group that continued to focus on the moon continues

to meet now, for the fifth year, every second or third week.

It consists of four teachers from the first year's group and

two from the second year. In addition to expanding and deepening

their understanding of the movements of heavenly bodies, they

often move into discussions aboutteaching, children, and teacher

education. The group also serves as a support group, in these

times of cutbacks, internal battles within the school system,

and shifting jobs.

The group that continued to focus on children has changed

emphasis. In the late winter of that third year, one of the

teachers came to a meeting after having seen "The Day after

Trinity"--the story of J. Robert Oppenheimer and the building

of the first nuclear bomb. She was in some consternatiLn.

We had been focussing, in our work with children, on math
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and science activities, on developing independence of thought

and interest. In short, she exclaimed, the kind of independence

of thought and activity that we were wol:king to develop was

brilliantly exemplified by Robert Oppenheimer: curiosity about

how things worked, confidence in his ability to figure things

out, imagination in conceptualizing alternative solutions, and

so on and so on. And what did he do with those abilities?

He built the bomb! She urged everyone in the group to see

that film, which we did, and to think about what other

fundamental tings we wanted to develop in children.

The line was not absolutely direct, from that film to the

next stage. Nonetheless, before the end of that school year,

the work we had been doing with children stopped, and five

of the group had become active in the peace education movement,

which was then just beginning in the Cambridge area. Three

of these teachers are the core of the curriculum committee of

the Cambridge Peace Education Project. They have gained the

support of the administration of the Cambridge Public Library

system, and the Cambridge Teachers' Association, and have

organized two in-service courses for Cambridge teachers, as

well as working o- the issues in their own classrooms.

Two others have beem members of the curriculum committee

of Educators for Social Responsibility. They were two major

authors of the K-3 section of the Curriculum and Resource Guide

published by that organization, for the first national Day of

Dialogue on the nuclear threat, held on October 25.
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Of these five, several have organized and led work-

shops at conferences on this issue. On other occasions,

Eleanor Duckworth, who has also been working with these

committees, has made presentations based directly on their

work with the children in their classes.

Individuals

First year participants:

Carol: At the end of the first year of the project, Carol had

a baby and has not resumed teaching.

Diane: In the middle of the project's first year, Diane had

said (rather apologetically) that while she respected

those in the group who were informal-classroom teachers,

she "Could never feel comfortable" in such a setting.

She had argued then, that with her background,

schooling, and "kind of person I am," she would always

be happier in her "more structured," traditional

classroom environment. At the end of the second year

of the project, she wrote: "I may as well write this

down right at the beginning so that it will be forever

recorded: I can no longer teach as I have, things must

change!" Diane did make changes in her classroom over

the next two years. Then, last spring, after 13 years

of teaching, she applied for a position in one of the

alternative programs in the Cambridge Public Schools--

a move she found very risky, but she made it in order

to have support for teaching as she now wanted to.
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With thirteen years of tenures the job she held was

secure, but she chose to make this change, anyhow.

Diane was impressive enough in her interviews to

be offered her choice of positions in three programs

and is now teaching in one of them.

Diane is a member of the Moon Group and the

Cambridge Peade Education Project.

Helen: At the end of the second year of our project, Helen's

small school was closed, and she was transferred to

another. At the end of the following year, she was

one of the scores of tenured Cambridge teachers to

be dismissed as a result of the taxpayers' revolt

referendum. She applied, as did dozens of others, for

positions in alternative programs, where years of

seniority were not the ultimate factor in retaining

teachers. Her recommendations and interviews were

impressive, and she was asked to join the staff of

one of the alternative schools, where she now teaches.

She was given notice of dismissal again the following

year, but this time all such notices were reversed.

She is a member of the Moon Group and the Cambridge

Peace Education Project.

Isabel: Continues to teach in the Cambridge Public Schools.

Jessica:With the continuing cutbacks in the Cambridge Schools,

and her relatively few years of tenure, Jessica has

been given notice of disLissal each of the last two

years. However, the first,year teachers in alternative
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programs were retained for reasons of qualifications

as wellas seniority, and the second year all notices

were evenutally reversed. She continues to teach.

Jessica is a member of the Moon Group and the

curriculum committee of Educators for Social Responsibility.

Lee: Since Lee did not have tenure, she was not rehired in

the Cambridge Schools. She is continuing her work as

a graduate student in education.

Like Jessica, Suzanne continues to teach in an alternative

porgram, after receiving notice of dismissal two years

in a row.

She is a member fo the Moon Group and the Cambridge

Peace Education Project.

Suzanne:

Second year participants:

Anna: Continues to teach in the Cambridge Public Schools.

Deborah: Has been on maternity leave since the end of the

project, having had two babies in that time. She

wants to return to teaching in the fall of 1983.

Heidi: Was not yet tenured in Cambridge, and has therefore

not been able to, teach there since the end of the

project. She badly wanted to teach again, and finally

secured an administrative position in a private school,

which gave her the opportunity to do some substitute
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teaching. This year, she is teaching half-time in

that same school, as a resource teacher.

Heidi came, to begin with, to the group meetings

after th,: project ended. She found it too painful to

continue, however, talking about teaching when she so

badly wanted to teach, but couldn't.

Karen: Took a leave from teaching to spend a year doing

psychological research. The year she wanted to return

was the year of the cutbacks, and she received notice

of dismissal. She was able to continue her "on-leave"

status for two further years, and is hoping she will

be able to return to teaching in the fall of 1983.

She is a member of'the Moon Group, and finds it

important, among other things, as a way of keeping

in touch with teaching.

Katherine: Continues to teach in the Cambridge public schools.

Ruth: Has left teaching to enter the field of famil', rapy,

which she sees as a continuation of the work she did

as a teacher and in this project.

Sara: Continues to teach in the Cambridge Public Schools.

Vicky: Was given notice of dismissal. Believing that the

chances of reversal of that notice were very low, she

accepted the offer of a job to teach in a private

school in Cambridge, where she now is.

She is a member of the Moon Group and the curriculum

committee of Educators for Social Responsibility.
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Summarizing the current picture of our 15 participants

(7 in the first-year group, 8 in the second) we see the

following: nine participants are still teaching full-time,

two are hoping to be re-hired full-time in the fall of 1983,

and one is teaching part-time while seeking a full-time

position. Of the six who are not currently teaching full-

time, two left to have babies, three were not re-hired as a

result of cutbacks, and one left to develop her career in a

different direction.

It is clear that the project had a significant impact

on the six teachers who continue to mee- together in one or

both of the two groups described above. (The five of those

who are still teaching are described in Section VI.) In

addition, we are in occasional contact with five others,

who always make warm and specific references to the experience.

While the project clearly did not have as profound an effect

on them, they do report that it had an influence on their

subsequent teaching. (See, for example, the quotes from the

final interviews, at the end of Section IV.)
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